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THE QUALITY OF INFORMATION ON WEBSITES
OF INSURANCE COMPANIES AND THEIR COMPETITIVE
POSITION
ADAM CZERWIŃSKI
Faculty of Economics, Opole University

The aim of this article is to present results of studies on the relationship between
the evaluation of the quality of the information contained on a website of an insurer
and its competitive position. The evaluation of the quality of the information on the
websites of insurance companies was based on the scoring method using an original
tool to assess the quality of the information on the Internet. Its structure is based on
the model of the information quality proposed by Eppler and includes 16 statements
concerning individual quality criteria. The assessment of the competitive position of
insurers took into account their share in the market of personal and property insurances (measured by the share in gross written premium) and the scale of the impact
on the market through their websites (measured by their popularity). The studies carried out and the analysis of their results did not confirm the existence of statistically
significant correlation between the quality of the information contained on the websites of insurers and their share in the market. However, the hypothesis was verified
that there is a statistically significant correlation between the quality of the information contained on the websites of insurers and their popularity.
Keywords: quality of information, website, Internet, insurer, competitive position

1. Introduction
It is increasingly common in Poland to use websites as sources of information
and communication tools in matters relating to insurance. This is due to widespread
access to Internet and development of websites of insurance companies offering

different types of services ranging from a presentation of an offer through an access to detailed information on individual products to an interactive contact with an
advisor for additional information. It is also possible to conclude an insurance contract online or make a claim in the same way. However, the increase in the access
to insurance information sources and development of the services offered through
professional websites of insurance companies are not followed by proper quality of
the information [8]. Therefore, it is very difficult to obtain reliable and useful information for an average user, who does not have sufficient knowledge and is not
able to assess the quality of the information. The full evaluation of the quality of
the information contained on the websites is a difficult task, both in methodological
and practical terms [1, pp. 114-116]. Therefore, it is worth to answer the following
questions:
− Is there a correlation between the quality of a website of an insurer, especially the quality of the available information, and the position occupied by
the insurer on the market?
− Does the quality of the information available on a website of an insurer
correlate with the popularity of this website?
The aim of this article is to present results of studies on the relationship between the evaluation of the quality of the information contained on a website of an
insurer and its competitive position.
2. The evaluation of the quality of the information on the websites
The evaluation of the quality of information on a website is part of the evaluation of the quality of the service treated as an information system [1, p.71]. There
are many conceptual models useful to assess the quality of information on the Internet [2]. The framework model proposed by Eppler [4] meets requirements of a
set of criteria such as universality, relevance, flexibility and completeness. It is in
its design that a horizontal and vertical structure can be distinguished. The horizontal structure reflects four views of the quality of the information related to grouping
the key quality criteria in dimensions/categories. They take into account different
roles and requirements of people towards information: authors/producers, administrators/managers of information systems, maintainers of information systems, users
of information systems/consumers of information. The four dimensions appearing
in the model are: relevance/adequacy of the information from the point of view of
the expectations and requirements of the whole community, "content" of the information as internal features characterizing the information or an information product, the optimized process of the content management (from the point of view of
the requirements of the whole community), reliable structure for providing information. The first two dimensions refer therefore to the quality of the content of the
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information. The further two dimensions are related to the quality of the media, i.e.
processes and infrastructure by which information is provided. These are: the optimized process and the reliable structure for providing information. It is on the websites that the roles of producers and administrators/maintainers are usually merged.
Thus, the presented quality framework may be reduced to three dimensions, where
the two last dimensions are merged, since it is a data producer/administrator that is
responsible for them. The vertical structure of the framework reflects the phases in
the life cycle of the information from the point of view of a user. He has to find,
understand and assess the information, adapt it to the context and apply it in an
appropriate manner. The third element of the framework consists of the principles
of information quality management, which are supposed to provide practical assistance in their implementation. The principles apply to the four phases in the vertical structure.
The quality model presented above allows for creating tools tailored for the
specificity of the insurance industry for testing the quality of the information on the
websites.
3. The competitive position of insurers
The competitive position of a company is defined as: "a result of competing
achieved by a company in a given sector considered against the background of the
results achieved by competitors" [10, p.89]. It is a multidimensional category determined by a combination of such factors as the market share, the share in the
main segments of the market, the impact on the market, the scale of operations,
technologies and technical skills, skills and adaptability [5, p.38]. In the studies on
insurers, two of the categories were taken into account, i.e. the market share and
the scope of the impact on the market. The percentage share in the premiums written was used to assess the share of individual insurers in the market. On the other
hand, one of the most important elements of the impact on the market is the information activity of the entities performed in the form of transfer, acquisition and
exchange of information. Nowadays, it is largely implemented in the virtual space
with the use of the Web information system (web pages, portals, websites). It is the
popularity of the system that can be used to assess the impact of a company in this
respect.
The data on the size of the premiums written obtained by individual insurers
come from the most recent report of the Polish Chamber of Insurers [9].
The indicator, which reflects the popularity of the given website, is the number of its users. The systematic investigations under the name of "Megapanel",
which allow for determining the value of this indicator, are carried out by Polish
companies such as Polskie Badania Internetu and Gemius. Unfortunately, there
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were only five insurance companies investigated in this way in July 20151. Therefore, the popularity of the websites on insurers was determined on the basis of the
PageRank ratio. It is for this purpose that the Alexa indicator can be used as well,
however, its value is unknown for many less popular Polish services. The
PageRank was created by Larry Page and Sergey Brin from the Stanford University. It is in the model created by them that, behaviors of a web user, who browses
randomly selected websites and chooses subsequent hyperlinks without going back,
are reproduced. The probability that he will visit the given website is its PageRank.
It is by using this method that the websites receive the values ranging from 0 to 10.
The PageRank is the development of the long-known heuristics, according to
which the quality of the text is proportional to the number of texts referring to it
[7]. The improvement proposed by the authors of the algorithm was to weigh the
quality of links pointing to the text using their own PageRank. Thus, if a given
website is referred by a website with a higher rating, it is more important than a
reference of an unpopular website. The PageRank value depends principally on the
Link popularity factor, which is determined by the number of connections leading
to the website from other websites and the "value" the connections. There are
plug-ins for different browsers enabling preview and download of the current
PageRank value for the visited websites. However, it must be emphasized that the
PageRank is not fully reliable now, when it comes to measuring the popularity of
websites. Since the PageRank algorithm is used by the Internet search engine of
Google [3], there are taken various actions commonly called search engine optimization - SEO, which aim at achieving by a given website the highest possible position in search results. They allow for achieving a high value of the PageRank indicator.
4. Research methodology and results
The aim of the studies carried out was to verify the following hypotheses:
1. There is a statistically significant correlation between the quality of the information contained on the websites of insurers and their share in the market of personal and property insurances,
2. There is a statistically significant correlation between the quality of the information contained on the websites of insurers and their popularity.

1

The information given by a representative of the PBI sp. z o.o. in August 2015
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It was in order to verify or falsify these hypotheses that the following research procedure had to be performed:
1. To select a group of websites of insurers,
2. To make an evaluation of the quality of the information on the selected
websites,
3. To make a statistical analysis of the correlation between a measure of the
quality of the information and the share in the market.
4. To make a statistical analysis of the correlation between a measure of the
quality of the information and the popularity of the website.
Ad 1. While selecting the insurers and their websites, the following criteria were
used:
− Head office in Poland,
− Running of the business activity in more than one group of insurances in
Chapter II for at least one year (personal and property insurances without
life insurances).
The insurance companies corresponding to these criteria were identified on the
basis of the list of "companies operating in the form of a joint stock company" and
"a list of companies operating in the form of a Mutual Insurance Company (MIC)".
Both of these lists are published by the Financial Supervision Commission and
include a total of 31 entities [6]. Of these, 27 met both of the criteria. All of these
insurance companies have an active website. However, the website of the
PARTNER TUiR S.A. was excluded from further studies, since it contains only
basic contact data and data on the scope of insurances. It is in this way that 26 websites were selected for further studies.
Ad 2. There are known very few studies on evaluation of the quality of websites of
insurance companies in Poland [8]. It should be also emphasized that the studies
covered a very small group of insurers and the evaluation was made in relation to
the broader service quality: there were evaluated among other layout of web pages,
possibility to calculate premiums quickly or intuitive forms. It is for this reason that
it was decided that the evaluation of the quality of the information on the selected
websites would be performed using the scoring method with the use of own tools.
It was for this purpose that a form containing statements allowing to make an assessment of the criteria of the quality of the information on the basis of the quality
framework proposed by Eppler was prepared. The resulting tool (see annex) contains 16 statements relating to 16 criteria with possible answers according to a fivepoint Likert scale: I strongly disagree, I rather do not agree, It is hard to say/I have
no opinion, I rather agree, I strongly agree. The answers to individual statements
were coded in the form of numerical values from 1 (I strongly disagree) to 5
(I strongly agree) respectively.
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The evaluation of the selected websites was made by a group of ten students participants of a MA seminar since 15th to 19th June 20152. Then, a sum of the
points obtained in this way was calculated for each of the websites and thus a synthetic measure of the quality of information was obtained. The average values of
this measure for 26 tested websites are presented in the table 1.
Table 1. Average values of the synthetic measure of quality information
for 26 websites of insurers
The name of the insurer
No. (service address)
ALLIANZ POLSKA S.A.
1 (www.allianz.pl)
AVIVA TUO S.A.
2 (www.aviva.pl)
AXA TUiR S.A.
3 (www.axa.pl)

Meas
The name of the insurer
ure No. (service address)
72
72

65

68

15 WARTA S.A. (www.warta.pl)
CONCORDIA POLSKA TUW
16 (www.grupaconcordia.pl)
INTER POLSKA S.A.
17 (www.interpolska.pl)
INTERRISK TU S.A.
18 (www.interrisk.pl)
BRE UBEZPIECZENIA S.A.
19 (www.breubezpieczenia.pl)
BZ WBK-AVIVA TUO S.A.
20 (www.bzwbkaviva.pl)
EULER HERMES S.A.
21 (www.eulerhermes.pl)
BENEFIA TU S.A.
22 (www.benefia.pl)

67

23 TUZ TUW (www.tuz.pl)

55

67

24 TUW (www.tuw.pl)
CUPRUM TUW
25 (www.tuw-cuprum.pl)

54

71

4 LINK4 TU S.A. (link4.pl)

71

5 PZU S.A. (www.pzu.pl)
GOTHAER TU S.A.
6 (www.gothaer.pl)
ERGO HESTIA S.A.
7 (www.ergohestia.pl)
GENERALI TU S.A.
8 (www.generali.pl)

71

9 KUKE S.A. (www.kuke.pl)
COMPENSA TU S.A.
10 (www.compensa.pl)
EUROPA S.A.
11 (www.tueuropa.pl)
SKOK TUW
12 (www.skokubezpieczenia.pl)

SIGNAL IDUNA POLSKA TU
14 S.A. (www.signal-iduna.pl)

Meas
ure

70
68
68

66

UNIQA TU S.A.
POCZTOWE TUW
13 (www.uniqa.pl)
66
26 (www.tuwpocztowe.pl)
Source: own study based on evaluation results

2

65
64
64
63
62
61
60
56

52
52

These were students of economics and the subject of the seminar was among others the
quality of the information on the Internet
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The basic descriptive statistics of the distribution of this measure are as follows: maximum value is 72 (websites of Allianz and Aviva), minimum value is 52
(websites of Cuprum and Pocztowe), discrepancy is 20, coefficient of variation is
0.1, skewness of the distribution is -0,727 and kurtosis is -0,448. This shows that
there is a left-sided asymmetry of the distribution and it has the nature less concentrated around the mean value.
As for the evaluation of the individual quality criteria, the worst is the evaluation of the content management process on the investigated websites. The websites
are generally not enough interactive - the median of evaluations is 3 (e.g. they rarely offer contact with a dealer or an adviser by chat) and sources of information are
not clearly indicated - the median of evaluations is 3. Sometimes, it is also not possible to reach the desired information quickly (e.g. there is no search engine or a
map on the website). Therefore, it is difficult to say that the process of information
delivery is optimal. The availability of website addresses in the virtual space was
also poorly assessed: the median is 2 (statement 13 in the annex). The availability
may be considered as a criterion characterizing the possibility of using certain
functions by a user (such as acquisition, searching, browsing, visualization information), both in time and in space. In the first case, the availability is characterized
by the infrastructure of the service within a fixed period due to the safe and easy
access to information through appropriate mechanisms and tools used in the website information systems. This kind of availability has been evaluated on the basis
of statements 14, 15 and 16. It was assessed very well (the median assessment
were: 4, 5 i 5). In the second case, the availability is characterized by the possibility
to obtain the Internet address of the website, e.g. using search engines or catalogs
of the parties. It turned out that the websites of even the largest insurers were not
registered in popular directories such as Onet that Dmoz3 (the fact of the registration was verified using the Seoquake 1.0.25 plug for Google Chrome). Whereas,
the websites of the smallest ones are visible in the search results of popular search
engines (e.g. Google Bing, Yahoo) on very distant positions. From this point of
view, the best availability of addresses in the virtual space is offered by websites
offering comparisons of specific types of insurances (e.g. rankomat.pl, swiatubezpieczen.com) and not the websites of individual insurers. On the other hand,
such features like concision and consistency had a very evaluation (median equal to
5) (e.g. publicly available document formats to download). This demonstrates a
very high level of integrity to facilitate the subsequent use of the information. The
appropriateness of the information published by insurers was also rated very high.
The information in the tested websites (e.g. general insurance conditions - OWU,

3

It is due to the fact that the importance of directories in the scale generated traffic on the
Internet is currently marginal as compared to the search engines
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descriptions of procedures for settling claims) is comprehensive, accurate and
clear (median assessment equal to 5).
Ad 3. An analysis of the correlation between a measure of the quality of the information on websites and shares of insurers in the market was carried out. It is in the
table 2 that percentage share of individual insurers in the market in 2013 is presented.
Table 2. The share of individual insurers in the market in 2013
No.

The name of an insurer

Market
No.
share

The name of an insurer

Market
share

1

PZU SA

32,41%

14

CONCORDIA POLSKA TUW

1,36%

2

WARTA SA

13,39%

15

EULER HERMES SA

1,08%

3

ERGO HESTIA SA

11,76%

16

SKOK TUW

1,06%

4

ALLIANZ POLSKA SA

7,04%

17

TUZ TUW

1,03%

5

UNIQA SA

4,38%

18

BENEFIA SA

1,01%

6

INTERRISK SA

4,24%

19

AXA SA

1,01%

7

COMPENSA SA

4,09%

20

BRE UBEZPIECZENIA SA

0,78%

8

GENERALI SA

3,80%

21

BZ WBK-AVIVA TUO SA

0,63%

9

EUROPA SA

2,79%

22

INTER POLSKA SA

0,46%

10

GOTHAER SA

1,97%

23

POCZTOWE TUW

0,32%

11

TUW T.U.W.

1,91%

24

CUPRUM TUW

0,23%

12

AVIVA-OGÓLNE SA

1,47%

25

SIGNAL IDUNA POLSKA SA

0,19%

13

LINK4 SA

1,46%

26

KUKE SA

0,16%

Source: own study based on the report of the Polish Chamber of Insurance 2013,
Center of Insurance Education, ISBN-926558-2 978-83-4

Given the one dimensional quartile criterion, it can be concluded that that the
variable presented in table 2 contains three observations due to the condition
X > Q3 + 1.5(Q3 − Q1) (for PZU S.A., Warta S.A. and Ergo Hestia S.A.). Therefore, it was decided to conduct an analysis of the correlation between the measure
of the quality of the information on the website and the share of the insurers in the
market only on the basis of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient. The results
are presented in the Table 3.
Table 3. The results of the analysis of the correlation between the measure of the quality of
the information on the websites and the share of the insurers in the market
Measure

Value

Significance

Spearman rank correlation coefficient

0.454

0.093
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The results show that the Spearman rank correlation coefficient has a small
positive value and thereby is statistically insignificant.
The presented statistical analysis allows for falsifying the first of the hypotheses posed. It turned out that the strength of the relationship between the measure of
the quality of the information on the websites and the share of the insurer in the
market is poor. Moreover, it cannot be concluded that this relationship is statically
significant.
Ad 4. The regression analysis between the measure of the quality of the information on the websites and the popularity measured with the PageRank was carried
out. It is in the table 4 that the values of the PageRank for the tested websites are
presented an in the table 5 the results of the regression analysis are shown.
Table 4. The PageRank value for the investigated websites of insurers
No.
1

The name of the insurer
(service address)

Page
No.
Rank

The name of the insurer
(service address)
EULER HERMES S.A.
(www.eulerhermes.pl)
EUROPA S.A.
(www.tueuropa.pl)
GENERALI S.A.
(www.generali.pl)
GOTHAER S.A.
(www.gothaer.pl)
INTER POLSKA S.A.
(www.interpolska.pl)
SIGNAL IDUNA POLSKA
S.A. (www.signal-iduna.pl)
SKOK TUW
(www.skokubezpieczenia)

6

14

5

15

5

16

5

17

5

18

6

KUKE S.A. (www.kuke.pl)
ALLIANZ POLSKA S.A.
(www.allianz.pl)
AVIVA TUO S.A.
(www.aviva.pl)
BZ WBK-AVIVA TUO S.A.
(www.bzwbkaviva.pl)
CONCORDIA POLSKA TUW
(www.grupaconcordia.pl)
INTERRISK S.A.
(www.interrisk.pl)

5

19

7

LINK4 S.A. (link4.pl)

5

20

8

PZU S.A. (www.pzu.pl)

5

21 TUW T.U.W. (www.tuw.pl)

2
3
4
5

9

Page
Rank
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

AXA S.A. (www.axa.pl)
4
22 TUZ TUW (www.tuz.pl)
4
BENEFIA S.A.
10 (www.benefia.pl)
4
23 UNIQA S.A. (www.uniqa.pl)
4
BRE UBEZPIECZENIA S.A.
WARTA S.A.
11 (www.breubezpieczenia.pl)
4
24 (www.warta.pl)
4
COMPENSA S.A.
CUPRUM TUW
12 (www.compensa.pl)
4
25 (www.tuw-cuprum.pl)
0*
ERGO HESTIA S.A.
POCZTOWE TUW.
13 (www.ergohestia.pl)
4
26 (www.tuwpocztowe.pl)
0
Source: own study with the use of the Seoquake 1.0.25 plug for Google Chrome,
date of the measurement: 20.07.2015; * during the measurement a problem was signaled
with the file robot.txt
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Table 5. The results of the regression analysis between a measure of the quality
of the information on the websites and its popularity
Measure

Value

M
B
R2
F

−5.281
0.453
19.842

Fcrit

4.260

p(F)

0.000

Standard Error

0.145

0.033
2.101

The results presented show that the regression model is fairly well matched.
The determination coefficient R2 reaches the value of 0.453 and the relationship
between the measure of the quality of the information on the websites and their
popularity is statistically significant at alpha = 0.05 (F > Fcrit , p = 0.000).
Moreover, the analysis of the correlation between the measure of the quality of the
information on the websites and their popularity measured using the PageRank was
carried out. The results are presented in the Table 6.
Table 6. The results of the correlation analysis between the measure of the quality
of the information on the websites and their popularity
Measure

Value

Significance

Pearson linear correlation coefficient

0.673

0.000

Spearman rank correlation coefficient

0.555

0.008

The results presented in the table 6 show that both the Pearson linear correlation coefficient and Spearman rank correlation coefficient have relatively high
positive value and are statistically significant.
The both types of the presented statistical analysis allow for verifying the second of the hypotheses posed. It was found that the strength of the relationship between the measure of the quality of the information on the websites and their popularity measured with the PageRank is quite strong. Moreover, it can be concluded
that this relationship is linear and is statically significant.
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5. Conclusions
In the light of the studies carried out, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. In the evaluation of the quality of the information on the websites of insurers operating in Poland, the worst score was obtained by the content management process. The websites subjected to the examination were generally too little interactive and the sources of information were not clearly indicated.
2. A very good score was obtained by such features of the information
published on the websites as concision and consistency. Moreover, the information on the examined websites is comprehensive, accurate and clear.
3. There is no statistically significant correlation between the quality of the
information contained on the websites of insurers and their share in the
market of personal and property insurances.
4. There is a statistically significant correlation between the quality of the information contained on the websites of insurers and their popularity.
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APPENDIX
The quality of the information on the website.
For all the statements should be answered by a Likert scale:
1 = “I strongly disagree”
2 = "I rather not agree"
3 = "It is difficult to say/I have no opinion"
4 = "I rather agree"
5 = “I strongly Agree”
1. The information on the website was comprehensive.
(products and their variants, rules for claims, agents, guides, dictionaries, forms, FAQ,
contact centers, press, etc.)
2. The information contained on the website is accurate and precise.
(e.g. what data are needed for conclusion of an insurance contract, procedure of settling
a claim step by step, provisions in the General Conditions)
3. The information was clear and understandable.
(Are the descriptions of products, processes of settling claims, provisions in General Conditions clear and understandable)
4. The information was relevant to me.
(e.g. insurance calculator, description of scope/variants and benefits resulting from insurance - comparison of variants, General Conditions)
5. Information was generally brief and to the point.
6. Information and its format were consistent and without contradictions.
(public document formats such as PDF, compatible formats of dates in forms, etc.)
7. The information contained on the website was free from errors.
8. The information is up to date and updated.
(Were the document update dates available, were the cited sources up to date)
9. Navigation on the website was convenient and easy to use/friendly.
10. I was able to reach quickly the information that I wanted.
(e.g. there is a search engine)
11. Sources (e.g. authors, institutions) of the provided information were clearly indicated.
12. The website is very interactive in the sense that I can customize it to my personal needs
(it was possible to personalize it).
13. The service address was easily available (is it visible in search results or is it registered in
the popular catalogs - e.g. Onet, WP, DMOZ)
14. The website seems to be very secured and very well protected against tampering or interference. (Is there a privacy policy, can http protocol of the website be encrypted, is the
access to the data authenticated while settling claims, are the documents sent protected).
15. The website seems to be very well maintained (reliable).
16. The infrastructure of the service was quick in terms of response time and downloading
time.
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THE APPLICATION OF SPATIAL ANALYSIS METHODS
IN THE REAL ESTATE MARKET IN SUBCARPATHIAN REGION
DOROTA DEJNIAK
Institute of Technical Engineering, State Higher School of Technology and Economics
in Jaroslaw, Poland

The aim of the article is to apply the method of spatial analysis to research the
real estate property market in Subcarpathian region in Poland. The methods of
spatial statistics will be used to model the space differences of prices per 1m2 of
a residential unit located in 26 districts of the Subcarpathian region and to
investigate spatial autocorrelation. The databases will be presented in the graphical
form. The results may be used to set the spatial regularities and relations. The
methods presented may be applied while taking strategic decisions.
Keywords: spatial autocorrelation, property markets, spatial heterogeneity

1. Introduction
The aim of spatial analysis is to obtain information about the spatial
dependence regions and interactions between the values of the variables tested
in different locations. Spatial analysis allows determining the similarities and
differences between regions, the use of such methods and tools enables
to distinguish a group of regions similar to each other and find regions significantly
different from its neighbours. Thanks to the estimation models taking into account
the spatial factor, it is possible to determine the spatial relationship between
observations in different locations, as well as to demonstrate the existence
of spatial factor differentiating the studied phenomenon between locations [6].

Understanding the diversity of space allows us to predict a change and shape
the policies of regional economic development. The space analysis takes place
at different levels: location analysis, spatial interactions, economies of scale, spatial
autocorrelation. Space effects can be divided into:
• Spatial heterogeneity - structural relationships, changing along with the
location of the object,
• Spatial autocorrelation relating to the systematic spatial changes.
Spatial econometrics takes into account the aspect of the position of the object in
space, unlike the classic econometrics, which deals with the setting using
mathematical methods - statistical, quantitative regularity.
The occurrence of spatial dependence results from two reasons [4]. The first
concerns the analysis of spatial data in studies with spatial units (country, county,
municipality, district). The second reason is the fact of the socio − economic
activities of people shaped by distance and locations. The phenomenon of spatial
autocorrelation associated with the First Law of Geography of Tobler, saying that
in space everything is related to everything else, the closer things are more related
than distant things [5].
The article presents the spatial differentiation of prices per 1m2 of a residential
unit. For spatial units, according to which we analysed, differences in selected
districts of the Subcarpathian county. In addition, it presents the possibility
of practical application of spatial dependence indicators for economic analysis.
2. Research Methodology
Analysis of the spatial autocorrelation is based on the finding that
the intensification of the phenomena in the spatial entity depends on the level
of such phenomenon in adjacent units. For time series we talk about a time delay
and the phenomenon of temporal autocorrelation, while for spatial data we talk
about the delay caused by the criterion of spatial neighbourhood. The spatial
structure of the neighbourhood is defined by the spatial scales, recorded with
matrix or graph [4].
With the saving matrix, initially formed is adjacency matrix - a binary matrix.
A value of zero means no neighbourhood between regions, a value of 1 is awarded
for an element that satisfies neighbourhood condition. Then the matrix is
standardized by rows, so that the sum of each row equals 1. Adjacency matrix is
the most common type used in the array. The group of more sophisticated matrix of
weights include Cliff and Ord matrix, Dacey matrix, social distance matrix,
economic distance matrix, [2, 6].
One of the common measures used to determine the strength and character
of spatial autocorrelation are global and local spatial statistics. One of the
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commonly used are global and local I Moran's statistics. We can also calculate
Geary, Getis and Horde coefficients. Global I Moran’s statistics is used to test the
existence of global spatial autocorrelation and it is given by:

∑∑ w ( x − x )( x
I=
s ∑∑ w
i

ij

i

j

− x)

j

2

ij

i

j

1
( xi − x ) 2 is an observation in the region, and x is the average of
∑
n i
all regions studied, n is the number of the regions, wij centipede is an element of a
where, s 2 =

spatial array by weight.
Moran’s statistics can take two forms, depending on its assessment - normal
or of randomization [4]. Therefore moments to test the null hypothesis are
calculated on the assumption of normality or randomization [3]. The Moran’s
statistics has a value in the range of -1 to 1. A value of 0 means no autocorrelation,
negative values - negative autocorrelation, which means there are different values
next to each other. Positive autocorrelation means that the values are concentrated
in space, and the neighbouring regions are similar. This means that we are dealing
with clusters, spatial clusters. This is comparable to the diffusion process. In the
case of a negative spatial autocorrelation neighbouring areas are different, more
than it would appear from a random distribution. This is called. checkerboard
effect.
A graphical presentation of global Moran’s statistics is a scatter chart, which
is used to visualize the local spatial relationships. The chart on the horizontal axis
is standardized, analysed variable on the vertical axis test, standardized with
spatially delayed variable [6]. The chart allows for the regression line and it
is divided into four quadrants (HL, HH, LL, LH) versus zero point.
Table 1. Graphic presentation of global Moran’s statistic
Low values
in the neighbouring regions (L)

High values
in the neighbouring regions (H)

High values
in the region i (H)

Negative spatial autocorrelation
(square HL)

Positive spatial autocorrelation
(square HH)

Low values
in the region i (L)

Positive spatial autocorrelation
(square LL)

Negative spatial autocorrelation
(square LH)
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HH and LL squares indicate the clustering of regions with similar values. The
slope coefficient of the regression line is identified with a global I Moran's
statistics for standardized weights matrix lines.
Statistics for determining spatial autocorrelation can be used to identify spatial
arrangements. For this purpose, a local ratings spatial relationships LISA proposed
by Anselin in 1995 that allow determination of the similarity of the spatial entity
with respect to its neighbours and to examine the statistical significance of the
compound [1]. LISA for each observation indicates the degree of importance of the
spatial concentration of similar values around the analysed spatial unit, for all
observations the sum LISA is proportional to a global indicator of spatial
dependence. The article as LISA there was local I Moran's statistics used.
Local I Moran’s statistics measures whether the region is surrounded by the
neighbouring regions of similar or different values of the test variable with respect
to the random distribution of the values in the space [6]. li is a smoothed index for
individual observation, which can be used to find local clusters. Local statistics
is given by:

( xi − x )∑ wij ( x j − x )

Ii =

j

( xi − x ) 2
∑i n

where elements wij of the centipede come from spatial weights matrix standardized
by lines. Tests of significance statistics are based on distributions arising from the
conditional randomization or permutation. Standardized, local Moran’s statistics
has a value significantly negative when the region is surrounded by regions with
significantly different values of the test variable, which is interpreted as a negative
autocorrelation. Acceptance of significantly positive values means that the region
is surrounded by similar neighbouring regions and there occurs regional clustering.
The absolute value of the local Moran’s statistics can be interpreted as the degree
of similarity or differentiation.
3. An example of the use of statistics spatial dependence
To carry out the analysis presented in the article here was applied the data
on the average price of 1m2 of residential premises in 26 districts of the
Subcarpathian county. The data source was the contract of sale on the primary
market, the secondary market and the one presented in the offer. The summary was
generated from the AMRON database. The terms of the transaction involved the
entire 2014 year. In addition, the report was enriched with the macroeconomic
data: the population of working age and the registered unemployment rate. Spatial
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distributions illustrated in the Arc View GIS analysis were performed using
Statistica software, PQStat. To describe the spatial relationship there was the
matrix based on space generated. During the analysis, the two types of
neighbourhood matrices; basic binary matrix and the first row matrix standardized
by rows. Such prepared the database was used to calculate the global and local
Moran’s autocorrelation. Pre-generated was the basic descriptive statistics on the
average, median and standard deviation of the test variable and selected
macroeconomic data for the region (Table 2).
Table 2. Values of basic descriptive statistics
Average
Price 1m2 [PLN]
Population at the working age
The registered unemployment rate

Mean

Standard deviation

1966.40

2430.98

1448.6

89731.52

49029.00

172716.5

16.24

16.30

4.4

Data analysis was preceded by calculating the correlation coefficients for the
test variable and two macroeconomic data. The values obtained indicate a slight
impact of the number of people of working age for each region per the price
of a dwelling. More important is the local unemployment rate. It is a negative
correlation, confirming the opinions of Subcarpathian region as being poor
(Table 3).
Table 3. The values of correlation coefficients
Price 1m2
[PLN]

Population at the
working age

The registered
unemployment rate

Price 1m2 [PLN]

1.00000

0.127055

−0.225055

Population at the working age

0.12705

1.000000

−0.243818

−0.22500

−0.243818

1.000000

The registered unemployment rate

With the assumed significance level of 0.05, there was global correlation
Moran’s coefficient set, which for the test variable is Ig = −0.121676. There was a
scatter chart of global Moran’s statistics drawn. Points are placed in only three
squares HL, HH, LH. The district of Rzeszow is an outlier. Distribution points
indicate negative autocorrelation, or price differences due to the counties.
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Figure 1. Scatter chart of the global Moran’s statistics

Subsequently, the local Moran’s statistics were determined (Table 4).
Rzeszow district adopts the essential, positive, which means that it is surrounded
by counties with similar values (cluster).
4. Conclusion
Analysis of global and local indicators of spatial dependence can
be successfully used in the economic analysis, including real estate market
research. Spatial autocorrelation statistics which indicate the type and strength
of spatial dependence allow expansion of the traditionally used measures. These
statistics allow observations of changes taking place in the regions. The analyses
allow us to compare the economic processes, they become the basis for business
decisions. The key issue is the choice of weights matrix, strongly associated with
the tested regions.
The conducted spatial analysis showed the differences between the mean price
per 1m2 of a residential unit in Subcarpathian region. The highest mean prices of
the residential unit are in Rzeszow and they significantly impact the lower prices in
neighbouring district of the region.
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Table 4. Values of the local Moran’s statistics
Location [counties]

Local Moran’s statistics values

p-value

bieszczadzki

−0.22

0.8289

brzozowski

−1.95

0.0515

debicki

−0.32

0.7507

jaroslawski

−0.39

0.6932

jasielski

−1.04

0.2963

kolbuszowski

0.32

0.7464

krosnieński

0.07

0.9446

lezajski

0.15

0.8792

−0.12

0.2642

lancucki

0.95

0.3430

mielecki

−0.84

0.4033

nizanski

−0.51

0.6085

przemyski

0.34

0.7345

przeworski

0.38

0.7012

ropczycko-sedziszowski

−1.24

0.2146

rzeszowski

−0.90

0.3691

sanocki

−0.39

0.6950

stalowowolski

−1.19

0.2322

strzyzowski

−0.67

0.5049

tarnobrzeski

0.06

0.9512

−1.10

0.2695

Krosno

0.05

0.9567

Przemysl

0.13

0.8950

Rzeszow

2.73

0.0064

−0.03

0.9732

lubaczowski

leski

Tarnobrzeg
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Figure 2. The chart of the local Moran’s statistics for Subcarpathian counties

Figure 3. The chart of essential, local Moran’s statistics values. The analysis supports the
assessment that prices of residential properties depend on the spatial position. The high
average price of 1m2 of a residential unit in Rzeszow and Rzeszow district generates lower
prices in neighbouring counties. Macroeconomic variables have little impact
on the average price
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EFFECTIVE MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION METHOD WITH
APPLICATIONS TO TEXT DOCUMENT CATEGORIZATION
KINGA GLINKA, DANUTA ZAKRZEWSKA
Institute of Information Technology, Lodz University of Technology

Increasing number of repositories of online documents resulted in growing demand for automatic categorization algorithms. However, in many cases the texts
should be assigned to more than one class. In the paper, new multi-label classification algorithm for short documents is considered. The presented problem transformation Labels Chain (LC) algorithm is based on relationship between labels, and
consecutively uses result labels as new attributes in the following classification process. The method is validated by experiments conducted on several real text datasets
of restaurant reviews, with different number of instances, taking into account such
classifiers as kNN, Naive Bayes, SVM and C4.5. The obtained results showed the
good performance of the LC method, comparing to the problem transformation
methods like Binary Relevance and Label Powerset.
Keywords: Multi-label Classification, Text Categorization, Problem Transformation
Methods, Text Management

1. Introduction
Text document categorization is an important task, playing significant role in
such areas as information retrieval, text management, web searching or sentiment
analysis. However, in many cases documents should be assigned to more than one
class. Then, multi-label classification, which contrarily to the single-label one aims
at predicting more than one predefined class label, can be used.

Multi-label classification for text documents have to deal with multidimensional datasets of many attributes. In many cases document datasets contain relatively
small number of instances, at the same time. Such situation can take place in the
case of medical records or documents from narrow specialized domains. Text documents are usually described by many attributes what makes the process of multilabel classification more complex and thus, methods dealing with that kind of data
seem to be necessary. There exist several techniques for multi-label classification
that can be used for any dataset. However, they do not provide satisfactory accuracy in many cases, especially when sets of attributes are large.
In the paper, application of the problem transformation method, which deals
with multi-label classification when the number of attributes significantly exceeds
the number of instances, is considered. The method was firstly introduced in [1],
where its performance was examined by taking into account accuracy for 2 label
classification of datasets of images and music. In the current paper, we propose to
use the technique for text document datasets, taking into account more labels. The
technique is validated by the experiments conducted on datasets of different number of instances and attributes, taking into account not only classification accuracy
but also Hamming Loss measure [2]. The results are compared with the ones obtained by application of the most commonly used methods: Binary Relevance [3, 4, 5]
and Label Power-set [4, 5, 6, 7].
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section relevant
research concerning multi-label classification of text documents dataset is presented. Then the proposed approach together with evaluation measures are described.
In the following section the experiments and their results are depicted. Finally
some concluding remarks and future research are presented.
2. Relevant research
Many techniques of multi-label classification have been proposed so far. However, there are two main approaches, which are the most commonly applied. The
first one is based on adaptation methods, which extend specific algorithms to obtain the classification results directly. The second approach is independent of the
learning algorithms and transforms multi-label classification problem into singlelabel tasks. Then well-known classification algorithms can be applied.
There exist several transformation techniques [4]. As the most popular ones
there should be mentioned Binary Relevance and Label Power-set techniques. The
first method converts multi-label problem into several binary classification problems by using one-against-all strategy. Its main disadvantage consists in ignoring
label correlations which may exist in a dataset (see [3, 4, 5]). Label Power-set
method creates new classes of all unique sets of labels which exist in the multilabel training data. Thus, every complex multi-label task can be changed into one
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single-label classification. Therefore, this method can be used regardless of number
and variety of labels assigned to the instances. The main disadvantage of creating
new labels is that it may lead to datasets with a large number of classes and only
few instances representing them [4, 5, 6, 7].
Text categorization is one of the main domain, where multi-label classification
is applied, however most of the researchers examined the proposed approaches
taking into account datasets of different characters [4, 5]. Multi-label text classification was considered by Shapire and Singer [2], who introduced the boosting
method, which consists in combining inaccurate rules into the single accurate one.
They considered the cases of text documents with small number of categories.
Their approach was further developed in the papers [8, 9].
Fuzzy approach was proposed by Lee and Jiang [10]. They used a fuzzy relevance measure to reduce the number of dimensions and applied clustering to build
region of categories.
3. Materials and methods
3.1. Proposed approach
The proposed transformation methodology is based on separate single-label
classification tasks. Two methods are considered: Independent Labels with all the
tasks applied individually and Labels Chain which takes into account consequential labels in each succeeding classification process. Let L be the set of all the labels
and let K denote a set of labels relevant for an instance.
Independent Labels (IL) is the approach, where each label constitutes a separate single-label task. IL algorithm works similarly to Binary Relevance method,
however, it requires to learn |K| multiclass classifiers, instead of |L| binary classifiers. Such approach makes the method competitive in time and computational complexity in the cases of the small number of labels per instance. The main assumption concerns known number of labels for instances. Unfortunately, the algorithm
ignores existing label correlations during classification process, what may result in
losing some vital information and may provide poor prediction quality in some
cases.
Labels Chain (LC) is the improvement of IL method, that uses mapping of relationship between labels. New proposed algorithm also requires to learn |K| multiclass classifiers, but this one, in contrast to IL, consecutively uses result labels as
new attributes in the following classification process. It creates the classifications
chain (the idea has been used so far only for binary classifications [11]), taking into
account that classifications are not totally independent from themselves, what enables providing better predictive accuracy. This feature is especially important in
multi-label problems with small number of labels K, because in these cases the
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value of a new, added attribute is more significant for classification process. The
Labels Chain method can be also applied taking into account different order of
classifications, with |K|! available order combinations. As in IL, the number of
labels for instances is assumed to be known.
In further considerations, Independent Labels is used as indirect method, improved by Labels Chain approach. Comparison of results from both algorithms
during experiments shows the advantage of using relationship between labels. The
obtained results are also compared with those got by the most popular Binary Relevance and Label Power-set algorithms, taking into account two evaluation metrics.
3.2. Evaluation metrics
Hamming Loss was proposed in [2] for evaluating the performance of multilabel classification, it calculates the fraction of incorrectly classified single labels to
the total number of labels. Since it is a loss function, its smaller value is connected
with the better performance of the algorithm. It is defined as:
Hamming Loss =

1
N

N

∑
i =1

xor (Yi , F (xi ))
L

(1)

where: xi are instances, i = 1…N, N is their total number in the test set, Yi denotes
the set of true labels and F(xi) is a set of labels predicted during classification process, and operation xor(Yi, F(xi)) gives difference between these two sets.
Classification Accuracy (also known as exact match) is much more strict
evaluation metric for multi-label classification. Contrarily to the Hamming Loss
measure, it ignores partially correct sets of labels by marking them as incorrect
predictions, and requires all labels to be an exact match of the true set of labels.
Classification Accuracy for multi-label classification is defined as [12]:
1 N
(2)
Classification Accuracy = ∑ I (Yi = F ( xi ) )
N i=1
where I(true) = 1 and I(false) = 0.
3.3. Text document datasets from Yelp
In order to evaluate the proposed method, several real text datasets of restaurant reviews from Yelp website [13] – the online business directory were considered. Yelp users give ratings and write reviews about local businesses and services
on Yelp. These reviews are usually short texts with about hundred words, which
are to help other users to make choice of restaurants, shopping mall, home service
and others. In many cases, the reviews describe various aspects and experiences
connected with the considered business.
Restaurant reviews from Yelp can be classified into five predefined categories: Food, Service, Ambience, Deals/Discounts and Worthiness. Interpretation of
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Food and Service categories seems to be obvious. Ambience refers to the look and
feel of the place. Deals and Discounts correspond to offers during happy hours, or
specials run by the restaurant. Finally, Worthiness can be interpreted as value for
money and is different from the price attribute already provided by Yelp. All the
categories were introduced and analyzed in [14]. As each review can be associated
with multiple categories at the same time, its categorization can be considered as
multi-label classification problem. Such approach seems to be very effective in
making a decision, because it helps in understanding why the reviewer rated the
restaurant low or high. Moreover, it avoids wasting time reading reviews that do
not relate to the category, which user is interested in. Although, the described functionality is useful for any kind of business, the scope of our investigations will be
limited only to restaurants.
The basic data corpus comes from [14] and contains instances described by
668 attributes – 375 unigrams, 208 bigrams and 120 trigrams [15]. Such approach
based on keywords allows to present text of a review as a vector of features.
There were taken into account datasets with different number of instances and
different number of assigned labels for instances. There were considered 6 main
datasets randomly selected from all the data:
•

3 datasets of 1676 instances, with two labels assigned (named TwoLabels_1,
TwoLabels_2 and TwoLabels_3),

•

3 datasets of 1200 instances, with three labels assigned (named similarly
ThreeLabels_1, ThreeLabels_2 and ThreeLabels_3).

The datasets were used to create the ones of the smaller number of instances. From
each of the dataset half of the instances were randomly selected. This process was
consecutively repeated several times for newly created datasets. Thus, from the
datasets of 1676 instances we obtained new ones of 838, 419, 210, 105 and 53 records, and the ones of 1200 instances were respectively reduced to 600, 300, 150, 75
and 38 objects. That way, there were obtained 36 datasets of different number of
instances, part of them with the number of attributes, which significantly exceeds
relatively small number of instances.
4. Experiment results and discussion
The aim of the experiments was to examine the performance of the proposed
technique comparing to the commonly used problem transformation methods. The
experiments were carried out on all the datasets described in the Section 3.3. Values of Classification Accuracy and Hamming Loss measures were compared for
considered methods: Binary Relevance (BR), Label Power-set (LP), and investigated Independent Labels (IL) and Labels Chain (LC). In the case of the LC technique,
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different possible label orders were examined. The final results were indicated
according to the best accuracy values. The experiments were conducted for the
well-known one-label classifiers: k-nearest neighbors, naive Bayes, support vector
machine SVM and C4.5 decision tree [16], which were conjunct with the considered problem transformation methods.
The software implemented for experiments was based on WEKA Open
Source [17] with default parameters of WEKA software, and was running under
Java JDK 1.8, on 64-bit machine with a dual core processor. In a classification
process, each of a single dataset was divided into two parts – training set (60% of
instances) and test set (40% of instances).
Values of Hamming Loss measure for all the tested datasets with assigned 2
labels TwoLabels_1, TwoLabels_2 and TwoLabels_3 are presented in Tab. 1.
Tab. 2, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show Classification Accuracy values for all the datasets.
In all the tables the best results in rows are shadowed, taking into account all the
considered methods: Binary Relevance (BR), Label Power-set (LP), Independent
Labels (IL) and Labels Chain (LC), for different classifiers and dataset sizes. Considered classifiers are marked in the tables with the following abbreviations:
k-nearest neighbors kNN, naive Bayes NB, support vector machine SVM and C4.5
decision tree.
Table 1. Datasets with 2 labels assigned – results of Hamming Loss

53

105

210

419

838

1676

Instances,
classifiers

kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5

TwoLabels_1

TwoLabels_2

TwoLabels_3

BR

LP

IL

LC

BR

LP

IL

LC

BR

LP

IL

LC

0.230
0.228
0.281
0.245
0.312
0.261
0.273
0.269
0.258
0.242
0.264
0.260
0.233
0.236
0.238
0.281
0.324
0.224
0.229
0.314
0.286
0.324
0.343
0.343

0.233
0.229
0.281
0.265
0.314
0.267
0.273
0.287
0.271
0.243
0.264
0.314
0.233
0.248
0.238
0.348
0.324
0.210
0.229
0.314
0.286
0.362
0.343
0.324

0.232
0.233
0.281
0.257
0.314
0.281
0.273
0.297
0.270
0.245
0.264
0.307
0.233
0.243
0.238
0.331
0.324
0.229
0.229
0.305
0.286
0.343
0.343
0.267

0.253
0.252
0.276
0.277
0.281
0.278
0.259
0.301
0.242
0.236
0.245
0.281
0.188
0.206
0.188
0.259
0.282
0.188
0.212
0.259
0.150
0.250
0.300
0.100

0.288
0.236
0.281
0.219
0.282
0.234
0.281
0.244
0.258
0.274
0.298
0.287
0.269
0.264
0.279
0.319
0.271
0.348
0.257
0.362
0.267
0.276
0.267
0.352

0.276
0.232
0.281
0.259
0.284
0.227
0.281
0.294
0.260
0.274
0.298
0.321
0.267
0.267
0.262
0.367
0.267
0.305
0.257
0.362
0.267
0.286
0.267
0.362

0.289
0.240
0.279
0.272
0.282
0.241
0.281
0.272
0.257
0.287
0.298
0.308
0.276
0.286
0.262
0.283
0.267
0.381
0.257
0.343
0.267
0.305
0.267
0.352

0.305
0.237
0.273
0.270
0.258
0.243
0.281
0.281
0.248
0.263
0.287
0.319
0.253
0.294
0.235
0.312
0.235
0.188
0.235
0.188
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200

0.251
0.227
0.279
0.239
0.302
0.235
0.302
0.257
0.357
0.275
0.264
0.289
0.352
0.307
0.233
0.319
0.400
0.252
0.276
0.343
0.210
0.229
0.210
0.171

0.256
0.208
0.279
0.269
0.300
0.235
0.302
0.294
0.355
0.288
0.264
0.307
0.352
0.281
0.233
0.291
0.391
0.295
0.276
0.343
0.210
0.229
0.210
0.191

0.256
0.223
0.279
0.270
0.309
0.242
0.302
0.286
0.360
0.296
0.264
0.274
0.352
0.295
0.371
0.324
0.391
0.267
0.276
0.295
0.210
0.248
0.210
0.191

0.244
0.222
0.278
0.271
0.302
0.248
0.281
0.324
0.319
0.284
0.293
0.254
0.306
0.265
0.282
0.282
0.306
0.188
0.235
0.282
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.100
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It is easy to notice that for datasets of bigger number of instances (from 1676
to 419) the best results for different classifiers were obtained for various methods.
And the optimal technique cannot be indicated. However, for the smaller datasets
of 210, 105 and 53 instances, Labels Chain (LC) performs the best. In the 16 out of
36 cases Hamming Loss values were even less or equal to 0.200.
During experiments more strict measure Classification Accuracy was considered. In that case, the trend of shadowed best results is similar to the one of Hamming Loss. The obtained results for bigger datasets have no repeatability for different methods, while for smaller ones best values of Classification Accuracy were
provided for Labels Chain algorithm.
Table 2. Datasets with 2 labels assigned – results of Classification Accuracy [%]

53

105

210

419

838

1676

Instances,
classifiers

kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5

TwoLabels_1

TwoLabels_2

TwoLabels_3

BR

LP

IL

LC

BR

LP

IL

LC

BR

LP

IL

LC

46.42
35.22
36.57
28.36
26.73
31.53
38.44
26.43
39.88
33.93
39.29
22.02
46.43
36.90
45.24
16.67
21.43
45.24
50.00
21.43
42.86
28.57
28.57
23.81

46.87
46.12
36.57
41.94
27.03
39.64
38.44
37.24
37.50
45.24
39.29
30.95
46.43
44.05
45.24
26.19
21.43
57.14
50.00
30.95
42.86
23.81
28.57
38.10

47.01
45.52
36.57
40.75
27.33
35.44
38.44
31.83
37.50
42.26
39.29
31.55
46.43
44.05
45.24
26.19
21.43
45.24
50.00
28.57
42.86
28.57
28.57
52.38

36.19
39.18
36.94
32.46
31.58
31.58
40.60
25.56
41.79
43.28
40.30
34.33
52.94
50.00
52.94
38.24
29.41
52.94
52.94
41.18
62.50
37.50
37.50
75.00

32.69
33.88
36.87
32.69
33.43
32.54
36.42
27.46
38.69
27.38
35.71
16.67
41.67
30.95
27.38
19.05
38.10
16.67
40.48
14.29
42.86
33.33
42.86
0.00

36.27
46.72
36.87
40.00
34.63
48.06
36.42
32.84
39.29
37.50
35.71
30.95
44.05
35.71
41.67
20.24
38.10
30.95
40.48
21.43
42.86
38.10
42.86
23.81

34.48
44.03
36.87
35.67
34.63
41.49
36.42
35.82
39.88
33.33
35.71
29.17
42.86
36.90
41.67
28.57
38.10
19.05
40.48
19.05
42.86
33.33
42.86
14.29

29.85
42.16
37.69
34.33
38.81
39.55
36.57
34.33
38.81
38.81
37.31
31.34
44.12
29.41
47.06
29.41
41.18
52.94
41.18
52.94
50.00
62.50
50.00
50.00

41.34
36.12
37.01
28.81
33.13
31.04
33.73
23.88
20.24
25.00
40.48
20.83
17.86
16.67
47.62
16.67
19.05
35.71
38.10
16.67
47.62
38.10
47.62
52.38

42.09
51.04
37.01
38.81
35.82
46.27
33.73
35.22
23.21
35.12
40.48
28.57
17.86
34.52
47.62
33.33
21.43
33.33
38.10
21.43
47.62
42.86
47.62
52.38

41.94
44.48
37.16
37.91
34.03
41.79
33.73
33.13
20.83
31.55
40.48
34.52
17.86
32.14
15.48
26.19
21.43
38.10
38.10
33.33
47.62
38.10
47.62
52.38

39.93
46.64
38.06
36.19
30.60
39.55
41.04
27.61
23.88
38.81
34.33
40.30
32.35
41.18
38.24
41.18
23.53
47.06
47.06
41.18
62.50
62.50
62.50
75.00

Similarly to 2 label datasets, the experiments were carried out on datasets with
3 labels (ThreeLabels_1, ThreeLabels_2 and ThreeLabels_3). Results of Hamming
Loss measure are presented in Tab. 3. Overview of the table shows tendency similar to the first part of the experiments. Only with smaller datasets the observed
trend stabilizes and the best results are almost always obtained for Labels Chain
method. There are only 3 exceptions for ThreeLabels_1 dataset – SVM and C4.5
for 150 instances and SVM for 38 ones.
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Figure 1. Dataset TwoLabels_3 – comparison of Classification Accuracy results
for kNN and NB classifiers
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Figure 2. Dataset TwoLabels_3 – comparison of Classification Accuracy results
for SVM and C4.5 classifiers

As it can be easy noticed in Tab. 4, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, Classification Accuracy
results confirm the effectiveness of the considered method for the dataset of the
smallest sizes. Labels Chain algorithm gave the best results for ThreaLabels_2
with 300, 150, 75 and 38 objects, and for ThreaLabels_1 and ThreeLabels_3 with
150, 75 and 38 objects. The exceptions occurred only for ThreaLabels_1 with NB
for 150 objects and SVM for 38 ones.
Summing up, during the experiments, there is observed the similar trend in
obtained results for Hamming Loss measure as well as Classification Accuracy.
The Labels Chain method achieved the best results for all the classifiers for datasets of small number of instances. It is also worth to mention that LC method
gave much better results than its basic version Independent Labels. Thus, one can
conclude that mapping dependencies between labels should ameliorate multi-label
classification performance.
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Table 3. Datasets with 3 labels assigned – results of Hamming Loss

38

75

150

300

600

1200

Instances,
classifiers

70

kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5

ThreeLabels_1

ThreeLabels_2

ThreeLabels_3

BR

LP

IL

LC

BR

LP

IL

LC

BR

LP

IL

LC

0.266
0.198
0.208
0.203
0.278
0.190
0.190
0.211
0.315
0.228
0.230
0.262
0.270
0.233
0.227
0.257
0.440
0.260
0.267
0.287
0.333
0.200
0.187
0.280

0.267
0.172
0.208
0.226
0.270
0.170
0.190
0.215
0.313
0.220
0.230
0.263
0.280
0.220
0.227
0.293
0.440
0.267
0.267
0.280
0.347
0.213
0.187
0.400

0.290
0.273
0.285
0.284
0.307
0.287
0.282
0.302
0.323
0.313
0.307
0.327
0.267
0.280
0.287
0.283
0.493
0.307
0.307
0.307
0.280
0.307
0.307
0.360

0.197
0.177
0.218
0.192
0.211
0.153
0.158
0.201
0.274
0.200
0.316
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.240
0.280
0.240
0.160
0.240
0.240
0.200
0.000
0.200
0.000

0.328
0.196
0.208
0.214
0.290
0.208
0.227
0.248
0.233
0.207
0.233
0.232
0.230
0.187
0.220
0.210
0.207
0.193
0.227
0.360
0.293
0.320
0.320
0.360

0.325
0.178
0.208
0.238
0.293
0.207
0.227
0.228
0.237
0.210
0.233
0.260
0.227
0.193
0.220
0.253
0.213
0.187
0.200
0.240
0.293
0.267
0.320
0.293

0.314
0.284
0.293
0.286
0.302
0.281
0.287
0.315
0.317
0.300
0.303
0.323
0.293
0.313
0.300
0.323
0.280
0.280
0.267
0.313
0.360
0.360
0.360
0.373

0.257
0.203
0.197
0.260
0.247
0.258
0.242
0.179
0.168
0.189
0.147
0.232
0.160
0.160
0.120
0.200
0.080
0.160
0.160
0.080
0.100
0.200
0.200
0.200

0.218
0.217
0.219
0.222
0.238
0.203
0.212
0.209
0.237
0.207
0.197
0.245
0.367
0.177
0.160
0.250
0.427
0.180
0.173
0.340
0.320
0.187
0.187
0.227

0.218
0.203
0.219
0.210
0.242
0.197
0.212
0.213
0.233
0.203
0.197
0.307
0.360
0.187
0.160
0.260
0.427
0.173
0.173
0.267
0.320
0.187
0.187
0.267

0.282
0.303
0.301
0.308
0.282
0.287
0.290
0.306
0.297
0.293
0.290
0.337
0.313
0.293
0.300
0.327
0.400
0.253
0.253
0.327
0.387
0.333
0.333
0.360

0.530
0.239
0.177
0.213
0.232
0.200
0.189
0.226
0.189
0.211
0.211
0.211
0.200
0.160
0.160
0.120
0.280
0.080
0.160
0.080
0.100
0.000
0.000
0.000

Classification
Accuracy [%]

100 Classification

Accuracy [%]

kNN classifier

NB classifier

85

55

70
40
55
25

40

10

25
1200

600

300

150

BR
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75
LC

38

1200
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300

150

75

LP

IL
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38
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Figure 3. Dataset ThreeLabels_3 – comparison of Classification Accuracy results
for kNN and NB classifiers
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Table 4. Datasets with 3 labels assigned – results of Classification Accuracy [%]

38

75

150

300

600

1200

Instances,
classifiers

kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5
kNN
NB
SVM
C4.5

ThreeLabels_1

ThreeLabels_2

ThreeLabels_3

BR

LP

IL

LC

BR

LP

IL

LC

BR

LP

IL

LC

41.67
41.04
51.67
35.42
37.92
45.00
55.42
31.67
27.50
37.50
48.33
26.67
33.33
36.67
50.00
30.00
23.33
30.00
43.33
30.00
13.33
40.00
60.00
13.33

41.88
57.71
51.67
46.88
40.42
59.58
55.42
49.17
28.33
49.17
48.33
40.00
35.00
53.33
50.00
33.33
23.33
43.33
43.33
40.00
13.33
46.67
60.00
20.00

41.67
47.29
55.21
47.29
39.17
48.75
55.42
40.83
27.50
41.67
48.33
37.50
36.67
46.67
50.00
38.33
23.33
36.67
43.33
36.67
13.33
40.00
60.00
20.00

50.65
57.14
49.35
55.84
50.00
60.53
60.53
47.37
31.58
52.63
21.05
57.89
60.00
50.00
50.00
40.00
40.00
80.00
60.00
60.00
50.00
100.00
50.00
100.00

27.71
42.71
50.83
33.33
32.92
40.42
46.25
27.50
40.83
37.50
44.17
28.33
45.00
45.00
46.67
38.33
46.67
36.67
0.00
16.67
33.33
33.33
33.33
6.67

31.25
56.88
50.83
45.00
32.92
52.08
46.25
46.67
43.33
50.83
44.17
39.17
46.67
51.67
46.67
38.33
46.67
53.33
50.00
46.67
33.33
40.00
33.33
40.00

29.58
48.33
33.54
43.33
32.92
46.25
46.25
37.92
41.67
43.33
44.17
39.17
46.67
43.33
46.67
43.33
46.67
40.00
26.67
36.67
33.33
33.33
33.33
20.00

37.66
48.05
53.25
36.36
39.47
42.11
44.74
52.63
63.16
57.89
63.16
42.11
50.00
60.00
70.00
50.00
80.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

48.33
39.17
47.92
33.13
41.25
40.83
51.25
40.42
43.33
40.00
53.33
20.83
15.00
53.33
60.00
26.67
13.33
50.00
60.00
10.00
40.00
53.33
53.33
33.33

48.75
52.08
47.92
52.08
42.08
53.33
51.25
50.42
46.67
52.50
53.33
32.50
16.67
53.33
60.00
41.67
13.33
60.00
60.00
43.33
40.00
53.33
53.33
46.67

48.75
40.83
48.96
45.42
42.08
47.08
51.25
38.33
44.17
45.83
53.33
30.00
15.00
56.67
60.00
26.67
13.33
56.67
60.00
30.00
40.00
53.33
53.33
46.67

49.35
42.86
57.14
51.95
42.11
52.63
52.63
47.37
52.63
47.37
52.63
47.37
50.00
70.00
60.00
60.00
40.00
80.00
60.00
80.00
50.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100 Classification

100 Classification

Accuracy [%]

Accuracy [%]
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1200
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Figure 4. Dataset ThreeLabels_3 – comparison of Classification Accuracy results
for SVM and C4.5 classifiers
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5. Conclusion
In the paper, new effective problem transformation method of multi-label
classification for text document datasets is presented. The experiments carried out
on datasets of different number of attributes and different sizes showed the good
performance of the proposed Labels Chain method, comparing to the problem
transformation methods like Binary Relevance and Label Power-set. Especially,
the best results were obtained for datasets of big number of attributes and relatively
small number of instances.
Future investigations will consist in conducting further experiments taking
into account text datasets of different sizes and different number of attributes. It is
also worth considering to examine the performance of the method taking into
account bigger number of relevant labels, as well as using different evaluation
criteria.
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Supervised classification covers a number of data mining methods based on
training data. These methods have been successfully applied to solve multi-criteria
complex classification problems in many domains, including economical issues.
In this paper we discuss features of some supervised classification methods based on
decision trees and apply them to the direct marketing campaigns data of a Portuguese banking institution. We discuss and compare the following classification
methods: decision trees, bagging, boosting, and random forests. A classification
problem in our approach is defined in a scenario where a bank’s clients make decisions about the activation of their deposits. The obtained results are used for evaluating the effectiveness of the classification rules.
Keywords: Classification, Supervised Learning, Data Mining, Decision trees, Bagging, Boosting, Random Forests, Bank Marketing, R Project

1. Introduction
Nowadays marketing has become an integral part of a companies’ activities
for looking for ways to promote goods and services focused on the consumer. Undoubtedly, it is also an important phenomenon in social and economic sciences. In
economics, marketing issues have been studied using multivariate statistical analysis methods. The proper use of suitable methods for a particular problem has been

an ongoing challenge that requires the utilization of knowledge about the possibilities of common techniques.
A significant increase in the computing power and memory has made it possible to collect and analyze large amounts of data. As a result a rapid development of
knowledge discovery methods took place. The choice of a suitable tool for data
analysis is not an easy task. This problem is still valid. The basis for intelligent data
analysis (i.e. data mining) has become machine learning (ML) methods [1]. ML is
an interdisciplinary science that with the help of artificial intelligence aims to create automated systems that can improve their operation taking advantage of gained
experience and acquired new knowledge. ML methods have been widely and successfully used in all sectors - industry, services, research, economics, medicine, and
others. Depending on the approach and the nature of applied methods, ML systems
can be divided into three groups: supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised
learning systems [2]. In this paper, we consider the issue of classification, which is
a particular case of supervised machine learning. In a supervised learning system
each observation (instance) is a pair consisting of an input vector of predictor variables and a desired output value (target variable). Data is provided by a "teacher"
and the goal is to create a general model that links inputs with outputs. In the case
of a classification problem this model is called a classifier. The goal of a classification process is to assign the appropriate category (the set of categories is known
a priori) for an observation. A popular example is the classification of incoming
mail as "spam" or "non-spam" [3]. Classification methods have been also applied
to WWW, e.g., to identify and detect automated and malicious software in computer networks [4] or on Web servers [5]. They have been also successfully applied to
text analysis, including website content analysis [6, 7]. Other popular area of application of supervised classification has been the electronic commerce, e.g. online
sales prediction [8, 9, 10], and customer relationship management [11].
One of the most successful approaches for building classification models is
decision tree learning, which became the basis for many other classification models. Decision trees are built using recursive partitioning which aims to divide the
variable space until the target variable reaches a minimum level of differentiation
in each subspace.
Classification trees have been mentioned for the first time in [12], but they
gained popularity thanks to the work of Breiman et al. [13], which gave the name
to the whole family of methods and algorithms based on the idea of Classification
and Regression Trees (CART).
In this paper we consider a problem of predicting the effectiveness of a marketing campaign. The marketing campaign is a typical strategy for acquiring new
customers or promoting new products. Knowledge about the effectiveness of marketing methods and the susceptibility of recipients is extremely valuable in many
sectors. Without a doubt, this is also an important issue from the standpoint of sta-
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tistical science. The problem of choosing the best set of customers is considered as
NP-hard problem [14]. Based on data from a telemarketing campaign of one of the
Portuguese banks [15] we propose classification models which predict the client’s
decision whether to deposit or not their savings in the bank. The proposed models
are based on the idea of a classification tree.
The paper is organized as follows. Subsequent sections describe: decision
trees (Section 2), ensemble methods: bagging (Section 3.1), boosting (Section 3.2),
and random forests (Section 3.3). Finally, in Section 4 we discuss the results of our
experiments. The paper is summarized and concluded in Section 5.
2. Decision Trees
Decision Trees (DTs) are a non-parametric supervised learning method used
to build discrimination and regression models. In a graph theory, a tree is an undirected graph, which is connected and acyclic, that is a graph in which any two vertices are connected by exactly one path. In the case of a decision tree we have to
deal with a directed tree in which the initial node is called the root. The nodes correspond to tests on attributes and the branches represent decisions. The whole
learning set is initially cumulated in the root and then it is tested and passed to the
appropriate node. Thus, in all nodes (except the last one), a split with the best optimization criterion is selected. Split criterion is the same on each node. Leaf nodes
represent classes assigned to them and they correspond to the last phase of the classification process. In other words, for each new observation to which we want to
assign a class, we must answer a series of questions related to the values of variables - the answers to these questions determine the choice of the appropriate class
for that instance.
According to [16] in discrimination trees next to the branch splitting conditions are often given that determine the next node (a level below) for a considered
sample. The nodes give a dominant class which contains elements of the subsample
training set that were in that node.
A method for construction of discrimination models is the combination of local models built in each subspace. Splitting of the subspaces occurs sequentially
(based on recursive partitioning) until it reaches a predetermined minimum level of
differentiation. The process of building a classification tree is done in stages, starting with the distribution of elements of the learning set. This division is based on
the best split of data into two parts, which are then passed to the child nodes.
An example of a classification tree model is shown in Fig. 1.
An important issue is the choice of a splitting method. Input data at a node is
characterized by the homogeneity of the target variable within the subsets. The aim
of the division is to minimize this homogeneity. For this purpose, functions determining the homogeneity are used. The most popular are [16]:
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1. Misclassification error:

Qm (T )1 = 1 − pˆ mk ( m )

(1)

2. Gini index:
g

Qm (T ) 2 = ∑ pˆ mk (1 − pˆ mk )

(2)

k =1

3. Entropy:
g

Qm (T ) 3 = −∑ pˆ mk log pˆ mk

(3)

k =1

where Qm(T) is the homogeneity ratio of node m of tree T, k means a class, g is the
number of classes, and p̂ mk is the ratio of the number of instances of class k in
node m, which can be calculated by the formula:
n
(4)
pˆ mk = mk
nm
where nm is the number of instances in node m and nmk is the number of instances of
class k in node m.

Figure 1. The decision tree corresponding to the division of space into subspaces.
Source: own elaboration on the basis of [17]

Observations considered in node m are classified into the most often represented class. If node m is a leaf, then it is the end result of the classification of the
input vector. Otherwise, the process continues.
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In the case of a two-class problem the above equations will be the following [16]:
Qm1 (T ) = 1 − max( p,1 − p )

(5)

Qm 2 (T ) = 2 p (1 − p)

(6)

Qm3 (T ) = − p log p − (1 − p) log(1 − p)

(7)

where Qm(T) is the homogeneity ratio of node m of tree T and p is the ratio of the
number of instances of the remaining class in node m.
The Gini index and entropy are most commonly used in CART methods as
they allow for a locally optimal division of a sample. They do not guarantee finding a globally optimal solution. Due to the computational complexity a globally
optimal solution is impossible to obtain in a finite time [16, 17].
Another important issue is determining the moment when the construction of
the tree should be terminated. A disadvantage of this method is the excessive
growth of the tree (over-fitting) causing a poor preparation for the future classification of new objects. This problem can be solved by pruning algorithms. Various
approaches may be applied to deal with this problem, e.g. [18]:
1. All instances in the node belong to a single category.
2. The maximum tree depth has been reached.
3. The number of instances in the node is less than the pre-established
minimum.
4. The best splitting criteria is not greater than a certain threshold.
Knowledge on the most important aspects of DT modelling is helpful in identifying
their advantages. The trees are both flexible and capable of dealing with missing
attribute values. Other advantages are the independence of attributes and insensitivity to irrelevant attributes. DTs have a high readability so they can be easily analyzed by an expert.
Unfortunately, classification trees also have a significant disadvantage. They
are considered to be unstable - small changes in the learning data may yield substantially different trees, which increases the probability of misclassification [16].

3. Ensemble methods
Ensemble methods may use different learning algorithms to predict a proper
class. The idea is to aggregate multiple classifiers in one model. The term “ensemble” is usually reserved for methods that generate multiple hypotheses using the
same base learner.
The idea of joining classifiers dates back to 1977 [19] but the increased interest in this type of approach appeared only in 1990, when Hansen and Salomon in
their work [20] presented the proof of improving the efficiency of classification
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through the aggregation of classifiers [17]. Algorithms for classifiers' families are
usually based on decision trees that have been discussed in detail in the previous
section. An ensemble learning approach involves combining weak classifiers,
whose operation is little better than a random decision-making. At the same time,
weak classifiers are characterized by the simplicity of construction and high speed
of operation. It should be noted that the usage of a large number of different models (trained with the same method) makes a classification result more reliable. Unfortunately, in practice, classifiers created from the same training sample are statistically dependent on one another, which is the main drawback of this method, nevertheless they give good results [13].
3.1. Bagging
In 1996 L. Breiman [21] proposed one of the first ensemble methods, involving the bootstrap aggregation, proving at the same time that the error of the aggregated discrimination model is smaller than the average error of models that make
up the aggregated model. This method is called bagging (bootstrap aggregating).
As previously mentioned, methods based on families of classifiers use mainly decision trees - and in the rest of this paper we consider methods in which only decision trees are used [16].
Training of V decision trees requires V training samples U1, ..., UV. Every
n-element sample comes from drawing with replacement from the training set U
whose cardinality is N As one can notice, the probability of selecting a given ob1
servation is always constant and it equals [17].
n
The algorithm takes the following steps [17, 22]. We assume that a dataset has N
observations and the target variable has a binary value.
1. Take a bootstrap sample from the data (i.e. a random sample of size n with
replacement).
2. Construct a classification tree (the tree should not be pruned yet).
3. Assign a class to every leaf node. For every observation the class attached
to every case coupled with the predictor values should be stored.
4. The steps from 1 to 3 need to be repeated a defined earlier large number of
times.
5. For every observation in the dataset, the number of trees classifying this
observation to one given category is counted over the number of trees.
Each observation needs to be assigned to a resulting final class using a majority
vote method over the set of trees.
Unlike a single classification tree, a family of trees does not behave unstably
and gives significantly better classification possibilities compared to a single tree.
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3.2. Boosting
Another algorithm that is based on the idea of families of classifiers, which
was created independently from the bagging method, is the boosting method being
to a certain degree an improvement of the bagging method. As in the previously
discussed algorithm, the boosting method is also based on drawing random training
samples of size n with replacement from the training set - the difference is that the
probability distribution (weights' distribution), according to which elements are
drawn, changes from sample to sample. Then the classifier is constructed and its
quality is verified [16].
The algorithm uses two types of weights. The first type refers to observations
that have been wrongly classified by a given classifier - their weight is being increased. The second type of weights refers to classifiers, assigning to each one of
them a weight value that is proportional to the prediction error that the given classifier makes. This means that weights of less accurate models are being reduced and
weights of more accurate models are being increased [17].
The basic boosting algorithm is called a Discrete Adaboost (Discrete Adaptive
Boosting). Similarly to bagging, this method requires V n-element training samples
U1, ..., UV from the training set U. The algorithm takes the following steps [23, 24]:
1. Set a number of training samples.
1
2. Set the initial weights wi = , where i = 1,..., n .
n
3. Repeat for v = 1, ..., V:
a. Take a sample from the training set U.
b. Train a weak classifier f v (x) and compute:
errv =

n

∑w

(v)
i I ( f v ( x)

≠ yi ) ,

(8)

i =1

1
2

α v = log(
c. Set wi( v +1) =

1 − errv
).
errv

(9)

wi( v )
w (v )
if f v ( xi ) = yi , else wi( v +1) = i .
2(1 − errv )
2errv

(10)

V

4. The output is the aggregated classifier:

∑α

v f v ( x)

.

(11)

v =1

3.3. Random forests
Random forests, like the bagging and boosting algorithms, are based on families of classifiers but random forests can use only decision trees as individual
classifiers.
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The random forests algorithm was proposed by L. Breiman in 2001 [25].
It combines the bagging method and the idea of promoting good classifiers by
seeking the best division (division rules have been mentioned in Chapter 2) using
the best attributes (variables) of an observation.
The random forests algorithm is very similar to the bagging algorithm. It is
relatively straightforward and is as follows [22]:
Let us assume that the target variable has a binary value and N is the number
of observations.
1. Take a bootstrap sample from the data (i.e. a random sample of size n with
replacement). From the set of predictors take a random sample without replacement.
2. Using predictors chosen in Step 2 construct a split within the tree.
3. For each subsequent split repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the tree has the required number of levels, without pruning the tree yet. In this way, every
tree is random as during generating every tree obtained here at each split
a random sample of predictors has been used.
4. Test the classification abilities of the tree for the out-of-bag data. The class
assigned to every observation needs to be saved along with every observation's predictor values.
5. Steps 1 through 5 are repeated a required number of times, defined at the
beginning.
6. For every observation in the dataset, the number of trees classifying this
observation to one given category is counted over the number of trees.
Each observation needs to be assigned to a resulting final class using a majority
vote method over the set of trees.
It is worth noting that due to the use of the bootstrap sampling, approximately
1/3 of training set elements is not involved in the process of building a family of
trees. Thereby, a dependence between trees decreases and operations on sets with
a big number of elements become easier [16].
4. Experimental Analysis
Experiments were conducted using data obtained from direct marketing campaigns of a Portuguese banking institution [15]. Data was collected during the
campaign from May 2008 to November 2010 based on phone calls. S. Moro et al.
have shared two datasets: a set with all examples and a set with 10% of the full
dataset. In our research the second set was used.
The data set used to build classification models consists of 4521 instances.
Each observation is defined by 17 attributes (an input vector of 16 predictor variables and a target variable). An input vector has both nominal and numerical values.
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A target variable takes one of two values (classes). All the attributes are specified
(there is no missing attribute value). The classification goal is to predict if a client
will subscribe to a term deposit. From the 4521 samples, only 521 ended in a decision to open a deposit. Table 1 specifies all attributes.
Table 1. Specification of bank marketing campaign dataset attributes
Attribute name

Type

Values

Age

Numeric

19 to 87

Job

Categorical

admin., unknown, unemployed, management,
housemaid, entrepreneur, student, blue-collar,
self-employed, retired, technician, services

Marital (marital status)

Categorical

married, divorced (widowed), single

Education

Categorical

unknown, secondary, primary, tertiary

Default (has credit in default?)

Binary

yes, no

Balance (average yearly balance, in euros)

Numeric

-3 313 to 71 188

Housing (has housing loan?)

Binary

yes, no

Loan (has personal loan?)

Binary

yes, no

Contact (contact communication type)

Categorical

unknown, telephone, cellular

Day (last contact day of the month)

Numeric

1 to 31

Month (last contact month of year)

Categorical

Jan., Feb., Mar., ..., Nov., Dec.

Duration (last contact duration, in seconds)

Numeric

4 to 3 025

Numeric

1 to 50

Numeric

-1 (first time) to 871

Numeric

0 to 25

Categorical

unknown, other, failure, success

Binary

yes, no

Campaign (number of contacts performed
during this campaign and for this client)
pDays (number of days that passed by after
the client was last contacted from a previous campaign)
Previous (number of contacts performed
before this campaign and for this client)
pOutcome (outcome of the previous marketing campaign)
Target variable (has the client subscribed
a term deposit?)

In order to create classification models we used R project. R is a popular programming language and software environment for data analysis, statistical computing and modelling.
First, we analyzed the significance of individual attributes that define observations. For this purpose a decision tree was created based on the complete set of
data. Using the Gini index we determined the most significant attributes. Each attribute received a value from 0 to 100. The total value of the weights for all attributes is equal to 100. The results are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Significance of attributes in a single decision tree trained on the basis of the entire
set of attributes
Attribute:

Duration Day

Job

Month

Age

pOutcome Balance

Education

Significance:

24

12

10

10

9

9

8

4

Attribute:

pDays

Marital Campaign Contact

Housing

Previous

Loan

Default

Significance:

3

3

1

1

0

0

3

3

In practice, some of the attributes are known a posteriori (after a telephone
conversation with the customer). Unlike S. Moro et al. in [15], we decided to reduce the attributes to those that are known a priori and have the greatest impact on
the process of classification. Analysis of the significance of the attributes and creation of classification models were done on the basis of eight selected features,
shown in Table 3. As is apparent, the most important factor influencing the customer's decision is the success of previous campaigns. Other important factors are
the month in which the campaign takes place, job and age of the customer.
Table 3. Significance of attributes in a single decision tree trained on the basis
of the reduced set of attributes
Attribute:

pOutcome

Month

Job

Age

Balance

Education

Campaign Marital

Significance:

47

19

15

12

4

2

1

<1

In the next part of our research, we built, tested, and compared selected classifiers based on the idea of decision trees. Each model was built based on attributes
presented in Table 3. A common part of training methods configuration was based
on the same parameters (model complexity: 0.001, the minimum number of observations for splitting: 5). For each method, the training set and the test set consisted
of the same observations. 1/3 of all samples were designed for the training set and
the rest - for a test set (which contained 3014 observations, including 334 ones with
a decision to open a deposit). Results can be presented in the form of a confusion
matrix and classification errors (they are explained in Table 4).
First, we trained a single decision tree. For this purpose, we used the rpart
function (rpart library for R project). 84% of the observations were correctly classified. The decision tree coped well in terms of true positives (83 predictions) and
slightly worse in terms of true negatives (2453 predictions). The second classifier
based on bagging was created by bagging function (ipred library). This method
classified negative customers’ decisions well (2632 correct predictions). Unfortunately, it dealt much worse with positive decisions (only 51 correct predictions).
Bagging was effective in 89% test cases. Comparable results were obtained for the
boosting method (boosting function from adabag library) that incorrectly classified
about 12% of the observations. The best overall results were obtained for random
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forests (function and library named randomForest) with the classification error
equal to 0.1055. 60 observations were correctly classified as positive decisions,
2636 as negative. The detailed results of all experiments are presented in Table 5.
Table 4. Form of the confusion matrix with a classification error
Expected results

Prediction

No

Yes

No

TN (true negative)

FN (false negative)

Yes

FP (false positive)

TP (true positive)

Classification error: (FP+FN)/(Number of Instances)

Table 5. Confusion matrix with classification errors for all tested methods
Expected results
Decision tree

Bagging

Boosting

Random forests

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

2453

251

2632

283

2614

288

2636

274

Yes

227

83

48

51

66

46

44

60

Prediction

Classification error:

0.159

0.110

0.117

0.106

5. Conclusions
In our study we reviewed common tree-based classification methods. Using
data on the effectiveness of real marketing campaigns we selected the most significant decision-making attributes describing the customers. Considering the full set
of data, the most significant attribute was the duration of a call. Unfortunately, in
reality this parameter is known only after performing a direct marketing operation.
Therefore, in contrast to S. Moro et al. research presented in [15], we decided to
omit such parameters in our study and not to include them in the construction of
discriminant models. We used eight selected attributes to train classifiers. Compared to the results in [15], this treatment had a negative impact on the quality of
classifiers, but instead it allowed for the prediction basing solely on a priori known
attributes. According to our analysis, in a reduced attributes scenario the most significant parameter was the effectiveness of previous campaigns.
Four classification methods were applied: decision trees, bagging, boosting,
and random forests. The trained classifiers were used to predict consumer decisions
to open or not a deposit in the bank. Based on classification results presented in the
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form of confusion matrices and misclassification errors we evaluated the effectiveness of the methods. The best results were obtained for random forests. However,
the largest percentage of true positive classifications was obtained for a single decision tree.
It should be mentioned that a very important factor for the obtained results
could be the randomness of bootstrap samples used to build models. Due to the use
of the bootstrap sampling, approximately 1/3 of training set elements is not involved in the processes of building a family of trees. Therefore, in any attempt to
build classifiers another model could be obtained. However, despite of the difficulty of the considered issues, the obtained results suggest a sense of using decision
tree-based methods to support planning and management of bank marketing
campaigns.
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The article analyses the results of the latest research on public entities informatization in Poland according to the following studies: Information society in numbers
2014 (SIwL2014, [1]), e-Administration in the Internet surfers’ eyes [15], Impact of
digitization on public administration offices functioning in Poland in 2014 (WpC,
[18]), Operational Programme Digital Poland for the years 2014-2020 (PO PC20142020, [13]), State Integrated Informatization Programme (PZIP, [12]). Analysis of
the results of statistical research leads to several conclusions and recommendations.
Keywords: E-government, E-services, Informatization of Public Administration,
Statistical Surveys

1. Introduction
The results of the studies and surveys are used for analyses of the market,
forecasting of development, and allocation of grants. Almost ¾ of selfgovernmental administration offices and ½ of State administration offices (according to [18]) intend to apply for subsidies from the European Union funds for informatization of the office during 2015-2020. In over 90% of the cases the means
would be used to finance both the office information development and the development of electronic services.
Based on the studies there are indices of Poland’s digitization, mentioned e.g.
in resolution of the Ministry Cabinet – PZIP [12]. In PO PC2014-2020 [13], according to the results of diagnostic undertakings, some key subareas were distin-

guished, on which the intervention should be focussed, and in this way among other twelve key areas of public e-services were distinguished, for which European
Union funds will be earmarked. So the future of information society and
e-administration in Poland depends on the quality of data obtained during the
studies.
After all we should remember Aaron Levenstein’s statement: „statistics are
like the bikini costume: they show a lot, but they do not show the most important
things” [20].
2. Information society in numbers 2014
The SIwL2014 [1] report prepared by the Department of Information Society,
Ministry of Administration and Digitization (MAC), is rich in statistical data and
tells a lot about the development of informatization in Poland.
One of the three areas distinguished in SIwL2014 report is the „State”.
According to analysis of achievements in this area we may show how informatization of Polish public institutions is perceived. The strategic objective of the „State”
area is the „Increase in availability and efficiency of public administration services
by the use of information and communication technologies for reconstruction of
internal processes of administration and the way of providing services”. Implementation of this objective is indicated by the following immediate objectives:
1. Availability of a wide scope of public administration services provided electronically.
2. Increasing the public administration efficiency due to a comprehensive use of
standardized and interoperational information solutions.
3. Making available to citizens, companies and self-governments the data from
reference registers and other information of public sector to use them for extension of the offer of contents and services.
4. Supporting the development of services of panEuropean range and mutual
recognition of teleinformation solutions and tools.
In most EU countries, more important than the society’s satisfaction with offered
public e-services is that many services are available. In 2013 e-services through
Internet were made available by 47% of Polish offices, which compared to 2012
constitutes an increase by almost 14 percentage points (PP). This, however, does
not indicate any significant improvement of the condition of e-administration in
Poland, because Internet surfers demonstrated that the greatest difficulty was incompleteness of available services resulting in the need to appear in person in the
office to settle the issue initiated in the network. In the opinion of the users of
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e-services another problem is the lack of belief in appropriate completion of the
matter which is conducted only electronically, an insignificant scope of services,
and also insufficient information about their settlement.
Implementation of the latter objective is checked by the complex indicator
„Effectiveness of digitization” showing the efficiency of applied teleinformation
technologies for improvement of offices internal work. It reached 38% in 2013
(35% in 2012), including the following components:
- promotion of the use of ICT among employees,
- requiring and development of employees’ information competences,
- consistent implementation of ICT,
- positive impact of ICT,
- use of good management practices.
The reliability of this indicator may be called into question because: firstly officers evaluate informatization subjectively, guided by their own feelings, and
secondly – the impact of informatization on administration in self-governmental
entities is assessed differently than in State administration. The areas investigated
in entities of different levels are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Assessment of the impact of informatization on public administration
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
in State administration Office
in self-governmental administration offices
- risk of the loss of integrity, availability or - costs of the client services (44%)
confidence of information (64%)
- the matters settlement time (43%)
- the matters settlement time (56%)
- costs of the paper use (41%)
- costs of the paper use (50%)
- workload among employees (48%)
- innovativeness of employees
Source: own preparation on the basis of [1]

First of all, we cannot reliably assess any area without its correct monitoring.
The public sphere in Poland not only has not mastered the skills of efficient monitoring, but it does not use good management practices either, because only 9% of
entities in this sector have the strategy of teleinformation development.
A higher efficiency of e-government is largely due to properly educated managerial staff. The indicator „Requirement and development of employees’ information competences” is used to control the officers’ digital competences. The criteria of its calculation, as well as the criteria of calculating the other components of
the indicator „Efficiency of digitization” are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Criteria of calculation and values of the components of the indicator „Efficiency
of digitization” (respectively in 2013 / 2012)
POSITIVE EFFECTS OF ICT (25% / 24%)
1)
2)

3)

Decrease in the number of documents in paper form in result if the use of ICT
Faster settlement of matters owing to ICT
Satisfactory results of information projects co-financed with EU funds

CONSISTENT IMPLEMENTATION OF ICT (39% / 36%)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Participation of employees having their own email account
Participation of employees having electronic signatures
Providing employees with remote access to the office systems
Use of integrated package of field applications based on a common database, management of
users in all applications, ERP class system
Documentation of the course of matters using teleinformation tools
Participation of electronic documents in correspondence sent from the office

6)
REQUIREMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF EMPLOYEES INFORMATION COMPETENCES (41% / 37%)
1)
2)
3)

4)

Requirement of having information competences for employment at factual posts
Checking the information competences in practice during recruitment to work at factual posts
Conducting mandatory information training courses for new employees
Conducting information training courses for employees

PROMOTION OF THE USE OF ICT AMONG EMPLOYEES (68% / 65%)
USE OF GOOD MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (24% / 22%)
HAVING THE
TELEINFORMATION DEVELOP-MENT
STRATEGIES (9% / 9%)

SUPPORTING OF
INNOVATIVENESS (15% /
15%)

1) Monitoring of
2)
3)

employees innovativeness
Promotion and
rewarding of employees innovativeness
Increased innovativeness of employees confirmed by the use of
ICT

USE OF EU
FUNDS FOR INFORMATION
DEVELOPMENT
IN THE OFFICE
(54% / 51%)

MONITORING OF FOUR
TO SEVEN VARIABLES
(16% / 13%)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)

Client service costs
The matters settlement
time
Workload among
employees
Innovativeness of
employees
Amount/costs of the
use of paper
Amount/costs of the
use of energy consumed by ICT equipment
Risk of loss of integrity, availability or confidence of information

Source: own preparation on the basis of SPIw2014

The increase by 3 PP in efficiency of offices digitization within one year is
slight only. However, four of five components of this indicator are connected with
competences of employees and managerial staff and the office’s organizational
culture, and such elements can hardly be changed in a short time.
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The highest positive effects of digitization are noted by the State administration offices (55% in 2013, as compared to 52% in the previous year) and at the
marshal’s level (51% in 2013; there are no data for entities at this level, because in
2012 too few marshal’s offices took part in the research).
While checking the level of implementation of objective 2, considered was also availability of five primary teleinformation solutions (electronic identification,
electronic documents, authentic sources, electronic safe, single registration system)
in selected life situations (foundation of a company and one’s own business,
launching of civil proceedings for petty claims, loss and finding of a job, change of
residence place).
One of the main tasks in public administration is availability of public information (objective 3).
GUS (Central Statistical Office of Poland, [2]) informed that in May 2013
there were 587 public registers in Poland. 63% of those registers were conducted in
electronic form, 27% - in electronic and paper form, and 10% had only paper form
(86% of them were conducted by central administration).
The way the registers are kept and the formats of public data availability are
determined by:
- Act on informatization of activities of the entities which carry on public tasks [4],
- Directive of the Ministry Cabinet of 12 April 2012 on the National Framework of
Interoperativeness, minimal requirements for public registers and exchange of information in electronic form, as well as minimal requirements for teleinformation
systems [5],
- Act of 6 September 2001 on access to public information [6],
- Directive 2013/37/EU (amending directive 2003/98/EC) related to re-use of the
public sector information [7].
These documents express an optimal way of data availability, pointing to the
necessity to make them available in open formats and with detailed metadata.
The data are rendered available differently in particular registers. In electronic
availability of the data the key contents area those of metadata. Fast and correct
searching of metadata depends on their quality. A positive change in arrangement
of metadata was introduced by the Ministry of Digitization which in May
2014 set up the central repository of public information, available on
www.danepubliczne.gov.pl.
The way the data are made available has an impact on their safety and understanding, i.e. the possibility of further use. Of 37% public registers (first of all
WWW pages of offices, thematic portals and Public Information Bulletins) information may be acquired without any limitation. Unfortunately, the data collected in
58% of registers are made available either to the public administration body or at
the request of the entity which can indicate the factual or legal interest resulting
from acquisition of factual information. On top of all that, access to up to 5% of
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public registers is allowed only to the authority which conducts a given register.
Limitation of the insight into the contents included in 63% of public registers may
arouse doubts as to observing the principle of openness of information, so also
public activities.
A significant role in availability of public data of good quality is played by
the concept of the so called open government. Its basic thesis is the optimal openness of public body activities. The most important documents which describe this
concept are:
- Long-term National Development Strategy. Poland 2030. The Third Wave of Modernity [8],
- Efficient State Strategy – Poland 2020 [9],
- National Development Strategy - Poland 2020 [10],
- Innovative and Effective Economy Strategy - Dynamic Poland 2020 [11],
- State Integrated Informatization Programme [12].
The programmes supporting the concepts within availability of data are financed from the Operational Programme Digital Poland 2014-2020 [13] and the
EU funds.
According to the Strategy of the development of information society in Poland
up to 2013 [14] objective 4 was to be developed during cyclical SI research conducted within the Programme of Statistical Studies within Public Statistics. But this
indicator has not been worked out.
Till September 2015 no one managed to make the e-services function on
paneuropean scale. It is worth noting, however, that the indicator of usefulness of
on-line cross-border services in the EU is higher that the indicator of their availability on-line. In our country both the availability indicator and the usefulness indicator are lower that the EU average value [3]. This will surely result in difficulties
for foreigners, connected with the use of e-services related e.g. to having, buying or
driving a vehicle, as well as the residence place.
3. E-Administration in the Internet surfers’ eyes 2014
In November 2014 at the request of MAC (existed in 2011-2015) the fifth report of the study: E-administration in the Internet surfers’ eyes was published [15].
It was aimed at getting to know the Internet surfers’ opinions about e-government
in Poland and identification of behaviours and needs connected with settlement of
official matters electronically.
The sample consisted of 4848 persons selected so as to reflect the Internet
surfers’ structure in Poland in respect of gender and age, education, size of the
town and voivodeship of residence, financial situation and disability. The structure
of the sample assumed carrying out a similar number of interviews in every voi-
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vodeship. The data from the Net Track SMG/KRC study and sample structures
from the previous editions of the study were used for weighing.
The study comprised the following issues:
1. Frequency of visiting the offices’ web pages.
2. Preferred ways of settling official matters.
3. Types and evaluation of the quality of information searched on offices’ web
pages.
4. Knowledge of the ePUAP platform and its trusted profile and central repository of public information.
5. Identification of official matters settled by the respondents in Internet.
6. Determining the organizational barriers of using public e-services.
7. Policy of privacy and safety.
8. Functioning in the network of public culture institutions, such as: public
libraries, museums, theatres, operas, culture houses, historical monuments,
archives.
For selected issues, the results were compared with earlier studies carried out by
other providers. Detailed data for those issues are presented in Table 3 for the
years: 2012, 2013 and 2014.
The main reason for dissatisfaction with public e-services is the lack of possibilities to settle the whole issue through Internet, although the percentage of complaining users was decreased by 3 PP as compared to 2013 and by 9 PP compared
to 2012 (see Table 3).
In 2014 as many as 43% e-applicants heard of the ePUAP platform and its
trusted profile (40%). The highest increase in the knowledge of the trusted profile
was noted in Łódź voivodeship - from 29% to 44%. It is a relatively high percentage, considering that a significant problem for Internet surfers appears to be the
very assumption and servicing of the account on ePUAP, as well as uncertainty
connected with personal data safety. Official matters are usually settled through the
Internet by better educated people, those aged 25-34, or coming from bigger towns.
These people also more frequently know ePUAP and its trusted profile.
Disabled Internet surfers (every fifteenth Internet user is a disabled person)
constitute a significant group of Polish society, therefore its results were also taken
into account in the research. Every other disabled Internet surfer settled an official
matter on-line [16]. Unfortunately, members of this group not so often manage to
settle their matters through Internet. Therefore, their evaluation of settling matters
is the lowest, as compared to other groups of Internet surfers. Disabled people, as
compared to all Internet surfers, almost identically know both the ePUAP itself
(42%), and its trusted profile (38%).
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Table 3. Detailed results for selected issues of the research: E-administration in the eyes of
Internet surfers during the years: 2012, 2013, 2014
ASSESSMENT OF THE QUALITY OF INFORMATION SEARCHED ON OFFICES WEB
PAGES
Easiness of finding the needed information
Year

negatively

2012
2013
2014

4%
2%
3%

Year

negatively

2012
2013
2014

3%
2%
2%

Year

negatively

2012
2013
2014

2%
1%
2%

rather negatively

neutrally

11%
9%
12%

rather positively

25%
25%
27%

35%
42%
35%

positively

I don’t
know, hard to
tell

23%
21%
19%

2%
1%
4%

Comprehensibility of information
rather negatively

neutrally

6%
7%
8%

rather positively

23%
21%
26%

40%
43%
37%

positively

I don’t know,
hard to tell

26%
26%
23%

2%
1%
4%

Usefulness of information
rather negatively

7%
4%
5%

neutrally

rather positively

24%
19%
24%

38%
42%
38%

positively

I don’t know,
hard to tell

26%
32%
27%

2%
1%
4%

DETERMINATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL BARRIERS OF THE USE OF PUBLIC
E-SERVICES
Year

on-line
settlement
of the
whole
matter
appeared
impossible

the way of
understanding
the matter was
too complicated, the description was incomprehensible

2012
2013
2014

65%
53%
56%

25%
34%
33%

settlement of
the matter
lasted longer
than I expected

24%
26%
30%

reaction or
response
from the
office was
missing

2%
27%
26%

the form was
too difficult to
complete,
explanations
were missing
or they were
incomprehensible

Technical
problems
appeared

17%
23%
24%

26%
23%
21%

KNOWLEDGE OF ePUAP PLATFORM AND ITS TRUSTED PROFILE
Year
2012
2013
2014

known ePUAP

known trusted profile

26%
24%
35%
31%
43%
40%
Source: own preparation on the basis of [15]

The study concerned allows also to observe the differences between inhabitants of voivodeships both in the use of public services in Internet and in their sense
of safety. The highest discrepancies occur in neighbouring voivodeships: małopol-
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skie and świętokrzyskie. Małopolskie inhabitants most frequently declared their
knowledge of ePUAP and trusted profile, they also confirmed the highest sense of
safety while settling official affairs on-line. On the other hand, those living in
świętokrzyskie voivodeship most seldom demonstrated that they knew the
e-administration platform, they also in the least degree perceived information and
forms on offices web pages as comprehensible or easy to find, besides they had the
lowest in Poland sense of safety while shopping in the Internet [16].
The questionnaire in the research: E-administration in the Internet surfers’
eyes 2014 differed somewhat from the previous ones, because during identification
of the causes of dissatisfaction with public administration e-services a new answer
was added: „I did not know whom to contact about the issue” [15]. 20% of the
respondents marked the additional answer.
4. Impact of digitization on public administration offices functioning
in Poland in 2014
The latest survey - Impact of digitization on public administration offices in
Poland [18] (similarly to SIwL2014-2020) was carried out for the fifth time. 1644
offices of self-governmental administration and State administration, including
governmental one, took part in it.
The main objective of the study was the diagnosis of the management of informatization processes management and determining its impact on improvement
of offices functioning in Poland, i.e. increase in digital competences among office
workers, use of modern technologies for the provision of services and communication with e-clients.
Respondents of the study were representatives of the office management and
information services. Completing the questionnaire could demand consultation
with the people responsible for other areas of functioning of the office.
Results of the study reflect the types of offices as divided into selfgovernmental administration (together, and specified commune, county and marshal’s offices) as well as governmental administration, and within it – state administration (central and voivodeship offices, President of the Republic of Poland,
NIK, KRRiT, NBP etc.), and broken up into voivodeships. In 2014, to 55% of
complete replies were obtained.
As to the strategic management within digitization, use of EU funds and problems in implementation of information projects in public administration, the following conclusions were drawn:
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- every eleventh office has a strategic document (strategy, plan, programme) within
teleinformation development and this situation was not changed, as compared to
the years 2013 and 2012,
- only 8% among self-governmental administration entities have such document 32% of the State administration offices have such document,
- 57% of marshal’s offices usually have a strategic plan within teleinformation
development (digitization or informatization),
- year after year the percentage of state administration offices having a strategic
document within teleinformation development is decreased,
- the highest percentage of offices having a strategic document within teleinformation development occurs in wielkopolskie (14%) and lubelskie (11%) voivodeships,
- 76% of offices obtained means from EU funds, which in 54% were spent for the
entity’s information development, in 50% for support of the development of electronic services, and in 47% for the development of information society (SPI; activities conducted by self-governmental offices within the development of information
society are presented in Table 4),
- all investigated marshal’s offices used EU funds for the office’s information development as well as the development of e-services, and supporting the SPI development;
- most (88%) self-governmental administration offices using the EU funds are offices from świętokrzyskie voivodeship, while the least (14%) offices are situated in
wielkopolskie voivodeship,
- 93% of marshal’s offices, 85% of commune offices, and 86% of county offices
are satisfied with the results of the projects co-financed from the EU funds,
- the least satisfaction with the results of projects co-financed from EU funds was
observed in łódzkie voivodeship (76%), and the highest – in dolnośląskie voivodeship (92%).
Many self-governmental administration offices and State administration offices intend to apply for EU funds for the office informatization during 2015-2020.
This result shows that the offices are organizationally and substantially prepared to
use the EU funds [17]. The experience gained in the previous financial perspective
should pay off and the results of the current perspective can be even better. Furthermore, it seems that the awareness of the benefits that may be achieved through
informatization was increased. The prevalence of teleinformation technologies
gives rise to a conviction that implementation of new solutions will improve the
processes and facilitate the use of public e-services.
Even 76% level of satisfaction with the results of projects co-financed from
EU funds should be considered as satisfactory because implementation of the pro58

jects entails many technical, organizational and mental changes. The offices which
present worse assessment of the results of information projects probably were not
properly prepared substantially and in staff to their implementation. Another edition of the study carried out in 2011 shows [19] that 75% of commune offices had
only one or two computer scientists employed at the time.
Of the problems connected with withholding or delaying the information projects in the study the following were singled out:
- provision of funds (27% State, including governmental, administration/ 17% selfgovernmental administration),
- insufficient human resources (in quantitative or jurisdiction respects) allocated for
implementation of the project (41% / 10%),
- difficulties in obtaining the assumed effects or specified quality of implemented
system (38% / 13%),
- difficult cooperation with providers of information services (43% / 10%),
- corruption behaviours of the participants of the project implementation process
(3% / 1%)
- procedural or legal problems (46% / 20%).
In 43% of investigated offices some problems in implementation occurred due
to difficult cooperation with providers of information services, in 41% - due to
insufficient human resources allocated to project works. Compared to other selfgovernmental offices, mostly the marshal’s offices withheld or delayed implementation of information projects (giving the causes mentioned above). 55% of the
offices never withheld or delayed implementation of information projects. In 45%
of governmental administration offices the legal requirements constitute the crucial
implementation problem (20% in case of self-governmental administration). The
other problems included mainly: complexity, maladjustment, and too long implementation of procedures (25% - State administration, 31% - self-governmental).
A significant problem was that of specification (19% / 25%), and in marshal’s offices – evaluation criteria (33%).
Within the activities supporting the development of SPI we should notice that
county offices much more frequently than other self-governmental offices support
the use of electronic class registers at schools (45%) and electronic recruitment to
schools and kindergartens (also 45%; see Table 4).
On the other hand, 61% of commune offices make available the computers or
computer stands with access to Internet for citizens. In turn, 71% of marshal’s offices promote the use of Internet among the people exposed to digital exclusion and
those with difficult mobility (disabled, ill, or mothers with small children).
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Table 4. Activities undertaken by self-governmental offices within
the development of SPI

TYPE OF ACTIVITY

SELFGOVERNERNMENTAL
ADMINISTRATION IN
TOTAL

COMMUNE
OFFICES

1) availability of computers or com58%
61%
puter stands with access to Internet
2) promotion of the use of Internet
40%
41%
among people exposed to digital exclusion
3) supporting the use of electronic
33%
31%
school register
4) open social consultations through
30%
29%
Internet in matters under the office
competence
5) organization or support of IT cours29%
31%
es and trainings for citizens
6) cooperation with local suppliers of
28%
29%
Internet to support the construction of
wide-band networks
7) use of Web 2.0 solutions to support
20%
18%
the functioning of the office and
communication with citizens
8) encouraging the citizens to partici17%
16%
pate in decision-taking
9) supporting the electronic recruit15%
10%
ment to schools and kindergartens
Source: own preparation on the basis of [18]

COUNTY
OFFICES

MARSHAL’S
OFFICES

40%

43%

30%

79%

45%

14%

37%

71%

14%

43%

19%

64%

29%

50%

24%

21%

45%

29% of offices web pages are adjusted to servicing through mobiles and mobile devices. The information search engine is the most prevalent facility on offices
web sites (83%). Consecutive items on the list of facilities comprise: catalogue of
services/ issues with explanation how and where they can be dealt with (63%),
possibility to order a newsletter or sending the headlines and news on website
(32%), information about the duties and rights of citizens presented according to
the profile of user or life events (17%).
There are many things to do within the use of ICT in public administration offices. Presently, 71% of office employees have individual business e-mail account
(increase by 2 PP, as compared to the last year). In case of the state administration
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this percentage reaches 91%, and in marshal’s offices – 99%. Employees of selfgovernmental offices almost twice more frequently (17%; in marshal’s offices only
5% have such signature) than the employees of State administration offices (9%)
have electronic signatures. 51% of self-governmental administration offices provide their employees with a remote access to the electronic mail system, documents
or applications of the office, while such percentage among the State administration
offices reaches 92%.
Compared to 2012, the percentage of offices using the documentation management electronic system (EZD) was decreased by 4 PP and amounted in 2014 to
42%. Six of ten (62%) State administration offices use the EZD. In case of selfgovernmental administration offices - 41%, the worst being the commune offices
(38%). In 2014 there was a decrease in the percentage (3 PP) of self-governmental
offices documenting the course of matters in the EZD system. Instead, among the
State administration offices from 2012 that percentage was increased by 26 PP.
41% of State administration offices use workflow systems and 28% of those
entities – the ERP class systems. The same indicators among self-governmental
administration entities reach respectively – 11 and 9%. Every third investigated
office uses the workflow system. 81% of the State administration offices versus
67% of self-governmental administration offices use teleinformation systems available at the central level for data exchange or intake.
In 2014, 96% of offices had electronic inboxes (hereinafter referred to as
ESP). The way the ESP is used differs in offices of different levels. The State administration uses ESP in a more versatile way, and so e.g. 37% of offices receive
and collect various letters using the ESP. Unfortunately, in self-governmental administration sending of letters using the ESP is usually confined to answering the
letters coming this way to the office. In 2014 more than every tenth letter coming
to offices came to the ESP. The State administration offices are characterized by a
lower percentage of electronic documents in coming correspondence (7%) than is
the case with self-governmental administration offices. ESP is by 3 PP more frequently used by the State administration officers, as compared to self-governmental
administration, where only 9% of the entire correspondence was sent by electronic
mail.
The most frequently indicated - by office workers - limitation of eliminating
the paper correspondence in contact with other administration entities is treatment
of documents electronic version as the paper exclusive OR (42% - State administration and 62% - self-governmental one). 46% of offices consider a habit as a
barrier in elimination of paper correspondence, whereas in every fifth it is the office managers’ decision.
Since 2012 availability of e-services other than those based on the so called
general writing standard was increased by 15 PP.
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54% of the State administration offices and 48% of the self-governmental
administration ones make such services available. More than every third office
enables tracking of the case implementation progress through the Internet. The
highest percentage of offices providing the clients with a possibility to follow the
progress in settling the matter occurs in Silesian voivodeship (64%), and the lowest
- in świętokrzyskie voivodeship (11%). In 2014 the offices in Łódź voivodeship
and podkarpackie voivodeship most frequently introduced a new electronic service
or significantly improved the way of providing it (62% in both voivodeships). The
percentage of the State administration offices introducing the new e-service was
decreased by 28 PP (as compared to 2011). All marshal’s offices declare that they
have an appropriate organizational and executive potential to implement new electronic services. Self-governmental administration offices on average make available more services enabling settlement of the whole matters electronically, as compared to the State administration offices.
The results of the study will be used in monitoring of the strategy Efficient
State Strategy - Poland 2020 [10], State Integrated Informatization Programme
[12] and Operational Programme Digital Poland for the years 2014-2020 [13].
The presented results show a high regional differentiation.
5. Conclusion
The studies, reports and surveys play a very important role in public administration functioning.
Properly used data collected in the central repository of public information
may affect the development of innovativeness and information society (SPI).
Such concepts as the one of open government support the society’s development, where information is a potential building material for innovative and competitive products and services.
Internet surfers on public pages mostly search for jobs offers and information
connected with health and education [15]. If these areas attract the greatest interest,
that knowledge cannot be ignored, on the contrary: the availability and usefulness
of information related to them should be particularly cared about.
PO PC2014-2020 [13] informs that „at the turn of 2011 and 2012 the eadministration was used by (…) 48% of citizens”, and 16% of them sent filled in
forms through the Internet. On the other hand in GUS report Information society in
Poland 2010-2014 [2] this percentage (for 2013) reached 11,4% with less than
23% indicator of the use of public e-services. For 2014 these indicators reach respectively: 14,8% and 26,9%. Instead, according to the latest study the Eadministration in the Internet surfers’ eyes 2014 as many as 53% of Internet users
tried to settle their official matters. As this medium is used by approx. 19,2 mln of
Poles aged over 15 years (i.e. 63.7% following the results of the NetTrack study
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from the period: September – November 2014) we may estimate that almost 34%
of the Polish population uses e-administration of Poland.
Discrepancies of indicators between particular studies result from different
methods and definitions of the tested parameters. This, however, does not change
the fact that in all studies an advantageous change is emphasized in the distance
separating Poland from the European leaders. But – does the undeniable development of Polish e-administration go hand in hand with understanding of the changes
brought by informatization and with their approval both by public administration
and its clients?
An important conclusion seems to be the statement that without correct monitoring of one’s functioning and implementation of undertaken IT projects the officers simply will not know what and how is actually affected by informatization.
This in turn means that overestimated may be both the positive and negative scale
and force of the impact of informatization.
Self-governmental administration offices more often point to the informatization-resultant increase in servicing costs, increased workload and number of paper
documents. Such results of studies may result from subjective feelings of employed
officers but may also imply the actual problem of informatization of the procedures
which had not been optimized previously and hence they generate additional costs.
From 1 July 2015 we may familiarize ourselves with the appearance and functions of ePUAP2 – a new, test version of Electronic Platform of Public Administration Services (web page test.epuap.pl). Those who want to use e-services will surely be worried (or annoyed) by the fact that when they use the testing version, after
selecting the e-service and then the office, quite often the message appears: „Internal error occurred. Contact the administrator”. Those who open the system on tablets and smartfons will be disappointed by maladjustment of the page to the mobile
device screen size. Similarly, the blind people may be disappointed, because the
portal does not meet the requirements of WCAG 2.0, and logging into the service
with the reading programme borders on the miraculous.
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The article presents results of a survey concerning Information Security Management Systems (ISMS), which was conducted in municipal offices between December 2014 and June 2015. The aim of the research was identifying in which municipal offices information security management systems are implemented, according to which standards ISMS are developed and certified and gathering information
about: factors facilitate the implementation, problems encountered in the implementation process and offices’ documentation concerning information security.
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1. Introduction
Information Security Management System (ISMS) is defined in ISO/IEC
27000 standard as part of the overall management system, based on a business risk
approach, to establish, implement, operate, monitor, review, maintain and improve
information security. This system is applicable for all types of organizations, also
for public administration units [1, 2].
The regulation of Polish Council of Ministers regarding to the National Interoperability Framework, containing minimum requirements for public registry
and information exchange in electronic form and the minimum requirements for

ICT systems [11] imposing on managers of public administration units some obligations relating to security management, such as following:
• establish, implement, operate, monitor, review, maintain and improve information security management system,
• provide an update of internal regulations,
• maintenance hardware and software inventory, which are used in information
processing,
• conduct periodic risk analyzes,
• permissions management,
• provide training on information security,
• protect of processed information,
• ensure an adequate level of security in ICT systems,
• immediately report information security incidents in a defined and fixed way
for taking quick corrective action,
• provide periodic internal audit of information security.
The numbers of information security incidents have grown rapidly. This is confirmed by the Governmental Computer Security Incident Response Team
(CERT.GOV.PL) reports. According to the "Report on the cybersecurity state of
Poland" in 2014 [12] CERT.GOV.PL registered 12017 notifications, which 7498
were classified as incidents. For comparison, in 2013 [13] there were 8817 notifications and 5670 information security incidents.
There are many information security incidents in public administration
in Poland. The latest incidents in municipal offices, which were commented,
were e.g.:
• on the website of city office in Poznan, the information for logging into training and test versions of System Support Authorities Election were available
[17];
• personal information leaked from the city office in Piotrków Trybunalski. The
district prosecutor's office launched an investigation into the illegal sharing of
personal data by the municipality initiators of the referendum [18];
• attack on the website of the city office in Torun. The website was swapped.
The administrators had to quickly restore the original website [19, 20];
• cybercriminals stole a total of 2.1 million PLN from five municipal offices
(Belsk Duży, Błażowa, Gidle, Rząśnia, Jaworzno). They broke into computer
systems and using malware changed account numbers outgoing transfers from
the municipal office [21, 22, 23, 24].
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2. Aim and method of the research
The survey is a part of our investigations concerning selected aspects of cybersecurity in public administration in Poland [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
The aim of research was identifying in which municipal offices information
security management systems are implemented, according to which standards are
developed and certified, the reasons why respondents did decide (or not) to implement and certification of ISMS and collect information about:
• factors that facilitate the implementation of the information security management system,
• problems with the implementation of the system,
• operations relating to the functioning of the system, which officials have the
most problems,
• information security training in offices,
• reviews of information security policy,
• information security incident management,
• documentation relating to information security.
The research was conducted using a survey questionnaire. Email letters with asking
to participate in the survey to 800 randomly selected municipal offices in Poland
were sent (stratified random sampling was used). Obtained 146 positive responses
including: 40 urban municipalities, 43 urban-rural municipalities and 63 rural municipalities [16].
3. Results of the research
Among the 146 municipal offices, only in 51 the information security management system is implemented. In the 95 offices such a system does not work and
in the past only 5 offices had attempted to implement it (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Information Security Management Systems in municipal offices
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The reasons, why the officials did not implement ISMS, include: lack of funds
(71 indications), lack of sufficient knowledge (31 indications) and lack of time
(30 indications).
Seventeen of the 51 implemented Information Security Management Systems
were developed by the recommendations of the standards: five offices were using
ISO/IEC 27002, four offices were using PN-ISO/IEC 17799, and two offices using
BS-07799-1. Officials also indicated the following standards (one indication for
each standard): PN-I-07799-2, PN-EN ISO 9001 (this standard is not associated
with information security), ISO/IEC 27001, PN-ISO/IEC 27001. Two officials did
not specify any standards.
Only three offices decided to certify the information security management
system according to PN-ISO/IEC 27001.
In offices which not decided to certify their ISMS, the following reasons for
not taking such action were indicated:
• it is an expensive proposition (14 answers),
• certification does not affect the quality of the information security management
(5 answers),
• it is a time-consuming project (4 answers),
• it is unnecessary (2 answers).
Another question examined the ISMS implementation time. Answers to this question are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. ISMS implementation time in the surveyed municipal offices
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Next figure (Figure 3) presents the ISMS implementation success factors. The
most important are: allocation of adequate financial resources, substantive preparation of employees, involvement of the top management, employees awareness of
the need to ensure the security of information.

Figure 3. Evaluation of factors that facilitate the implementation of the ISMS

Another success factors indicated by officials are: IT support, employment of
IT staff in the number of people appropriate to the size of the organization and
implementation of other certified systems, for example, quality management system ISO 9001.
Officials were asked to indicate problems with the implementation of the
ISMS. Respondents indicated as the sources of problems:
• too extensive documentation (35 answers),
• insufficient financial resources (23 answers),
• lack of substantive preparation of employees (21 answers),
• lack of use of formal methods of implementation of the system (16 answers),
• lack of involvement of top management unit (13 answers),
• lack of experience of certification unit (3 answers).
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Another problems indicated by officials are: lack of human resources, large workload and opposition of IT staff.
According to officials, the implementation of Information Security Management System has a positive effect on the unit, especially raises awareness of information security management among employees. It is a time-consuming but can
increase the level the information security, is necessary and beneficial. The 18 officials also indicated that it is an expensive venture (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Opinion on the ISMS implementation

Respondents also indicated the steps on the operation of the Information
Security Management System, which have the most problems. The most indications received the following:
• performance of procedures for monitoring and reviewing the safety information,
• conduct internal audits of the system,
• preparation of relevant documentation,
• cooperation with the users of the system.
The results are shown in Figure 5.
Officials also indicated problems with an excessive load of other tasks not related
to information security and a current supervision of compliance with procedures
by users.
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Figure 5. Actions on the operation of the ISMS, which officials have the most problems

Only 10 offices of the 51 implementing an Information Security Management
System were able to count on the support of the state administration bodies.
The stages in which the aid was granted:
• the establishment information security management system (5 answers),
• implementation and operation of information security management system
(5 answer),
• monitoring and review of information security management system (1 answers),
• maintaining and improving information security management system (2 answer).
Unfortunately, none of the officials present the information about received support.
Another survey questions focused on conducting documentation. Among the 146
surveyed offices, 113 have developed and implemented an information security
policy that contains the policy of protection of personal data in accordance with the
requirements of the Law on the Protection of Personal Data [8, 10, 14, 15], and 28
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offices have only a policy of protection of personal data in accordance with the
requirements of this Law. Five units do not have appropriate documentation. Table
1 presents the characteristics of each document.
Table 1. Characteristics of information security documentation in municipal offices
(U –urban municipality, U-R – urban-rural municipality, R – rural municipality)
Types of document
an information security policy that
contains the policy of protection of
personal data in accordance with the
requirements of the Law on the Protection of Personal Data
policy of protection of personal data
in accordance with the requirements
of the Law on the Protection of Personal Data
none
Summary:

U

U-R

R

Total

31

35

47

113

7

8

13

28

2

0

3

5

40

43

63

146

It needs to be highlighted that:
• in 15 municipal offices Information Security Administrators have not been
appointed;
• in 20 units trainings of implemented information security policies have not
been conducted;
• in 34 municipal offices trainings in information security, information systems
security, data protection had not been conducted.
Among the 146 units in 141 the security reviews are conducted. The frequency of
these inspections is shown in Figure 6.
Security policy reviews can be conducted every few months, or when necessary, but it is neither possible nor purposeful to review the policies every day or
even every week (information security documentation in surveyed offices have at
least several dozen pages). Such answers mean that the respondents did not understand the issue contained in the question, or at least they made a mistake.
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Figure 6. Frequency of the security reviews

Officials evaluated the information security level of its units. Among the 146
answers, 4 rated the level as very good, 95 rated as good, 45 – average, one municipal office rated the level as bad and one official did not have opinion.
4. Conclusion
On the basis on the results of the research it can be concluded, that not
all surveyed offices have implemented tasks arising from information security
regulations.
It is unacceptable that three years after the introduction of the Regulation of
Polish Council of Ministers regarding to the National Interoperability Framework,
containing minimum requirements for public registry and information exchange in
electronic form and the minimum requirements for ICT systems in some units information security administrators have not been appointed and information security
policies have not been implemented.
The results of the survey are consistent with results of the inspections conducted by the Supreme Chamber of Control: "Implementation of selected requirements for ICT systems, exchange of information in electronic form and a National
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Interoperability Framework on the example of some offices of municipalities and
cities with county rights" [9]. During the inspection Supreme Chamber of Control
revealed numerous irregularities and generally negatively assessed the authorities'
actions in the field of information security management. According to data from
the inspection report among 24 of units surveyed in 21 irregularities were found in
the area of information security management. Offices, did not have a comprehensive information security policy, improperly managed the privileges of users did
not perform annual internal audits of information security and did not have the
required agreements for the purchase or service hardware/software containing provisions guaranteeing the confidentiality of processed data they contain. According
to the Supreme Chamber of Control opinion, offices did not pursue the tasks arising from § 20 of mentioned regulation.
Based on the responses obtained from the offices it can be concluded that
there is a need for employees training (20 units did not conduct trainings of implemented information security policies, 34 units did not conduct training in information security, information systems security, data protection). Officials also need
support in implementing an ISMS. Unfortunately, according to the research, such
support could count only 10 offices.
Based on the responses obtained from the offices in which the information security management systems is implemented, key success factors have been identified to implement the ISMS. These include especially:
• allocation of adequate financial resources,
• substantive preparation of employees,
• involvement of the top management,
• employees awareness of the need to ensure the security of information.
Therefore, in order to achieve the successful implementation of an ISMS it is necessary to devote adequate resources from the budgets of municipalities to manage
information security. Appropriate ISMS will reduce the risk of information security
incidents occurrence and the cost its implementation will certainly be lower than
the amounts stolen by cybercriminals.
It is important to continue raising awareness for employees of all levels of the
organization and their respective substantive preparation. This can be achieved
through the participation of officials in various training courses in the field of information security.
In the context of further research, survey in the district offices is planned.
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Undoubtedly, the most important criterion for assessing any project success is to
achieve the planned main objective within scheduled time, under the assumed costs
and corresponding to established project quality parameters. The article presents
critical path method, that aims to determine project schedule which ensure an
implementation shortest time. Ultimately, however the optimal project duration is
designated after solving human resource deficiencies or conflicts occurring in the
generated schedule.
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1. Introduction
Too often, projects that seemed to have real chance of success, may not be
performed in accordance with planed expectations and therefore they just fail. We
ask then ourselves question whether everything has been done to prevent this
matter? Or maybe we did not pay attention to important conditions, which
negatively affect the project progressing.
Project term is currently quite intuitively and widely being applied and so the
project can be described as a guidance document implementation of any object,
a preliminary version of a given device or also an action plan [4]. Frączkowski
defined project term as an undertaking (project synonym in the Polish Dictionary
[4]) which consists of group of activities having a start date, specific goals and

limits, established implementers responsibilities (duties), budget, schedule and the
date of completion [3]. From Wysocki point of view [7], project tasks have to be
executed within time limit without budget exceeding, and in accordance with the
established requirements. Taking into account conditions that must meet project
definitions mentioned by most authors, it can be concluded that, the completion of
any project at scheduled time and budget, without exceeding appointed resources
and corresponding to the intended quality parameters is strongly associated with
appropriate planning [8].
Planning in project management studies is an important and difficult issue.
The difficulty results not only from the undertaking complexity, but also its
dynamism. Plans are changing all the time, both before its starting and during its
implementation. In order to better manage and control projects, a lot of methods
are created including those based on network dependences. In order to analyze a
duration project in a deterministic term the Critical Path Method (CPM) [3] was
created. Using the CPM algorithm, a minimum planned duration project can be
determined and for individual project activity both earliest start and latest finish
time are than calculated. Since project conditions are changing during its
execution, such like resignation or illness of a team member, some project
management methods require an input of data values for individual tasks duration
as random variables. The simplest and most classic approach here can be The
Program Evaluation and Review Technique method, commonly abbreviated PERT
[6]. The method requires that individual tasks execution times were given as
random variables having beta distribution, represented by three estimation time
values: optimistic (shortest) duration, the most likely (mean) duration and
pessimistic (longest) duration. Although CPM shares some characteristics with
PERT, both have different focus. The article presents a prediction of project time
completion and then the management of eventual exceeding planned date using
CPM algorithm.
At the beginning activities and events are modeled as a network. Activities are
depicted as nodes on the network however events presented as arcs or lines
between the nodes and signify the beginning or ending of these activities. The
project is determined on the basis of actual relationships existing between project
tasks (activities) and its duration. Starting and ending project date are determined
by the critical path, which is represented as sequence of different project tasks.
Project schedule should be set up on the basis of a number of alternative scenarios.
This article presents two kinds of schedules: as-soon-as-possible (ASAP) and aslate-as-possible (ALAP) scheduling algorithms. The first one assumes that all tasks
are being to begin and end respectively in the earliest start time (ES) and earliest
finish time (EF). The second takes into account only the latest timing i.e. latest start
time (LS) and latest finish time (LF). While comparing schedules with each other a
verification of overrunning project duration and/or human resources exceeding
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availability is checked. Any lack of resources availability during task execution
will be subject to schedule revision, referred as resources balancing. This may
extends the project duration or increase allocated budget. After having reviewed,
a new project schedule is adopted.
2. The project schedule construction
Completion of the project within the assumed time is one of the basic
conditions for successful project termination. Development of activities sequence
and assigning necessary resources for their implementation is a basis for project
schedule formulation. CPM comprises several steps that can be summarized as
follow:
• Create an ordered list with required tasks (activities).
• Create a flowchart or diagram showing each task in relation to the others.
• Estimate time required to complete each task using past experience or
expert knowledge.
• Identify the critical and non-critical paths among tasks. The critical path is
the longest-duration path through the tasks forming the network.
• Determine the expected completion time for each task.
• Locate or devise alternatives for the most critical paths.
Described steps consisting of identified activities, operations and functions should
be placed in a logical sequence for their implementation. Activities may be run
sequentially, or simultaneously, i.e. in parallel at the same time. Activities
sequence and the relationship between them constitute a starting point for creating
a network diagram (Fig. 1). For each activity it is necessary to determine execution
time resulting from expert knowledge or similar tasks in similar projects. Once
activities and their sequencing have been drown, the critical path can be identified
by determining the following four parameters for each task:
• ES - earliest start time: the earliest time at which the task can start given
that its precedent tasks must be completed first.
• EF - earliest finish time, equal to the earliest start time for the task plus the
time required to complete the task.
• LF - latest finish time: the latest time at which the task can be completed
without delaying the project.
• LS - latest start time, equal to the latest finish time minus the time required
to complete the task.
Critical activity for which there is not sufficient time between its earliest and latest
start or between its earliest and latest finish time must begin and end on time.
Activities not lying on the critical path, have a slack time within which task
realization time can be increased without any consequences for the project
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completion. At this stage a set of preliminary resources (humans, machines etc.)
required for individual task implementation is also estimated. In case of lack of
resources availability, the schedule has to be updated then new critical path may
emerge and structural changes may be made if project requirement change.
3. CPM Analysis Steps
Time analysis consists of 6 steps:
Step 1. For the first tasks that have not predecessors, let’s make the earliest start
times ( ) zero, and the earliest finish times ( ) equal maximum of concerned task
time ( ) and its estimated duration task ( ).
(1)
=0
= max
+
= 2,3, … .
:

( ) - the earliest start time that has not predecessor.
( ).- tasks time duration.
(i , j)- activities with starting and final event (i, j).
Step 2. to calculate the latest time for event ( ), the following formula is used:
(2)
t = PCT t = min t ! − t !
j = n − 1, n − 2, … .1
:

t ≤ PCT usually it is assumed that t = PCT
PCT – Specified Project Completion Time (for example fixed project deadline).
Step 3. Once calculated the earliest and last starting for each event, the float (or
slack (Li)) can be calculated.
(3)
- =
−
Step 4. The total slack time for any activity (STij) is than calculated,
./ =
−
−

(4)

Step 5. Once times required to complete each activity defined, than the following
parameters can be than elaborated:
ESij – Activity (i, j) earliest start time 0. =
LSij – Activity (i, j) latest start time -. =
+ ./
EFij – Activity (i, j) earliest finish time 01 =
− ./
LFij – Activity (i, j) latest finish time -1 =
Step 6. The critical path is the path through the project network in which none of
the activities have slack, that is, the path for which for all activities in the path, the
following formulas are true
ESij = LSij and EFij = LFij.
(5)
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4. The critical path method in estimating an ERP system implementation
duration
Let’s consider an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system implementation
project in a company segmented as small and medium enterprises (SME). The
project is led by a three consultants’ team and consists of the following work tasks:
• Project analysis process – This step represents the official implementation
start and includes all activities required to initiate and effectively plan the
entire project. During the Analysis phase, gathering and documenting
customer’s business requirements, outlining project schedule, milestones,
resources, roles and responsibilities are the most important set of activities
that must be undertaken when implementing the system.
• Software and equipment purchasing - Once the technology options that
would fit company needs and goals, have been set, appropriate database
and software licenses amount depending on user types and business
process areas to be supported have to be purchased. Simultaneously
required hardware to run the software is also bought.
• Operation System (OS) and Database (DB) installation - As soon as
equipments are available, the operating and development system as well as
(optional) training system are installed. Suitable database server is also
implemented.
• Configuration, implementation and system customizing – ERP systems
typically include many settings that modify system operations. After
completing an initial system implementation, the company has everything
to get started using default settings. However system implementation is
considerably more difficult than standard installation and initial system
configuration in accordance with supplier’s instruction especially in
decentralized organizations. Technical solutions include rewriting part of
the delivered software, writing a homegrown module to work within the
ERP system, or interfacing to an external system.
• User training - After proper implementation and testing, the employees of
the organization are trained to work on the system before its actually
starting. Time and number of people involved for individual task execution
are shown in table 1.
Network diagram reflecting project implementation sequence and existing
dependencies between them, is presented in figure 1. Earliest and latest starting and
finishing time, as well as duration of individual tasks, as elaborated in table 2 are
shown in figure 1.
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Nr
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

Table 1. Tasks considered to implement ERP system
Description
Duration
Staff
[day]
number
Project analysis
10
3
Software purchasing
3
1
Hardware and equipments purchasing
4
1
OS and DB installation
3
3
ERP software installation and initial configuration
3
2
Business processes implementation
3
2
Implementation in branch offices
2
2
User training
4
1
Source: own consideration based on [2]

Predecessor
none
T1
T1
T3
T2,4
T5
T5
T6,7

Figure 1. Network diagram as adopted in the project

Using CPM algorithm [5], for the adopted example, minimum planed project
time realization is specified and for individual task execution earliest and latest
start times, ensuring project completion in minimum time realization are
calculated.
Table 2. The result of CPM algorithm application
Task Duration ES
EF
LS
LF
Slack
T1
10
0
10
0
10
0
T2
3
10
13
14
17
4
T3
4
10
14
10
14
0
T4
3
14
17
14
17
0
T5
2
17
19
17
19
0
T6
3
19
22
19
22
0
T7
2
19
21
20
22
1
T8
4
22
26
22
26
0
Source: own calculations based on the CPM algorithm
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From table 2 it follows that minimum project duration is 26 days. Six tasks
(1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) have a slack time equal to 0. These activities have earliest time
equal to latest time and thus form a critical path. A delay in this path delays the
project. Remaining tasks in this case (2 and 7) have a slack time, i.e. can be
delayed past its earliest start or earliest finish without delaying the project. Task 7
has a slack time equal 1 day and, in fact, it is much less than task 2 amounting
(4 days). Task 2 has a time margin raising to 4 days and then unlikely does not
cause any threat to entire project completion. In certain circumstances if task
completion requires early payment, as task 2 (license purchasing), any delay
retarding task beginning can be profitable (later payment). To analyze exceeding
planned time possibility, the paper presents two types Forward Pass and Backward
Pass technique available in the literature [3]. The Forward Pass formula is used
moving from the first task to last one in the network diagram. This technique
generates ASAP (as soon as possible) schedule and allows to find the earliest start
time (ES) and the earliest finish time (EF) for each task (Fig. 2). The second
formula is the Backward Pass used by moving from the last task to the first one.
This formula generates ALAP (as late as possible) schedule and permits to get the
latest start (LS) and latest finish time (LF) for each task (Fig. 4).

Figure 2. ASAP schedule in the adapted case

Arranged tasks in a logical sequence for their implementation must be
completed with required information about staff number and its availability during
tasks execution. Planned human resources in accordance with ASAP schedules are
shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. Personnel (staff) loading chart for ASAP schedule
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In the ALAP schedule all tasks are planned in accordance with their latest
times. Required information about staffs are also added (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Planned tasks and personnel (staff) loading chart for ALAP schedule

From figure 3 and figure 4 it results that in both schedule types, all tasks fit in
with the planned implementation time. Analyzing further illustrated schedules in
terms of the availability of necessary resources, the assumed available staff
(3 persons) during certain implementation period was exceeded: in the ASAP case
(4 persons) for 2 days, while during ALAP case (4 persons) within 5 days.
Therefore, none of the scheduling resulted from CPM algorithm will be possible to
implement and a correction in term of human resources must be provided.
Primary schedule for task implementation often needs to be corrected after
consideration of resources allocation and project limitations. Human resources
beside budget limitation are often the basic reason to adjust basic schedule. There
is another important factor, due to the fact that one particular employee may
expected to work on multiple tasks simultaneously. Such situation is called human
resource conflict and may be terminated by using load resources equalization
(balancing). In this case a shifting in time of certain activities by conversing their
parallel exercise to serial form can be considered. This is done in accordance with
the principle: among all performed tasks, select the first that has the lowest
expected duration and for which there is not enough staff and then move its
planned date and start date of all its direct and indirect successors so that the
performance of identified tasks subject to staff availability was possible. If the task
shift does not fit within its slack time, than a whole project prolongation will be
required. In the discussed example, consultants are better distributed over time in
the ASAP schedule case and resources adjustment could be applied only during
two days instead of 5 days for ALAP schedule, that’s why ASAP schedule is
subject to correction. The effect of project tasks shifting over time is depicted in
figure 5.
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Figure 5. ASAP schedule after staff balancing

Once the project completion date in accordance with the revised schedule is
accepted, project scheduling process can be considered as complete.
4. Summary
The article presented a deterministic model for estimating project time
duration. CPM was developed for complex but fairly routine projects with minimal
uncertainty in the project completion time. Two schedules type ASAP and ALAP
have been used in this paper for designating an ERP implementation project critical
path. A complete overview of tasks duration and personal availability associated
with its realization is also provided. Based on the adopted case, the application of
CPM can be useful in logical discipline in the planning and scheduling of projects.
Since individual task duration most often cannot be sure during the planning stage,
and for less routine project there is uncertainty in the completion time, the use of
deterministic CPM model does not constitute a universal model for estimating
project completion time. An alternative to CPM could be PERT planning model,
which allows a range of durations (optimistic, average and most pessimistic
values), specified for each activity in which implementation time fits with high
probability. This case will be examined in the near future.
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The process of software development has become so dynamic that it nowadays
requires more and more supporting tools. An organization which intends to have
such tools implemented must take into account its possible future needs. Complex
solutions usually offer greater variety of available options and functionalities but are
costly to implement. This paper presents some models o IT project management together with the supporting software. Owing to applying the resource management
policy at the stage of production and implementation one may assess the risk and
identify potential threats. The discussed issues may shed some light on potential difficulties occurring at the particular stages of software production management
whereas the conclusions may help people in charge choose the best model, including
its implementation strategy. The first model are dedicated tools created from scratch
and often preceded by the analysis of the existing solutions and the needs of the
company and the customers. The second is to seek from the very beginning multifunction and complex tools for the big or well-developed IT systems providers. This
article is to present the models regarding the IT project management (together with
the related supporting tools) which are applied in the IT companies involved in
providing the foreign customers with the bases of knowledge. On the basis of the
experience gained while designing and developing dedicated software (by means of
the above-mentioned tools) and its implementation one drew some conclusions concerning e.g., risk assessment; potential threats at every stage of the project lifecycle;
improvement of the quality and production time of the software; reduction of the
number of errors; improvement of the internal communication within the project
team (it is the first step in the development of the design patterns). The patterns
should help the managers choose the proper management model and related tools for
the implementation and particular project tasks.
Keywords: project management, risk assessment, software life cycle, software implementation

1. Introduction
Many IT tools supporting the project management is currently available on
the market. Some of the are one-task applications (e.g., dedicated to generating
project timetables or reporting), some are complex, multi-function ones for project
portfolio management in the entire institution.
Growing demand for the creation of new and more complex software is no
longer unusual. Everyone who took part in its manufacture is aware of the complexity of its production .These are: the specification of the functional and system
requirements that meet real needs and expectations of the customer; designing and
implementation of the system in accordance with the specification (including the
tests proving that such an accordance was met); the ability to be updated and modified. Hence, the proper organization of the work, especially good design patterns
and project management tools are very important to effectively produce the software. The application of the verified methods and good practices may solve many
typical IT issues and lead to the creation of high-quality, scalable and flexible code.
Until recently, one person could deal with the process of gathering requirements, analysis, design, programming, testing and implementation of the created
solutions. Exploratory programming is not a good practice for complex software
production on a massive scale. The complexity of the currently created systems is
simply too big for a single person to maintain throughout the whole life cycle.
The difficulty resulting from the size of the system makes it necessary to
standardize software development process. Over the years there have been several
models of action and states in which an IT product currently is. A set of models of
software life cycle is vast. We can highlight some key models, while the rest of
them are mostly a combination of two or more of related methods.
Define
requirements

Develop system

No

Test system

Test system

Yes

Test system

Figure 1. Exploratory programming
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The software life cycle model consists of a series of interdependent phases.
In one of the first steps one defines the needs for the construction of an information
system by means of clarifying the idea of its construction, operation, parameterization resulting from the nature of its activities, and ending with the cessation of its
operation. In this paper we will present those parts of the software life cycle that
are directly related to the implementation management process and IT project and
its successive maintenance.
The most common models used during software development are the cascade
model and iterative model. In each of these models we can distinguish some phases
describing a set of actions whose aim is to create a working system that meets the
client's expectations.
2. Life cycle models system
The cascade model also known as cascading waterfall model is the oldest and
most famous model of the IT product life cycle management. This model is commonly used because it seems to be the most natural one. Here, the problem is divided into several consecutive steps. Anyone who applies the waterfall model to
build an IT system should go step by step through all its stages in a strict order. The
phases that can be distinguished in the cascade model are among others: the gathering of requirements, analysis, design, implementation, testing, implementation of
the entire system.

Figure 2. Cascade model

In this model, the output of one stage is a point of no return: one cannot make
any step backwards. Thus, the sequence of stages is rigid. After creating a model of
the problem domain an analyst designer passes the solution to a designer who in
turn accedes to create a software project. Then, the programmer is responsible for
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the implementation. The next step is a verification of the implementation intended
to eliminate the mistakes so that one can deliver the product to the customer.
• The order of transfer of results in cascade model is very important. Indeed,
sometimes a return to the already completed phases of the model is necessary, but such situations should be avoided. The verification at each stage
is therefore inevitable, especially when the team encounters errors at the
stage of implementation. The waterfall model has the following features:
• Obtaining a product meeting customer expectations is very strongly dependent on the stability of requirements which are, in fact, very difficult to
clarify at the beginning of designing.
The phase of verification of the product compliance with the requirements is carried out only in the final stages.
• If one tries to personalize the product in response to the change of requirements, the cost of the system creation must inevitably rise.
• The order of execution of the work must be strictly followed, but it is not
necessarily a disadvantage.
• The high cost of mistakes made in the initial stages is very characteristic
feature of the cascade model. The error at the stage of collection or analysis of requirements can be detected only at the stage of acceptance tests or,
which is even worse, during the operation. The costs of their removal may
significantly exceed the costs of mistakes made at the implementation
stage.
The waterfall model, despite its peculiar features, in a slightly modified form has
become a standard recommended in the development of software for military use.
According that modification, after each stage of development a series of documents
is created and only their approval is sufficient to move to the next stage of the
software development.
The Iterative model organizes the requirements and divides them into smaller
subsets. Each distinct subset contains a set of defined functionalities. They must be
first executed, which enables for the transition to the next set. Completed iteration
provides a partial functionality that has passed through all the stages of software
development.
This approach allows you to divide the project into smaller parts and to execute them according to the established priorities thereby eliminating the risk of the
failure of the whole solution. Iterative model enables for the very fast verifications
of the feasibility of the developed system and for gathering the feedback from the
customer. In order to obtain an overall picture of the scope of the functionality of
the designed system one conducts a process called requirements reconnaissance.
The result of this process is the assignment of the specific tasks to the particular
iterations and making a schedule of their implementation. These pre-defined
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actions rely mostly on developing an overall architecture of the system, and sometimes even its prototype.

Figure 3. Iterative model

One variant of the iterative model allows for the implementation if a part of
the system has been tested and is compatible with the requirements of the customer. This implementation brings both financial benefits associated with the partial
implementation of the system, and allows for getting fully objective opinions about
its performance in the real-world conditions. The implementation of the system
takes place in several steps where each step contains a certain subset of completed
iterations.

Figure 4. V model

The development of the cascade model is the model V. It gained popularity
thanks to the extensive testing phase of the produced system. Tests at every stage
of the software life cycle are for the sake of verification and to validate the correct92

ness of operations included in it. Each step has been provided with the testing
stage so one gets a product that meets customer requirements.
An attempt to formalize the iterative approach to software development is a
spiral model. This approach analyzes the risks that occur in each iteration. Continuous monitoring and measuring changes which are subjected to critical evaluation
by users allows one to conduct the risk analysis. One of the first steps within the
spiral model is the analysis of the prerequisites. If the requirements seem to be
achievable within the prescribed time, budget and the available resources (i.e. the
principle of the triangle) one can start the project planning and the first iteration.
Each iteration takes the form of small waterfalls followed by a review of the
system. If the project requires further work then one needs to plan the next iteration
and perform risk analysis. Spiral model is a variant version of the waterfall model
based on the current risk analysis.
In the spiral model, we can distinguish four basic steps included in the system:
• Planning - based on the requirements and objectives set by the customer, it
shall be made to identify the alternatives and limitations and for planning
iterations each time one starts the next spiral cycle
• Risk analysis - is simply the assessment of alternatives, and attempts to
identify and analyze the risks associated with each possible alternative
construction of a new solution.
• construction - is in the form of a small waterfall, and its aim is to produce
the next version of the system.
• evaluation by the customer - verification of the created solution and its assessment with the possibility of modifications to the requirements on the
system (potential modifications to the requirements should be avoided).
The benefits of the spiral model include the mitigation of the risk of failure of the
project and product verification by the user at each stage in order to make a product
fully satisfying the customer. An attempt to deal with the lack of identification and
lack of requirement stability was included in the model of prototyping.
In this model a system is created by building up successive approximations so
that each of the subsequent prototypes could reflect the requirements as close as
possible. Evaluation of the prototype and subsequent versions of these prototypes
in a very natural way leads to the identification of requirements. Prototyping very
often coincides with the requirements analysis phase and hence often depicted
model is referred to as prototyping requirements. A characteristic feature of rapid
prototyping is brisk pace of its creation putting its emphasis on its quality and adaptation to the target environment. A broader view of prototyping in order to contain the design phase in order to verify the effectiveness of the solutions adopted is
also possible.
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Basic requirements

Basic analize
Requirements analysis
Modification
requirements

Basic project

No
Prototype
The prototype
meets the
requirements

Evaluation of the
prototype

Yes

Requirements
Designing
Implementation
Tests
Installation

Figure 5. Prototype model

The specific features of the models influence the maintaining and management of the entire IT project. The one who chooses between the particular policies
towards the project management should take account of many correlated factors.
The cascade model is less risky and more advisable in the case of small projects,
because the iterative model is time consuming as it may require the IT specialist to
verify the assumptions (regarding the bases of knowledge) many times. On the
other hand, the iterative model facilitates implementing all changes, because the
client is more involved in it in the process of software production. That model allows for the introduction of new technologies to raise the qualifications of the team
members and thus the software quality. The V model and the spiral model, in turn,
are based on the standardization of the methods of introduction of the new technologies and related risk in order to make the company more competitive. Each of the
discussed models has its pros and cons, so one should choose the most suitable for
the particular project. The correct decision may reduce the costs and time of the
production. Otherwise, the customer may resign.
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3. Tools Supporting Software Development Process
In the process of gathering requirements tools such as Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) are helpful. Enterprises Architect is one of them.
Enterprise Architect is one of the most popular tools to support IT projects in
the following areas: systems in UML modeling, requirements management, change
management and IT project management support. User-friendly interface allows
one to quickly start working with the tool, but novice users of the tool may require
a lot of time to use its full capabilities
Possibilities of the tools are tailored to different levels of sophistication of users and to the needs and expectations of the client. Among them we can distinguish
the following elements:
• developing the project by means of the creation of UML models; creation
of all types of diagrams with full specifications including custom diagrams
• creating project templates and models
• configuration of the system to teamwork - a version control system
• creating professional documentation - document management and creating
virtual documents
• management model - different types of repositories according to specified
criteria of selection (including the configuration procedures and the operations on repositories)
• advanced modeling - the use of patterns and creating one’s own design patterns, the use of profiles and creation of their own profiles, using MDA
transformations to create specific models
• Project management - change management, testing and effort estimation
based on use cases.
Enterprise Architect Professional Edition is a tool for developing complex IT systems. It has been provided with the ability to define a shared database repository
for projects as well as to plug project to the selected tool enabling for the version
control. Professional version has built-in option of developing code and database
and technology support MDG (Model Driven Generation) and the debugging process. It also has full functionality to generate documentation in HTML and RTF.
This edition of the tool supports the process of project management and management (tracking) design requirements.
An important issue in the life cycle of the software is the control regarding its
version, and the identification of the reasons for the emergence of errors at each
stage. Version Control System or Visual Studio Team Foundation Server is a powerful software serving as a groupware server for teams of programmers and for
project managers.
TFS server stores the application source code and other project files, offering
sophisticated version control, automatic compilation, reporting and project man95

agement. The software integrates multiple server technologies from the Microsoft
and configure them so that they are useful in the software development process.
The teams may use, for example, SharePoint and some functionalities of the Project software. The biggest advantage of TFS is full and built-in integration with the
Visual Studio 2013. Hence, the cooperation between the two programs is running
smoothly.

Figure 6. Team Foundation Server workflow

TFS allows you to manage your repositories, compilation processes, testing
infrastructure and implementation. It provides you also with the possibility of easy
collaboration and status reporting. Program Team Foundation Server (TFS) 2013,
created to maximize the performance of development teams, is the center of product lifecycle management for Visual Studio. It allows all persons participating in
the project to actively participate in the process of creating software using one of
the solutions.
The basic functions of the environment can include, among others:
• Agile planning and cooperation - the use of agile software development at
one’s own pace, using templates for Scrum, Agile and CMMI®. Downloading process templates from other companies or creation of the own
ones. Cooperation with all project participants throughout the development
process, using working elements and Kanban boards so that everyone involved in the project could be integrated into the workflow
• Compilation - capturing and analyzing defects and other quality problems
at an early stage of application development. Code verification, testing for
additional control.
• Test cases management - permanent quality assurance - getting test cases
management functions through the web access. Creation and execution of
the test cases remotely, participation of all members of the team in the reviews of test cases. Profiling the test units to form a better code via comprehensive tracing of the flow of the code, including the sole test units.
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•

Reporting - tracking work items, report generation based on the current operating status. Quick access to required information.

Figure 7. Enterprise Architect

4. Summary
In the article we presented the models of IT project management including
the stages of design, testing, implementation and development of good practices
during the projects. The paper is general in its form as it presents not only the design patterns created by the company but also the practical conclusions regarding
their impact on the quality of the produced software and how easily one can modify it during the implementation or update. The paper underscores the fact that tests
should be based on knowledge and experience in order to check the functionality as
well as reliability, scalability, and effectiveness of the system for its users, clients,
and administrators.
The development of good design patterns and making them a part of the company’s policy can allow for the standardization of the structure of the process of
software production (and supporting tools). The standardization allows for the control over the project and for the timely reaction for the updates (change management), as one of its principles is repeatability with respect to the procedures regarding the risk assessment and reduction, information management, tasking, methodology of testing, reporting, preparation and circulation of documents.
The tasks and aims in the IT project require proper methods and keys to be
fulfilled. The design patterns regarding the design and implementation facilitate
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that. But they are also a challenge for the IT specialists who must gather the related
knowledge, experience and good practices and put it within the more systematic
framework.
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Currently, hospital management is increasingly aware of monitoring their unit’s
operations. New directives require hospitals to create departments for Managerial
Control. These have to boast appropriate achievements. The departments are obliged
to provide reports on the completion of the hospital’s objectives and tasks. In the
article, the author aims at presenting the application of the Balanced Scorecard tool
as an integrated system for hospital management. BSC is a helpful tool for managing
a hospital with analysis of the state of financial and non-financial resources. In the
paper, attention was brought to practical achievements of hospital directors that use
IT tools. As a summary, the article provides a diagram that illustrates the strength of
data quality required for the correct functioning of an integrated system, which at the
same time shows its strong and weak points.
Keywords: Balanced Scorecard, Polish hospitals, Managerial Control, Integration
Systems

1. Introduction
At present, Polish health care units are obliged to actively compete based on
free market rules. This requires their managers to think in strategic terms and, as a
consequence, acting according to the strategy designed [3].
In the article, attention is focused on the issue of improving the organizational
operations and solutions of health care units with a tool for strategy measurement

as an integrated system of management. The topic in question also refers to the
implementation of a strategy in the process of managing a health care unit.
In Poland, a vast majority of hospitals are public entities. Their directors
should understand the role of a modern public sector and the necessity to replace
passive administration with the introduction of management rules based on
established work standards and effectiveness indicators, controlling of plans and
results of the actions taken, promoting their operations and rationalization of public
spending. Such a management style should be based on continuous improvement
and observation of competitors that also try to gain limited resources mainly
coming from payers themselves.
In the opinion of the author, it is the BSC that forms a useful tool which
makes it possible to evaluate the completion of strategic activities that at the same
time allows for improving the unit and its analysis capabilities. The BSC can and
even should function as an integrated system for hospital management.
The aim of this paper is to show how the BSC is actually used by hospitals.
Linked to source documentation produced by Polish hospitals, a BSC model for
hospitals will be proposed. Solutions for organizational problems of hospitals will
be suggested.
The final result of the paper is a closer look at the BSC, which in the long run
allowed for presenting a solution for the so-called case study dealing with a system
of measurement (based on measures that are characteristic for the industry) for the
completion of the strategy for the Lower Silesian specialist hospital.
2. Short description of the BSC method
The Balanced Scorecard (BSC in short), or the Strategic Scorecard (SSC) is a
tool for managerial accounting, used for strategic management and supporting
enterprise’s activities in the process of implementing business strategies.
It measures the effectiveness of the entity, allows for current control and supports
motivational activities. It makes it possible to perfectly apply the organization’s
general vision to specific operational actions and clear objectives for its employees
at all organizational levels. It is a tool for managers to communicate with both the
external and internal environment of the organization. With the method, it is
possible to present the relations between investments into the development of the
entity, optimization of processes and financial results. Additionally, this tool allows
for handling future activities that let the entity react quickly to changing economic
conditions. It is a proof of conscious pro-growth policy of the organization and
encourages potential contractors to cooperate [9].
The Balanced Scorecard is a method that combines financial and nonfinancial measures, indexes for the results of operational activity and indexes
outdoing external and internal efficiency. In the classic approach, it consists of four
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perspectives: Financial, Customer, Learning and Growth, Processes.
The application of the BSC in Polish hospitals is not satisfactory. In science,
especially in the practice of foreign developed economies, the Balanced Scorecard
method is nothing new [2]. In Poland, however, despite more than 10 years of its
existence, this tool continues to be perceived as modern and innovative. It is
associated with business and large organizations; yet, it has been perfectly adapted
to non-profit organizations. Currently, the BSC is excellent for the completion of
strategies such as: environmental protection, cities and regions, and the abovementioned non-profit organizations. The reason for this situation is that the authors
of the method, R.S. Kaplan and P.N. Norton, took into account its compliance with
the currently valid ISO standards, the cycle for continuous improvement that they
include (PDCA by W. E. Deming) and the now trendy idea of sustainable growth
(compliance with concepts such as Six Sigma, TQM, CQI etc.) [2].
Most hospital managers are convinced that the BSC method was created for
companies only. Global practice shows that the Balanced Scorecard has been
successfully used in developed countries not only in the private sector for years
now. Around the world, the BSC concept is a source of satisfaction for
governmental organizations, local governments and other entities within the public
sector, including hospitals, in order to fulfil the needs of subjects who use their
services in an efficient and effective way.
At present Polish health care units are obliged to actively compete based on
free market rules. This forces the managers employed in these units to think in
strategic categories. These rules should be based on balancing the objectives of
their organisation for all the stakeholders.
The more the subjects of the public sector have to compete for clients and
funds, the bigger the need for using balanced measurement of achievements in the
public sector. Currently, the number of public sector subjects that are willing to
receive limited funds from sponsors, benefactors, associations, foundations and
governmental organizations is growing. Health care units have to introduce
mechanisms for strategic management that will make it possible to survive and
develop.
3. The BSC as an integrated IT system
In the first place, to supplement the information about what the BSC is, this
paper’s author decided to present a project of such a card type. Although the author
often presents similar projects in his articles, they are considered appropriate due to
the fact that readers of the article are not always specialists in the field. Such
graphs easily introduce the multifaceted character and sense of the balance between
the BSC perspectives and the perspectives themselves, as well as what is measured
by them.
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Confronted with the board of a Low Silesian specialist hospital, the abovementioned information allowed the author to build a modern and updated model of
the BSC for a healthcare unit. Its balanced character is based on six perspectives;
additionally, the following picture presents sample measures that the Low Silesian
hospital is able to generate and that can be applied in the BSC perspectives given.

Learning and Growth Perspective
A) Improving the quality
• The number of certificates received
• The implementation of accreditation
standards
• The hospital-acquired infections
• The number of offered and implemented
standards of clinical
B) Efficiency of resource
• Average length of stay
• The number of surgical

Patient and Market Perspective
The degree of patient satisfaction
• The number of the awards for patients
• The number of complaints of patients
and their families
• occupancy rate of beds
• Number of patients waiting for specialist
treatment
• The average waiting time for admission
to hospital
• The number of nurses per patient
• Number of rooms with bathroom
• The number of TVs in the rooms

Stakeholder Perspective
A) The authority of incorporation
• A place in the national ranking of
hospitals
• earnings level signal
• Size of debt
• Number of the treated population
relative to
B) Payer National Health Fund
• The payer fulfill the requirements of the
individual benefits
• The execution of the contract in%
• The degree of shortening the waiting list

Strategy
&
Hospital Mission

The prospect of Environment, Health
and Safety
A) Environment
• The degree to achieve environmental
• electricity consumption, oxygen,
medical, water, compressed air
• The amount of hazardous waste
generated
B) Safety
• The number of trips to work
• The number of occupational diseases
identified
• Number of events

Internal Process Perspective
A) Raising the quality:
• The number of certificates received
• The implementation of accreditation
standards
• The hospital-acquired infections
• Number of standard clinical practice
B) Efficiency of resource use
• Average length of stay
• The number of surgical procedures
• The use of operating rooms
• The maintenance of inventories
Financial Perspective
Unit cost benefits
• Administrative expenses in the general
hospital
• The cost per patient
• Return on sales
• Liquidity
• Debt

Figure 1. A BSC future project for the Polish hospital. Source: own study [8]

This type of scorecard is the future, because it also contains data related to
environment protection and NFZ. The Health Department system very much
resembles this type of card. Currently, NFZ demands quality to be monitored at the
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hospitals. On the other hand, UE norms may impose environmental data to be
monitored. Hospital units often do this on their own.
The multifaceted character of the BSC method allows for full control over the
hospital’s operations. In Poland, it can already be noticed that some health care
units boasts the strategy they have and apply, or even their balance scorecard.
Often, it is only a strategy based on this concept. Unfortunately, minor
imperfections (for example, the period for updating the measures for key objectives
– just once a year) lead us to conclude that these are only, at most, “dead” projects
[1, 5, 7]. The author has in mind templates that exist on paper only and have never
been property implemented. Indeed, “paper outlines” are a basis for implementing
a concept. However, the BSC gains appropriate meaning only as a coherent IT
system of the organization. We should not forget that it is an integrated
management tool. The scope of measures and a template project are merely the first
level. According to M. and A. Jabłońscy, it is only the balanced scorecard that, as
an integrated IT program, manages the value of the organization effectively and
comprises the “true” concept, on the highest level that brings effects. By creating
such a balance scorecard based on IT solutions, hospital managers will be able to
precisely define strategic aims and basic factors that influence their execution [6].
In his publication in 2008, R. Lewandowski announced that using the BSC is
quite costly and difficult to introduce with no developed IT systems. In order for
indicators to help managers and staff take decisions, they have to be based on
reliable data. Each applied indicator should be thought over well, because its
preparation and monitoring takes time and organization’s resources [4].
Many companies on the software market propose or are capable of creating a
program that will function as a BSC for the hospital or other organization. In many
cases, it means just the creation of the so-called washboard with the results that
monitors the most popular indicators. Apart from that, these types of companies
make the organization dependent of themselves, as without the work of their IT
specialist the organization is unable to carry out any changes or interfere with the
program.
There is a much simpler solution that has already been applied by
R. Lewandowski, the manager of the rehabilitation hospital for children in
Ameryka near Olsztynek. Between 2005 and 2006, Lewandowski appointed a
project leader, and then internal trainings that presented the concept implemented
were conducted for the staff at the hospital. During numerous meetings both within
the group of key employees and the entire staff, the strategy was re-analysed and
accepted. The management and key employees drafted the so-called organizational
scorecard, and at the next stage teams in each organizational unit, together with the
management and based on the BSC for the whole hospital, prepared the aims,
measures and their values, as well as necessary initiatives for every organizational
unit. Then, the card structure was introduced in the BSC module, and with SQL
inquiries at the data warehouse that collects data from all hospital programs, values
for all indicators are calculated.
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4. BSC proposal for a hospital and its limitations resulting from data sources
The author of this article carried out research trying to start academic
cooperation with 140 hospitals in Poland. Only 20 positive and 7 negative replies
were received. There were also 10 replies that are difficult to classify; at the
beginning, they could have been considered positive, but finally the contact was
lost. Obviously, a positive reply does not mean applying the BSC by the hospitals,
but simply a willingness to cooperate. The results of the contact attempt were
surprising. Hospital managers were often unaware of the documentation that their
hospital is obliged to send to GUS or offices of the Ministry of Health. Strong
disorganization was noticed in the entities and top managers lacked knowledge
about which departments collect, for example, statistical and HR data, as well as
handle settlements with NFZ. Of course, anyone who has not tried it in practice
will claim that it is not possible, but for example the MZ-29 document (report on
the general operations of a hospital) is drafted by statistical departments, though it
can happen that it is done by hospital settlement department, even though the
documents contains quite a lot of HR data. The F-03 document on the flow of
capital assets is sometimes drafted by the financial department, and sometimes by
the statistical department. Similarly, settlements with NFZ are not always created
by the settlement department; the author is familiar with cases where it is handled
by the department of methodology and organization.
Hospitals also possess a spectrum of internal documents that are very difficult
to know anything of. For example, it can be monthly information about the entity’s
operations or a report of the quality proxy. These documents are not obligatory,
and if they are, some of them provide interesting data.
Sometimes it is interesting to find out that several departments at one hospital
reproduce the same data without even knowing about it and do not try to do
anything about it. From time to time, the documents themselves also cause
amazement. For example, MZ 88 contains HR data that considerably overlap with
the data included in MZ 29.
MZ-03 and MZ BFA documents are also worth mentioning (they are also
drafted in different departments) and are a counterpart of traditional financial
reports prepared by the hospital’s chief accountant. All three documents – MZ-03,
BFA and financial report – include the same data, balance, income statement, costs
by type. Interestingly, they contain completely different results due to the fact that
they are drafted for totally different report days. In fact, all the documents
mentioned are a copy of the obligatory financial report, although they differ as far
as the structure of type or calculation costs are concerned. It is a wonder that
marshal and statistical offices do not intend to unify and decrease the number of
these reports because they add up a lot of work to the hospital’s administration.
According to the author and a few entities’ managers, they add unnecessary work.
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Based on one’s own considerations and experience gathered during many
visits to Polish hospitals, a diagram was drafted to present the current reality of
how data function in hospitals. It is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Strength of influence of source data on the BSC for a hospital

The diagram reflects the current situation of how data influence the structure
of the BSC tool. What follows from it is that the data which can create the
Financial Perspective are strong. This results from the obligatory character of
financial reports. Yet, data from the Knowledge and Growth Perspective can be
strong or moderate. HR and remuneration data, as well as indicators of staff
exploitation are not obligatory. Nevertheless, there are several documents,
including MZ029 or F-03, that provide access to non-financial measures. When
combined with financial reports, they can serve to calculate further indicators, such
as cost per patient, income per patient etc. The moderate level of the strength of
data quality also has another perspective of Internal Processes. At this moment,
considerable help should be provided by documents that present quality and
progress of processes in the organization. Unfortunately, as practice often shows
us, ISO standards are not appropriately designed. The ISO policy may be
described, but nothing results from that, and the measures for its completion are
only presented, and never consistently calculated or compared in time. There is a
tendency to bend qualitative data. A similar tendency also occurs at companies,
because no-one wants to boast about poor quality. Even hospital managements
present different approaches to ISO. Many hospitals possess ISO and claim that it
is a superfluous cost that means paying for a certificate that does not make any
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difference. The situation can change because the interest and pressure on
accreditations has been growing, and NFZ wants to reward hospitals that possess
both certificates. Despite this, however, according to the author the quality,
coherence and comparability of data is moderate, or sometimes poor, in practice.
The worst area with a plethora of appropriate data is the patient area. Inconvenient
survey results and patients’ complaints tend to be rejected. The author has applied
many times to NFZ offices at the Voivodship level to obtain the number of
complaints hospitals receive and has never been sent one. At the hospitals
themselves, it is extremely difficult to obtain such data. However, social and media
opinion often reveals the entity’s weakness in tragic moments, when the
monitoring system should alert about at least minor mistakes that we can only
assume are not rare. Supplementary perspectives are a consequence of the financial
and patient perspectives. The final stakeholder perspective is often exaggerated,
which is easy to explain. Further existence of the entity depends on the good results
that will be presented to the fund or founder. This is why accountants,
administration and quality staff sometimes work very creatively to present
satisfactory results. It is obvious that if an entity wants to implement a BSC method
that functions correctly, it has to improve the strength of quality of the data
produced to the highest possible level. It has to define its strategy, make it
compatible with the ISO policy and above all become critical of oneself. Good
entities should not think only about survival, but also about crossing from point A
to point B, in other words, about improving their operations and not concealing
their imperfections.
It is sad that many coaches in management or IT sciences criticize the BSC
method for reasons quoted above. The truth is that weak data quality is not the
weakness of the method, but of the organization. Obviously it is difficult to
measure the quality of a patient’s satisfaction, and the satisfaction of the staff does
not have to correlate with it. It does not mean, however, that measuring attempts
should not be taken. Another problem appears here, caused not by the tool but by
the man. Measures, indicators, variable data can be divided into inhibitors,
stimulants, neutral variables, and if they are classified as KPI (that are supposed to
have a rising tendency) without thinking, we will suffer a defeat. These data should
be separated well and one should be able to read them. For example, in some cases
the smallest possible value of financial liquidity is not recommended, because we
achieve excess financial liquidity.
The last significant barrier for the BSC is the fossilized staff. In many
organizations, there are people who have been working there even for over 30
years; even though they have experience, they tend to be against new solutions.
It is not always a rule, as sometimes it is a problem of employees who have been
working much shorter but got used to some solutions and do not want to change
anything. For example, attempts as unifying ways of accounting in hospitals came
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across great resistance. On the one hand, they blocked the accountants’ creativity,
and on the other, they damaged the habits developed over years.
At present, managerial control plays a crucial role at hospitals. Managerial
control should prepare clear and lucid reports on the hospital’s operations. As an
integrated system of management, the balanced scorecard is very helpful in that.
It is obvious that all staff cannot be changed to younger employees, but in
departments such as controlling or managerial control one can definitely count on
young personnel, educated in analytics and trained at least in the basics of SQL, for
example by means of Excel MS Query.
The problems described result from the attempts at achieving data for analysis
from hospitals and numerous visits to hospitals, contacts with the administration
and management. These problems can be solved and it is not necessary to use
external companies; it is sufficient to employ young, educated staff. It is
achievable, as earlier postulated by R. Lewandowski in his publication. Using the
BSC at his hospital made it possible to synchronize the operations of each
department and key employees in order to follow the strategy. Also, the BSC
allowed for the integration of tools previously used for quality management, such
as ISO 9001:2000, Hospital Accreditation Program Centre for Monitoring Quality
in Health Care and the HACCP system for food safety. The BSC also supports
Total Quality Management (TQM), which is carried out according to the European
Foundation for Quality Management model (EFQM) in the hospital in Ameryka
near Olsztynek. None of the previously used reporting systems (e.g. measurable
objectives within ISO) has generated so many various, and at the same time clearly
and lucidly presented data or reflected all the facts important for the future
development of the hospital. In their attempt to achieve better results in their
indicators, employees follow the strategy, in some cases having doubts and not
understanding it completely [4].
5. Conclusion
Applying the BSC at hospitals is possible and seems to be appropriate.
Already on the first level, the tool as a template is capable of ordering the
hospital’s operations. Further development makes it possible to pick up
unnecessary tasks carried out by the hospital administration and integrate them into
one coherent whole. The advantages of applying the BSC that were enumerated by
R. Lewandowski confirm that using the method is reasonable. However, it is
surprising to see the result achieved by the author of this paper when he tried to ask
hospitals for cooperation and sharing hospital data for analysis. Unfortunately,
organizational problems pointed out by the author that were solved by
R. Lewandowski in his hospital still occur in many other, and big, entities. For this
reason, the possibility of using the BSC solutions should be considered by the
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founding and supervisory organs. Instead of requiring hospitals to provide many
overlapping documents (used for bulletins with aggregated content for
Voivodships), NFZ, Information Centre of the Ministry of Health, Voivodship
Offices and Marshall Offices should organize an integrated system that would
allow for easy collection of data, and at the same time monitor hospitals whose
situation is difficult in many cases.
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To understand the complex cellular mechanisms involved in a biological system,
it is necessary to study protein-protein interactions (PPIs) at the molecular level, in
which prediction of PPIs plays a significant role. In this paper we propose a new
classification approach based on the sparse discriminant analysis [10] to predict obligate (permanent) and non-obligate (transient) protein-protein interactions.
The sparse discriminant analysis [10] circumvents the limitations of the classical
discriminant analysis [4, 9] in the high dimensional low sample size settings by incorporating inherently the feature selection into the optimization procedure.
To characterize properties of protein interaction, we proposed to use the binding free
energies. The performance of our proposed classifier is 75% ± 5%.
Keywords: sparse discriminant analysis, feature selection, protein-protein interaction

1. Introduction
Proteins are large molecules that constitute the bulk of the cellular machinery
of any living organism or biological system. Regulation of biochemical pathways,
signaling cascades and transduction, cellular motion, gene regulation, forming a
protein complex, modifying or carrying another protein are some of the essential
biological processes in living cells performed by protein-protein interactions (PPIs)
[5]. As a consequence, to understand the complex cellular mechanisms involved in

a biological system, it is necessary to study the nature of these interactions at the
molecular level, in which prediction of PPIs plays a significant role.
PPIs have been investigated in various ways, involving both experimental (in
vivo or in vitro) and computational (in silico) approaches [2, 8]. Experimental approaches tend to be costly, labor intensive and suffer from noise. Therefore, using
computational approaches for prediction of PPIs is a good choice for many reasons.
There are different types of protein-protein interactions that provide different
levels of information on different biological processes [5]. For example, based on
the affinity and stability, PPIs can be divided into: 1) non-obligate complexes:
binding components (proteins) can form stable structures and cannot exist in vivo
independently, 2) obligate complexes: components do not form stable functional
structures on their own and can be stable in vivo independently. Based on the duration and life time of the interactions, there are transient complexes (temporarily in
vivo) and permanent ones (interactions are stable and irreversible). In general, all
obligate complexes are permanent. Except from some examples, all non-obligate
interactions can be considered as transient.
Although interfaces have been the main subject of study to predict proteinprotein interactions, an accuracy of 70% has been independently achieved by several different groups [7, 8, 11, 12]. These approaches have been carried out by analyzing a wide range of parameters, including solvation energies, amino acid composition, conservation, electrostatic energies, and hydrophobicity and different
classification strategies. Up to this moment, the best results (78%) were obtained
in [7] by using contact and binding free energies as features and the discriminant
analysis [4, 9] combined with the initial selection of features to cope with the limitations of the discriminant analysis [4, 9] in the high-dimensional, low-sample size
(HDLSS) settings (i.e. when the number of features is greater than the sample size).
But there are two main weak points in the work [7]. First, the initial feature selection method causes that some important information is lost. Second, the Authors in
[7] did not provide the method for the estimation of variance of their classifier.
So, we do not know what is the error rate of their result 78%.
In this paper, we propose the new classification approach based on the sparse
discriminant analysis [10] to predict obligate (permanent) and non-obligate (transient) protein-protein interactions. The sparse discriminant analysis [10] circumvents
the limitations of discriminant analysis in the HDLSS by incorporating inherently
the feature selection into the optimization procedure. As a results, the new method
[10] finds the sparse projection directions. To characterize properties of protein
interaction, we proposed to use the binding free energies. The performance of our
proposed classifier is 75% ± 5%.
In this study we use discriminant analysis for the predictive purposes only
(predictive discriminant analysis, PDA), i.e. to predict group membership given a
number of continuous variables. The study for explaining group separation or
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group differences in terms of variable importance which is the aim of the descriptive discriminant analysis (DDA) will be the subject of our future research in
which the correlation structure will be examined. We also plan to compare it with
other variable importance methods like for example linear ordering.
There is an important distinction between DDA and PDA. In DDA, adding, of
variables to a statistical analysis does not take away from effect size, and often
increases uncorrected effect sizes. However, in PDA, fewer variables can yield
greater classification accuracy, whereas in DDA fewer variables cannot yield
greater discrimination. Thus, good features selected for PDA are those giving the
best prediction performance.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shortly presents the classical
discriminant analysis as well as its sparse version. The proposed classification
method for protein-protein interaction is described in Section 3 while the results of
the conducted experiments with this method – in section 4. Section 5 comprises the
conclusions.
2. Fisher and Sparse regularized linear discriminant analyses
Fisher Linear Discriminant analysis (FLDA) [4, 9] is a multivariate technique
which is concerned with the search for a linear transformation that reduces the
dimension of a given p-dimensional statistical model to q (q < p) dimensions, while
maximally preserving the discriminatory information for the several classes within
the model.
Formally, suppose that there are k classes and let xij j = 1,..., ni be vectors of
observations from the i-th class, i= 1,…, k. Set

n = n1 + ... + nk

and let

X n× p = ( x11 ,..., x1n1 ,..., xk1 ,..., xknk )T , where p is a dimensionality of an input space.
FLDA determines a linear mapping L, i.e. a q × p matrix A, that maximizes the socalled Fisher criterion J F (1):

J F ( A) = tr (( ASW AT ) −1 ( AS B AT ))

(1)

where S B = ∑ i =1 pi (mi − m)(mi − m)T and SW = ∑ i =1 pi Si are the between-class
k

k

and the average within-class scatter matrix, respectively;
1
n
Si =
∑ i ( xij − mi )( xij − mi )T is the within-class covariance matrix of class i,
ni − 1 j =1

mi is the mean vector of class i, pi is it’s a priori probability, and m = ∑ i =1 pi mi
k

is the overall mean. FLDA maximizes the ratio of between-class scatter to average
within-class scatter in the lower-dimensional space. Optimizing (1) comes down to
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determining an eigenvalue decomposition of SW−1S B , and taking the rows of A to
equal the q eigenvectors corresponding to the q largest eigenvalues. There are no
more than min( p, k − 1) eigenvectors corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues.
In the high-dimensional, low-sample size (HDLSS) settings, the within-class
covariance matrix SW is singular and the classical FLDA breaks down. Several
extensions have been proposed to overcome this problem but all of them possess
the data pilling problem [6]. To ameliorate this problem, some sparse version of
LDA have been proposed.
In our approach, to circumvent this problem, we adapt the sparse linear discriminant approach (slda) from [10] that incorporates feature selection in FLDA.
The term “sparse” means that the discriminant vectors have only a small number of
nonzero components. The underlying assumption is that, among the large number
of variables there are many irrelevant or redundant variables for the purpose of
classification. This method is based on the connection of FLDA and a generalized
eigenvalue problem, stated formally by the following theorem [10].
Theorem
Suppose S w is a positive definite matrix and denote its Cholesky decomposition as

S w = RwT Rw ( Rw is an upper triangular matrix). Let H b be k × p matrix, V1 ,..., Vq
( q ≤ min( p, k − 1) ) denote the eigenvectors of SW−1S B corresponding to the q largest eigenvalues λ ≥ ... ≥ λ , A = [α ,..., α ] , B = [ β ,..., β ] . For λ > 0 let Aˆ , Bˆ
1

q

1

q

1

q

be the solution to the following problem (2):
k

min ∑ Rw−T H b ,i − ABT H b ,i
A, B

i =1

2

q

+ λ ∑ β Tj ( S w ) β j subject to AT A = I p×q ,

(2)

j =1

where:

H b ,i = ni ( xi − x )T is the i-th row of the matrix

Hb =

(

)

T

n
n1 ( x1 − x ),..., nk ( xk − x ) , e i is a vector of ones with length ni .

Then βˆ j , j = 1,..., q , span the same linear space as V j , j = 1,..., q .
The following method of regularization is applied in [10] to circumvent the
singularity problem and to obtain the sparse linear discriminants: i.e. the first q
sparse discriminant directions β1 ,..., β q are defined as the solutions to the following optimization problem (3):
k

min ∑ Rw−T H b ,i − ABT H b,i
A, B

i =1

2

q
q

tr ( S w ) 
+ λ ∑ β Tj  S w + γ
I  β j + ∑ λ1, j β j
p
j =1
j =1
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1

(3)

subject to AT A = I p×q , where B = [ β1 ,..., β q ] , β j

1

is the 1-norm of the vector

β j , the same λ is used for all q directions, different λ1, j ’s are allowed to penalize
different discriminant directions.
According to the theorem stated above, the solution of the optimization problem (2) is independent of the value of λ , but this does not necessarily imply that
the solution of the regularized problem (3) is also independent of λ . However, our
empirical study suggests that the solution is very stable when λ varies in a wide
range, for example in (0.01, 10000).
We can use K-fold cross validation (CV) [9] to select the optimal parameters
λ1, j , but when the dimension of the input data is very large, the numerical algorithm becomes time consuming and we can let λ1,1 = ... = λ1, q . The tuning parameter γ controls the strength of the regularization of the matrix S w , the large values
will bias too much S w towards identity matrix (high degree of regularization).
In our empirical studies, we find that the results are not sensitive to the choice of γ
if a small value that is less than 0.1 is used, in our studies we set γ = 0.05 . More
careful studies of choice of γ are left for future research.
The above problem can be numerically solved by alternating optimization
over A and B [10] and the resulting algorithm is summarized below.
Regularized sparse LDA (rSLDA) algorithm (based on [10])
1. Form the matrices from the input data:

 en1 ( x1 )T 


H w = X − K

 e n K ( x )T 
K



Hb =

(

n1 ( x1 − x ),..., nk ( xk − x )

)

T

2. Compute upper triangular matrix Rw from the Cholesky decomposition of:


tr ( S w ) 
I  such that
 Sw + γ
p




tr ( S w ) 
I  = RwT Rw
 Sw + γ
p



3. Solve the q independent optimization problems
min β Tj (W% TW% ) β j − 2 y% TW% β j + λ1 β j
βj
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1

j = 1,…,q

 Hb

where W%( n + p )× p = 
 λ ⋅ R 
w

4. Compute SVD:

 H R −1α 
y% ( n + p )×1 =  b w j 
 0




Rw−T ( H BT H B ) B = UDV T and let A = UV T

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until converges.
3. Protein-protein interaction classification method
To characterize properties of protein interaction, we proposed to use the binding free energies. These were computed using FastContact [3], which obtains their
fast estimates. FastContact delivers the electrostatic energy, solvation free energy,
and the top 20 maximum and minimum values for:
1) residues contributing to the binding free energy,
2) ligand residues contributing to the solvation free energy,
3) ligand residues contributing to the electrostatic energy,
4) receptor residues contributing to the solvation free energy,
5) receptor residues contributing to the electrostatic energy,
6) receptor-ligand residue solvation constants,
7) receptor-ligand residue electrostatic constants.
Thus, all these values and the total solvation and electrostatic energy values compose a total of 282 features characterizing interaction.
To create a dataset for classification, we used the pre-classified dataset from
previous study [7] containing 62 transient and 75 obligate complexes as two different classes for classification. Each complex is listed in the form of chains for ligand
and receptor respectively. The relevant data about the structure of each complex
was obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [1] and then obtaining the 282
features by invoking FastContact.
Due to the fact that the number of features (282) is greater than the number of
samples in a dataset (137), we have HDLSS setting, so we apply sparse regularized
linear discriminant analysis for the calculation of discriminant directions, i.e. the
algorithm sparse rLDA described above.
For the classification of the samples in the new discriminant space, we applied
the nearest mean classifier [4, 9] as the classification algorithm. The nearest mean
(centroid, prototype) classifier assigns to new observations the label of the class of
training samples whose mean is closest to the observation.
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4. Experimental results
In our experiments we have used the dataset of 137 protein complexes described in [11]. 75 samples in this dataset belong to the first class (i.e. “obligate interactions”) and 62 samples to the second class (i.e. “non-obligate interactions”). This
dataset is randomly divided into a “training set” and “testing set” in a ratio of 4:1.
As we have only two classes (k = 2), there is only one discriminant direction
β1 (q = 1). Using all variables in constructing the discriminant vector β1 might
cause the overfitting of the training data, resulting in high testing error rate. Moreover it is computationally demanding, so sparsification would be a good choice.
Denote the number of significant variables involved in specifying the discriminant direction β1 (i.e. giving the best prediction), to be m. To find these most
significant variables we have performed the experiment with varying values of m.
For a given value of m, only the m maximum values of the coordinates of the vector β1 (so called beta values) are left, the rest is zeroed.
Fig. 2 shows the components of vector β1 obtained by the rSLDA algorithm in one
of experiments converted to the absolute values and sorted in the ascending order.
We leave only m biggest values, zeroing all others. We keep track of indices
of these biggest values and modify the original β1 leaving only m biggest values.
These values are used to cast the original 282-dimensional vector onto a onedimensional space. The projection of the samples from the protein dataset uses
only these m non-zero coefficients.
Then, classification is performed in such new discriminant space by the nearest mean (centroid) classifier. The classification performance is measured on the
separate test set.
The results are shown in Fig. 1. We can observe that the error rate of the nearest mean classifier grows rapidly and then decreases with the rise of m, up to 28
(error = ~25% ± 5% measured on the testing set). Then, for bigger values of m,
almost a constant error rate was observed.
From the plot it is clear that if we specify m=28 as the number of component
variables in discriminant vector β1 − sparse LDA algorithm can discriminate the
two classes fairly well (the classifier performance = ~75% ± 5%) (where 5 is the
confidence interval).
These 28 input features (“selected” by the rSLDA algorithm) are the most
significant for classification (i.e. giving the best classification performance). These
are the following from the full set of 282 features (corresponding to the ascending
order of the absolute value of the coefficients composing vector β1 ):
202 198 281 200 48 42 243 203 47 133 128 121 161 160
157 132 49 156 46 134 241 131 155 158 127 119 135 41
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Among these 28 features – 13 are from the receptor residues contributing to
the desolvation free energy, but these are not from the beginning of the above list.
It can be observed that in each of the 7 groups of energetic features – only features
with extreme (min or max) contribution to the energy are always selected. The
features from the beginning of the list are those from the receptor residues contributing to the electrostatics energy. One may conclude that electrostatic energy is the
most important in the prediction of obligate/non-obligate protein-protein interactions. Electrostatic energy involves a long-range interaction and occur between
charged atoms of two interacting proteins.
Thus, the rSLDA algorithm does suggest which constituents are the most important in the classification of interactions.

Figure 1. The average classification error rate as a function of the number of variables
using nearest centroid method on the projected data – the local minimum is at 28

Figure 2. Components of β obtained by the rSLDA algorithm in one of experiments
converted to absolute values and sorted in ascending order (description in text)
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5. Conclusion
We have proposed a classification approach for obligate/non-obligate (transient) protein-protein complexes. We have used regularized version of sparse linear
discriminant analysis algorithm [10] for feature extraction as well as for input variable selection. To discriminate between two types of protein interactions: obligate
and non-obligate, we have used the “energetic features”. These are based on the
binding free energy defined as the sum of the desolvation and electrostatic energies. These were computed effectively using the package FastContact [3]. The
results on the protein-protein interactions dataset showed that using only 28 from
282 input variables enables the classification of the mentioned two types of interactions with the performance of 75% ± 5%. Among the most important features are
those from residues contributing to the electrostatic energy.
The hypothesis on the importance of the electrostatic energy in the prediction
of obligate/non-obligate protein-protein interactions should be confirmed by the
additional experiments on bigger protein datasets. This will be the subject of our
future research.
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USE OF E-GOVERNMENT IN POLAND IN COMPARISON
TO OTHER EUROPEAN UNION MEMBER STATES
KATARZYNA ŚLEDZIEWSKA, ADAM LEVAI, DAMIAN ZIĘBA
Digital Economy Lab, University of Warsaw (UW)

Adopting new technologies into the practice of national government can
significantly improve the quality of public services and the government’s general
performance. In this paper we present the results of our research on Poland’s
performance of e-government in comparison to EU15 and NMS12. The analysis is
based on data provided by Eurostat’s Information Society’s comprehensive
database. We find that Poland, on average, is lagging behind other European
countries from both SMEs perspective and especially from citizens perspective in
implementing effective technologies in public sector. In this paper we deliver some
recommendations for the polish government.
Keywords: E-government, E-governance, Public Authorities, Citizens, SMEs

1. Introduction
Nobody, neither citizens nor enterprises, can escape from interacting with
public authorities (or public administration interchangeably). The more efficient
the interaction is, the less time and effort is needed to take care of administrative
(official) matters. The key to transparent and effectively working public
administration are digital technologies (information systems, Internet, social
media). By implementing new technologies and learning how to use them in an
efficient way, we can speed-up significantly official matters. Great amount of
papers may be done automatically using the computer instead of time-consuming

manual methods (e.g. going to the office just to sign a piece of paper instead of
using e-signature or eID).
E-government is defined as utilizing the Internet and the world-wide-web for
delivering government information and services to citizens and enterprises [12].
In broader terms, E-governance is the public sector’s use of information and
communication technologies with the aim of improving information and service
delivery, encouraging citizen participation in the decision-making process and
making government more accountable, transparent and effective [9, 10].
The aim of this paper is to analyze the overall situation of e-government and
find biggest gaps of Poland in comparison to EU15 (old member states) and
NMS12 (new member states) from the perspective of both citizens and SMEs.
More specifically, we want to find biggest gaps of Polish e-government in terms of
its usage and barriers of usage. Additionally, from the citizens’ perspective we
want to analyze e-health, and from SMEs perspective e-procurement and
e-tendering which are all sectors of growing importance for e-government.
2. E-government usage among citizens
We begin this section by analyzing the biggest gaps of e-government usage
level (also analyzed by different levels of education), and afterwards we check
what type of barriers can be the source of such gaps. In the following subsection
we focus solely on e-health, since it is a field of growing importance in
e-government.
An interaction between public administration and citizens mainly takes place
in areas concerning information, taxes, customs, business registration, social
security, public health and environment. These areas are relatively highly
developed in terms of digital technologies compared to other activities of the public
administration. The websites within these areas enable civils to fulfill their
obligations, take social contributions or gain access to public services. According
to Eurostat’s questionnaires, citizens and enterprises interact with public authorities
or services by Internet (excluding e-mails) for 3 main private purposes as presented
in Fig. 1. The overall number of citizens and enterprises interacting is two times
lower, compared to EU15, in every aspect.
In Poland, usage of digital technologies for interacting with public
administration by citizens is not as common as in other EU countries (especially
EU15), to say the least. In the core EU Member States, every second citizen is
obtaining information from public authorities’ websites, in the leading Denmark eight out of ten, while in Poland – only every fifth.
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Figure 1. Interaction with public authorities or public services over the internet for private
purposes in the last 12 months for the following activities (2014)
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Figure 2. Usage of public authorities’ websites in the last 12 months (2013)

In Fig. 3 firstly we can note that in all aspects of the usage of public service
websites, Poland on average faces a gap with respect to NMS12 and especially
EU15 countries. The submission of income tax declaration is the main reason why
polish citizens use public services (14%). Comparing this level of submission to
other EU15 countries leads to surprising findings that it is still twice as low (18 p.p.
less than in EU15). Moreover, it is disturbing to find such big gaps in the usage of
websites for claiming social security benefits (10 times less usage), requesting
personal documents (5 times less) or visiting public libraries online (2,5 times less).
This is important since these aspects play a key role in digital interaction between
citizens and public authorities, which will eventually lead to an economy with
higher efficiency and will create positive spillover effects on other areas of the
digital economy.
One of the main reasons for low interest of Polish citizens in e-government
services is the fact, that they still prefer taking care of administrative matters in
person, by visits in offices. It may come from the lack of confidence in
effectiveness of contact by website, or just because public authorities do not allow
to contact them this way.
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Figure 3. Usage of public authorities’ or public services’ websites in the last 12 months for
following private purposes – differences between Poland and EU15/NMS12 (2013)
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Figure 4. Methods (other than websites) used for contacting public authorities for private
purposes in the last 12 months (2013)

Generally, people with lower level of education tend to use public authorities’
websites less often than others, but especially in Poland this gap is very high.
E-government is slightly more common among Polish citizens with medium
education level but the gap is still significant. Not as striking (eye-catching) but
still significant is the gap in this regard between Polish people with the high level
of education in comparison with EU15.
In this context, it is worth taking a look at the reasons of such situation. The
surveys’ results indicate that the main factors discouraging European Union’s
residents from using e-government (precisely, from submitting completed forms) is
the concern about protection and security of their personal data, and also the lack
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of sufficient skills or knowledge especially among people with lower education
level. For people with higher level of education a discouraging factor was the lack
of or a problem with electronic signature (eID).
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Figure 5. Usage of public authorities’ or public services’ websites for at least one private
purpose in the last 12 months (2013) – by the level of education
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Figure 6. Reasons for not submitting completed forms using websites of public authorities
– percentage of those who have not submitted completed forms
in the last 12 months (2014)

Those Polish citizens – being a small minority – who do use e-government are
mainly satisfied with the quality of provided services. The aspect that dissatisfies
them the most is the lack of information provided on the progress (follow-up of the
request). Similar tendency can also be observed in other EU Member States.
It coincides with the results of OECD’s research on open government data [8];
which points out that Polish public authorities do not enable users to give a
feedback on the website and generally do not provide sufficient support
(e.g. consultations of users’ needs or notifications about released datasets).
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Development of e-government in the field of e-health
In this short subsection we will try to assess the level of development of
e-health in Poland by looking at the usage level as a proxy. One of the main
reasons why e-health is of growing importance is because of Europe’s
demographic trends. These trends are driven by the population ageing, which
causes healthcare expenditures to steadily rise (from 5.9% of GDP in 1990 to 7.2%
in 2010, and predictably 8.5% of GDP in 2060) [2]. What is more, applying new
technologies may notably enhance the quality of life, improve efficiency and
reduce costs of delivered services.
Taking that into consideration, European Commission adopted the first plan in
the field of e-health in 2004. Adoption of Article 14 of Directive 2011/24/EU on
the application of patients’ rights in cross-border healthcare aims to: make
cooperation between European eHealth systems beneficial (economically and
socially), draw up a set of guidelines for data to be interoperable, and at the same
time to have in mind the principles of data protection included in other directives.
At the end of 2012, European Commission adopted a new Action Plan for the
2012-2020 period. Plan consists of proposals of actions intending to create mature
and interoperable eHealth system in Europe [1].
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Polish citizens rarely check with Dr Google about health: in Poland only one
in four citizens, while in EU15 every second civil seeks health information.
Making an appointment with general practitioners via a website is not yet a
common activity, especially in Poland – over two times smaller ratio than EU
average (5% compared to 13,5%). Poland is lagging significantly in comparison to
Nordic countries, where electronic healthcare is used commonly.
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Instead of telephoning, communicating with healthcare providers
electronically can save both sides’ time and money, and can be more convenient
since we may be able to look at the doctors’ schedule and choose which date is
most suitable for us. What is more, by making e-health systems more interoperable,
we will be enabled to use them internationally.
Lack of interoperability within the healthcare system results in a low usage of
e-health by general practitioners as well. Polish doctors, relatively to their
European fellows, very rarely either transfer prescriptions to pharmacists or
exchange medical patient data between each other using electronic networks. This
is mainly due to lack of coordination of the fragmented regulatory framework and
lack of interoperability.
To sum up this subsection, main reasons for relatively low development of
Polish e-health system compared to other EU countries is due to severe financial
constraints in this sector and weak regulatory framework. However, stimulation of
innovation in the sector of e-health must be undergone not only to decrease gaps
with respect to other countries, but also to tackle the growing problem of aging
population in Poland and as a consequence in the EU. What is more, stimulating
innovation in this increasingly important sector can lead to new business
opportunities and can help the polish economy become more competitive.
3. E-government usage among small and medium enterprises
The aim of this section is to analyze the overall situation and find biggest gaps
concerning usage of e-government from the SMEs perspective. Afterwards, in the
following subsection we analyze one of the most important elements of
e-government for entrepreneurs which is the e-procurement and e-tendering.
Overall, nine in ten polish SME’s have declared that they contacted public
authorities using the Internet in the last 12 months either to obtain information
from websites, obtain or submit forms (e.g. customs or tax\VAT declarations),
declare VAT or social contributions completely electronically without a need for
paper work (including electronic payment, if required). It is worth noticing that in
contrast to results in section 2, the gap between Poland and other European
countries in Fig. 9 is almost non-existent, but we should keep in mind that there is
always a room for improvement. The only country that seriously lags behind other
EU Member States in using e-government by SMEs is Romania.
It is interesting to see that Polish SMEs are overall performing much better
compared to the citizens in Poland in e-government usage. For example, the share
of enterprises returning filled forms in Poland is higher than in the EU. Next, the
share of enterprises obtaining information and forms from public authorities’
website is on a similar level as in the EU (Fig. 10).
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Figure 9. Percentage of SMEs using Internet for interaction with public authorities (2013)
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Figure 10. Percentage of SMEs using the Internet for the following purposes (2013)

Polish SMEs are above European average as for reporting social contributions
completely electronically which is presented in Fig. 11. This is probably caused by
regulations obligating enterprises to report them that way. On the other hand, there
is enormous gap between Polish and European SMEs in terms of VAT
declarations; less than one third of Polish SMEs declare VAT completely
electronically, while in EU15 it is, on average, two thirds of SMEs.
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Figure 11. Percentage of SMEs using the Internet to declare VAT or social contributions
completely electronically (2013)
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E-government in the field of e-procurement and e-tendering
As mentioned at the beginning of the section, from the entrepreneurs’ point of
view public electronic procurement and electronic tendering are one of the main
aspects of eGovernment. With the Digital Single Market on the way, it may be one
of its key aspects for SMEs, who should benefit from DSM the most.
Public electronic procurement (eProcurement) refers to the use of the Internet
by enterprises to offer goods or services to public authorities. It may be done at
national or EU level. The eProcurement process is based on a number of stages
from the notification process (online availability of procurement notices and tender
specifications) through tendering, awarding, to payment. eTendering is the stage of
an eProcurement process dealing with the preparation and submission of tenders or
proposals online. This includes bids submitted through open, restricted, or
negotiated procedures, as well as Framework Agreements and Dynamic Purchasing
Systems (DPS).
Electronic procurement’s main advantages are reduced transaction time and
transaction costs, which together can be translated into more profitable offers [11].
As such system requires some level of standardization for offers, it may encourage
enterprises to use eProcurement at the EU level. Electronic platforms also enable
stakeholders to exchange information and data more efficiently, which on the other
hand may raise concerns of its security and protection. The biggest advantage of
carrying out a procurement process in a classic way is the feeling of greater
confidence in honesty of the whole process: by participating physically and seeing
how all procedures play out. That should be the reason why legitimate and
transparent governance over every electronic procurement process is obligatory.
Compared to European Union, more Polish SMEs use electronic procurement
systems to access tender documents and specifications. There are several Polish
platforms with databases that enable stakeholders to do search for such documents,
e.g. Biuletyn Zamówień Publicznych (Public Procurement Bulletin), but
unfortunately it functions only in Polish language.
As one of the stages of eProcurement, eTendering while being done
electronically can improve effectiveness of a whole process. Every fourth Polish
SME takes part in eTendering process to offer goods or services in public
authorities' electronic procurement systems. What is interesting is the fact that
Poland, along with Ireland, Lithuania and Estonia, leads the way in terms of using
electronic platforms for tendering in own country.
Polish SMEs declare a much higher use of electronic public procurement
systems for offering goods or services than their European counterparts. According
to our consultations with two independent public procurement experts, this might
result from the fact that a lot of tenders in Poland are finalised with electronical
auction, which is an additional stage after the actual tendering process. If this is the
reason for such an impressive result, then we might deal with sort of the
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misinterpretation of a survey’s question. Electronical auction should not be
considered as e-tendering because the main stage of e-tendering is bidding, which
due to participants’ preferences is most often conducted in a traditional way in
Poland.
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Figure 12. Percentage of SMEs using Internet for accessing tender documents and
specifications in electronic procurement systems of public authorities (2013)
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Figure 13. Percentage of SMEs using Internet for offering goods or services in public
authorities' electronic procurement systems - eTendering (2013)

4. Summary and recommendations
Results of our study indicate that in comparison with other European Union
members, Polish citizens, especially those with low education level, show a little
interest in utilizing e-government services. These services are considered as
obtaining information, obtaining forms or returning completed forms, using public
authorities’ websites. Use of e-government by Polish citizens mainly comes down
to submitting income tax declaration, but still there is a big gap in comparison with
other EU countries. The main reasons behind it are preferences (or a necessity) to
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contact public administration by visits, as well as concerns about security of data to
be transferred or a lack of sufficient digital skills. The main factors discouraging
from using government websites are mostly a bad quality of provided information
or technical failures. Furthermore, one of the most up-and-coming areas of
e-government is e-health, which unfortunately has not been developed and
popularised in Poland enough yet.
In the case of small and medium enterprises situation looks more promising,
as Polish SMEs declare a relatively frequent use of such services as their
counterparts in other European Union countries. Polish SMEs good performance in
terms of use of e-government might partly result from top-down regulations which
for example, obligate enterprises to report social contributions electronically.
We also find, that Polish SMEs frequently declare using public authorities'
electronic procurement system, especially for offering goods or services.
Considering our consultations with two independent public procurement experts’
this result may be caused by misinterpretation of survey’s question.
For enhancing the use of e-government services, efforts from citizens and
officials, as well as policymakers are necessary. The key is to perceive the role that
digital technologies can play in improving the process of administrative matters.
From officials’ side, it is necessary to improve performance of public
administration (central and local) services. It may be done by enabling an access to
broader range of electronic services and information and generally, enhancing the
interaction and communication with recipients. Citizens should become more
engaged in governance and decision-making processes. It is also crucial to make a
change in the attitude and approach for digital services by being more willing to
use them, as digital solutions are aimed to improve quality of our life. Otherwise, if
there is no desire for making each other life’s easier, the whole transition process
might affect us even worse.
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INTERNET INFRASTRUCTURE AND ITS USAGE IN POLAND
AND OTHER EUROPEAN UNION MEMBER STATES
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One in four of all households in Poland does not have access to the Internet,
while in the EU15, the same refers to only one in every six households. In this paper
we analyze the Internet infrastructure from both supply (broadband coverage-speed)
and demand (usage of Internet by individuals-SMEs) side, as well as the
affordability aspect. In particular, we search for biggest gaps of Poland’s Internet
infrastructure in comparison to other European Union Member States (EU15 and
NMS12). Our empirical analysis is based on European Commission’s and ITU’s
databases. Moreover, we provide some recommendations for the government and
enterprises exposing the biggest gaps of Poland and emphasizing the beneficial
impact of the Next Generation Access networks.
Keywords: Internet Usage, Broadband Coverage, Broadband Speed, Internet
Affordability, NGA

1. Introduction
One of the most important aspects for the development of digital market, and
the economy as a whole, is effective and fast broadband connection which enables
its’ users a productive access to the Internet [1]. The main advantage of having fast
broadband connection is ability for the user to transfer bigger amount of data at the
same time. With the forthcoming Digital Single Market, it is especially crucial for
the small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and start-ups to have a connection with
the speed of at least 30 Mbps, in order to be able to compete in the international
environment.

According to the most recent ITU’s database and [10], every third Polish
citizen does not use the Internet, while in the EU15 it is only about every sixth
person and in NMS12 it is about every fourth citizen (see Figure 1). The ratio of
people in Poland not using computer is 3 p.p. higher than those not using the
Internet, giving a total of 36%. These ratios are of course highly correlated. This is
an important starting point to know the overall situation of Internet infrastructure
usage in Poland.
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Figure 1. Percentage of people not using Internet (2014) and computer (2013)

To understand better the complexity of Internet infrastructure we present the
scheme (Figure 2) of the most commonly used technologies by Internet users. In
addition to the scheme we could add 5G technology which is recently being
dynamically developed. The main focus in the international discussion on 5G is
creating the one single worldwide standard for this technology to avoid problems
that occurred with previous technologies (3G and partly 4G).

Figure 2. The most common Internet technologies’ scheme
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In this paper we are going to focus mostly on three most commonly used
technologies:
a) DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) – offering slower but more stable speeds
b) Cable modem (TV network) – offering faster but less stable speeds
(congested connection during rush hours, “flapping”)
c) FTTP – fiber optic cables offer highest speeds without any inconvenience.
Aims, methods and methodology
The aim of this paper is to analyze in a comprehensive way the Internet
infrastructure (broadband development) and its usage in Poland in comparison to
other European Union states and indicate biggest gaps. More specifically we want
to answer what are the Polish biggest gaps from the supply and demand side of
Internet infrastructure.
Methods used in this paper are clear and straightforward. We use the two
official databases, namely Eurostat comprehensive database [8] and International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) database [12]. Using the newest possible data in
these databases, we present descriptive statistics as we believe it is the most
effective way to answer our research questions.
The methodology chosen for this study is to firstly analyze the broadband
(Internet) infrastructure from the supply side i.e. coverage: the rational for this
choice is if there was no coverage in the first place, there would not be any usage
of Internet. Afterwards, in section 3, we analyze the price of Internet which is a
result of the supply and demand side of Internet infrastructure. Then finally, after
understanding the supply side including prices of Internet, we can understand the
demand side (i.e. Internet usage) easier. In the last section we summarize the paper
with most important findings and give some policy recommendations.

2. Broadband supply – coverage
Digital Agenda for Europe has recently met its key objective of providing
coverage of broadband (download speed above 2 Mbps) for every citizen of
European Union [7]. If we include satellite wireless Internet, the whole EU
territory is covered, as this technology is even available at seas. Excluding satellite
Internet, broadband covers about 99.4% of EU households [3].
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Figure 3. Fixed broadband coverage (2015)

Poland is surprisingly lagging behind all EU countries having 80% rural and
85% total fixed broadband coverage, compared to almost 100% coverage in Malta,
Netherlands, Great Britain or Belgium (Fig. 3). The statistics that should rise more
concern are presented in Fig. 4 showing the Next Generation Access (NGA)
coverage. There is a significant gap between Poland and other EU members in
NGA networks coverage, which provide speed of at least 30 Mbps. Considering the
future needs of the market, it is highly important to invest in optical fiber cables on
which NGA technologies are based.
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Figure 4. NGA Coverage - VDSL/VDSL2, DOCSIS 3.0, FTTP (2015)

Even though the investment in optical fiber wires is considerably expensive, it
should be a priority project for policymakers. We must look not only at the
financial profits that can be measured now and mostly are determined by just the
profit coming from the subscription to Internet providers. Every citizen and
enterprise should have the possibility to access high-speed broadband, as it can
significantly improve the efficiency of using the Internet and improve the quality of
life in general. Then, if utilized effectively, it is an up-and-coming, and soon can be
the only way for effectively developing our economy and catching up with the
most prosperous countries and what is more important - competing with them [14].
We can also see a significant gap in terms of NGA coverage in rural areas.
It may result from the fact that there is a little demand for high speed Internet in
majority of these areas, so the investments are not profitable. In one project in rural
areas, TP S.A. and UKE built a brand new fiber network but it has been only
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utilized by about 10-15% of the households [13]. This example shows how
important is not only the broadband mapping [5] but also acknowledging the
society about the benefits of access to the high speed Internet, which will be
discussed in the further part of the article.
2.1. Fixed broadband coverage by type of technology (including NGA)
According to Figure 5, coverage of FTTP technology in Poland is on
extremely low level. Surprising fact is that a lot of NMS12 countries, in particular
Baltic States and Poland’s southern neighbors like Slovakia and Slovenia, have
already invested in fiber optic cables. This should be a positive incentive for Polish
policymakers to do the same in order not to lose a competitive advantage right
from the start.
When it comes to cable modem and xDSL technologies, the situation is
slightly better for Poland in comparison with other EU countries. But the further
development of these technologies would be based on fiber optic technology
anyway. Fiber cables are remarkably enhancing a quality of connection and, as a
matter of fact, currently there is no better alternative for fiber.
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Figure 5. FTTP coverage (2014)
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Figure 6. Cable modem coverage (2014)
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Figure 7. xDSL coverage (2014)

2.2. Fixed broadband coverage by speed
European Commission’s Digital Agenda for Europe 2014-2020 implies that
by 2020 everybody should be able to have access to high speed broadband with at
least 30 Mbps download speed, and half of the Europe should be covered by
broadband with at least 100 Mbps download speed [2]. As for now, almost every
citizen in European Union is enabled to have an access to Internet with at least 2
Mbps download speed, but Poland is one of worst broadband-covered country in
Europe.
Poland is also lagging behind other EU countries in terms of coverage of both
fast (30 Mbps) and ultra-fast (100 Mbps) broadband, with only 45% and 30%
households covered respectively. It is important to enable citizens an access to such
high-speed broadband connections, especially if we can see that other EU countries
(at similar level of economic development) were able to do so.
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Figure 8. Fixed broadband coverage above 30Mbps (2014)
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Figure 9. Fixed broadband coverage above 100 Mbps (2014)

3. Broadband affordability – prices
There is a positive development in terms of prices of the high speed Internet.
Since the last couple of years, we are witnessing a decrease in prices with
simultaneous increase in speed, offered by ISPs [4]. Affordable broadband
connectivity to the internet is at the basis of modern society enabling the society to
use and contribute economic and social benefits [11].
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Figure 10. Median prices of the Internet with offered speed between 30-100 Mbps,
measured as EUR/PPP (2014)

Median price of the 30-100 Mbps Internet, measured as purchasing power
parity (EUR), is on the affordable level in Poland. Actually, the median offer of the
Internet with speed between 30 -100 Mbps in Poland is lower than the median offer
of the Internet with speed 12-30 Mbps. This may result from the fact, that the
leading ISPs rarely offer speeds below 30 Mbps and for the smaller providers,
offers from 12-30 Mbps range are the most expensive ones.
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Figure 11. Median prices of the Internet with offered speed between 12-30 Mbps,
measured as EUR/PPP (2014)

4. Broadband demand - access
After examining the supply side of broadband, it is worth taking a look at the
actual demand for such service. Demand is measured with number of subscriptions
as a percentage of total country’s population. Generally, take-up of the high speed
broadband across EU members still remains on a low level, but it is expected to
continue to increase, considering growing number of demand-stimulating services.
4.1. Fixed broadband penetration
It is essential to understand, that nowadays the growth of the economy very
much depends on the country’s activity in utilizing new technologies. It is then
quite disheartening that despite all the comforts of various online services, people
are not interested in exploring it through the high-speed access, what unfortunately
might be a big opportunity cost for the whole economy.
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Figure 12. Penetration of the Internet broke down by speed, measured as subscriptions
per 100 people (2015)

Poland’s penetration of broadband is only at 18% level in terms of total
number of subscriptions (which also include enterprises, institutions etc.) relatively
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to country’s population. Broadband take-up of at least 30 Mbps download speed is
only at the 5% level in Poland, while penetration of the 100 Mbps Internet equals
to only 1% of total population.
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Figure 13. NGA Penetration, measured as subscriptions per 100 people (2015)

European market is mainly dominated by DSL technology. Cable modem,
which has almost completely been upgraded to DOCSIS 3.0 standard (NGA), is
steadily gaining its market share. Significant market share of FTTP networks can
be observed, seemingly, in the countries which have the highest coverage of this
technology.
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Figure 14. Market Share by technology (2015)

4.2. Use of the Internet by individuals
Up to every fourth Polish household declares not having an access to the
Internet, while in EU15 it is, on average, only every sixth. Those households which
have broadband access prefer a fixed type of connection, to which mobile
broadband is rather complementary. In terms of mobile technologies’ usage, every
third EU15 household declares this type of Internet access, in Poland and NMS12
every fourth. Mobile broadband is predicted to develop rapidly in the near future
according to many authors [9].
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technology (2014)

Figure 15. Households without
access to the Internet (2014)

The most common reasons for not having an access to the Internet were a lack
of need for the Internet and a lack of sufficient skills. This is line with findings by
the European Commission [6]. It is important to understand the real benefits
coming from Internet usage, which can be encouraging to obtain, not so
challenging skills. The biggest benefit of high speed Internet usage is an ability to
transfer big amount of data at the same time. This refers not only to actual
downloading or uploading a file, but especially it includes regular online activities
which require more and more data transmission.
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Figure 17. Reasons for not having Internet access (2014)

4.3. Internet take-up by Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
The forthcoming Digital Single Market [7] should be a stimulating factor for
Polish enterprises to prepare for it by taking up a high-speed broadband
connection. It is crucial for SMEs to be able to compete within the Digital Single
Market and this would be possible only due to the fast connections. The sooner the
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preparation is going to be conducted, the bigger competitive advantage Polish
SMEs would be able to gain over their European counterparts.
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Figure 18. SMEs’ Internet penetration by connection speed (2014)

The results from our study show that Polish SMEs are mostly using relatively
low-speed broadband connections (2 Mbps-10 Mbps). This low-speed Internet
broadband is becoming less and less popular overall, and we see that other EU
SMEs have more adopted high-speed broadband. So as for now, Polish SMEs have
an advantage in using slower connections which does not seem to be proper way
for further development. This is also important for start-ups who should also
consider taking up high-speed Internet, in order to be able compete with rapidly
evolving economy due to developing Digital Single Market.
5. Summary and recommendations
We find that Poland is lagging behind other European Union countries in
terms of broadband connectivity, especially when it comes to new technologies
(Next Generation Access). Considering Internet supply in Poland, broadband
coverage of NGA technologies, which are going to be a standard very soon, is at
the forth lowest level in EU. FTTP technology, on which NGA is mainly based,
covers only every thirtieth household in Poland compared to every forth in EU15
countries. It obviously translates to poor Poland’s result in terms of coverage broke
down by download speed. Only less than a half of the Polish households are
enabled to access Internet with download speed of 30 Mbps, while in most
European countries it is already two thirds of households.
A positive finding is the affordability of broadband in Poland. Prices of highspeed Internet in Poland are relatively low, also in terms of purchasing power
parity. This has a significant impact for the current and future development of both
the supply and demand side of the Internet economy.
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From the demand side, we show that the demand for broadband in Poland,
despite its’ low prices, is one of the lowest compared to other EU countries. Polish
citizens who are not using the Internet mainly explain it by no need for such
service or lack of sufficient skills. Based on the results of our study we conclude
that Polish small and medium enterprises are not utilizing the potential of highspeed Internet as well. Majority of Polish SMEs are still using Internet with
downloading speed of between 2-10 Mbps, while in other EU countries enterprises
tend to take advantage of higher speeds more frequently.
To overcome those deficits, collaboration among the whole community
(government, enterprises and all citizens) would be essential. Government’s duty is
to initiate the whole process of modernization. It is important to do it as soon as
possible in order not to stay behind other well-prospering countries and to start
building a strong position on a global market. Public authorities should support and
manage investments in the fiber technology by for example, broadband mapping.
It is also very important to present the society benefits which are coming from
utilizing high-speed Internet. Therefore, broadband users’ role (both enterprises
and citizens) is to explore the digital market and help to stimulate and fuel the
Polish economy. Thus, enterprises ought to actively develop new services in order
to encourage consumers to utilize the potential of new digital solutions.
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The main contribution of this paper is the working case study for meta-modeling
process performed in open ontologies. It contrasts to close ontology based approaches well known from software engineering discipline. Moreover, in place of ontological standards like Resource Description Framework (RDF) defined by World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) or Web Ontology Language (OWL) by W3C and Object
Management Group (OMG), the presented meta-modeling approach is based on notions characteristic for software engineering, like class, relationship, Unified Modeling Language (UML), UML Profile, stereotype, meta-model as well as for enterprise
applications. This approach is feasible as it refers to the concept of Context-Driven
Meta-Modeling (CDMM) introduced in previous papers and implemented in the
form of Context-Driven Meta-Modeling Framework (CDMM-F). The case study is
realized in the form of graphical UML modeling of the modeling language (metamodel) in the Context-Driven Meta-Modeling Meta-Modeler (CDMM-MetaModeler) Thus the presented case-study constitutes the proof-of-the-concept for
graphical meta-modeling for all mentioned concepts and their implementations.
It also displays the nature of the meta-modeling process in this paradigm and explains some mechanisms that play important role when process effectiveness and
convenience of the meta-model designer are taken into account.
Keywords: meta-model; application context; open ontology; modeling language;
meta-modeling process; visual modeling; UML; UML Profile

1. Introduction
This paper presents a case study for the modeling language design process.
It is based on Context-Driven Meta-Modeling Paradigm (CDMM-P) [31] and Context-Driven Meta-Modeling Framework (CDMM-F). The CDMM-F constitutes
one possible implementation of the CDMM-P. The name and the special role of the
application context in CDMM-F implementation of the CDMM-P are explained in
[27]. The diagramming problem for open ontology based approach to metamodeling is the main subject of the paper.
The meta-modeling case study is performed in the Context-Driven MetaModeling Meta-Modeler (CDMM-Meta-Modeler) tool presented earlier in [7] but
introduced on the CDMM background in [29]. The CDMM-Meta-Modeler is the
Eclipse PlugIn based on UML2 Eclipse PlugIn and implemented with the aid of
relatively large number of technologies named in [7, 29]. The paper [29] is focused
on the implementation issues of CDMM-Meta-Modeler while the presented paper
is addressed to the visual meta-modeling process issues.
Wide and careful research of scientific and commercial literature was performed and can be found mainly in [31]. The conclusion from the research was that
there are no direct references to the approaches similar to the one introduced in
[31]. Some literature located on the border of ontology and software engineering
domain can be identified, however it explores RDF or OWL standards for ontologies [1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 23] or refers to the systems of notions (ontologies)
used in software engineering discipline and addressed mainly to the notions of
software engineering process [6, 10, 17, 22, 24].
In the paper some notions which are well known in software engineering discipline are used and they refer to Object Management Group (OMG) standards like
Unified Modeling Language(UML) [2, 21, 12, 13]. There are also papers that are
focused on the process of meta-modeling, like [20, 18, 19, 26, 25]. These two
groups of papers are the closest to the system of notion used in the paper. According to [11] open ontologies are not known and are not applied to software engineering discipline. The authors are not aware of any reference in the scientific literature
to date to the presented CDMM approach, so the paper constitutes the first contribution to the subject, related to visual modeling.
2. Context-Driven Meta-Modeling Meta-Modeler
The CDMM-Meta-Modeler tool was presented in the context of CDMM concept in [29]. Nevertheless, it is shortly characterized in this section.
The tool has the form of Eclipse PlugIn and was implemented in the following
technologies: Eclipse RCP, Java SE, Equinox OSGi, JavaFX, SWT, JFace and
UML2 SDK. The role of it is to offer the graphical UML modeling framework for
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meta-model designer and integrate to CDMM-F and UML2 SDK PlugIn. This way
the model of the modeling language can be created in standard UML way, it can be
explored from any software system via UML2 PlugIn API and, first of all, the application context file for CDMM-F can be created, as shown in [27].
The main functionalities of the CDMM-Meta-Modeler were presented in [29],
so only the most critical ones are contained in the paper in the form of Table 1.
Table 1. Most critical functional features of CDMM-Meta-Modeler
Functional feature

Purpose

UML Profile diagramming
UML class diagramming for
meta-model elements
UML class diagramming for
meta-model graph

Defining stereotypes for meta-model entity and relation classes
Defining meta-model entity and relation classes
Stereotyping meta-model entity classes
Placing meta-model entity classes (stereotyped or not) as metamodel graph nodes
Stereotyping meta-model entity classes
Introducing associative (composition, aggregation, association) and
dependency relationships as meta-model graph edges connecting
meta-model entity classes
Stereotyping meta-model graph edges with the names of metamodel relation classes
Exporting simple graph representation or application context to be
loaded by CDMM-F

Creating meta-model graph
XML representation

The functionalities shown in Table 1 play the key role in the case study discussed in section 3.
3. CDMM-Meta-Modeler Application Case-Study
This section presents a case study for the application of the CDMM-MetaModeler Eclipse PlugIn. In the case study a sample modeling language (metamodel) is created from the CDMM-Meta-Modeler according to open ontology.
3.1. Sample Meta-Model
Our goal in the case-study is to create the modeling language (meta-model)
presented in the Figure 1. The following coloring convention is assumed in the
whole case-study: a) red color represents CDMM-F elements; b) green color represents meta-model entities, that is - elements that can be placed in meta-model graph
nodes; c) blue color represents meta-model relations, that is - elements that can be
placed in meta-model graph edges; d) grey color represents elements of the metamodel graph which are not expressed in CDMM-Meta-Modeler notation.
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The diagrams presented in Figure 1, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 7 were created in commercial modeling tool while the remaining diagrams (Figures 2-3 and
Figure 6) were created in CDMM-Meta-Modeler.

Figure 1. Sample CDMM-F meta-model defined in a UML modeling tool

The meta-model presented above is used to construct modeling language
through diagramming in CDMM-Meta-Modeler. The modeling language defined
in the Figure 1 can be used to model static information about a software system.
Models created in this language may contain information known from UML class
diagrams. However the meta-model contains pairs of relationships of the same kind
which are very frequently met in meta-models. In contract to CDMM-MetaModeler notation shown in the Figure 5, they are expressed in UML.
It is worth noticing that in this meta-model some meta-model entity classes
(DGeneralization, DClass, DClassDependency and DAssociation) are connected to
the CDMM-F core meta-model root class (RootMeatmodelCore) via relationships.
This way the user-defined meta-model classes are associated to CDMM-F directly
(via mentioned relations) or indirectly (via user-defined relationships already existing in the meta-model). In the case of the CDMM-Meta-Modeler the association of
meta-model to the CDMM-F root class is achieved via stereotyping of classes according to the subsection 3.4.
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3.2. Sample Meta-Model Entity Classes
In order to define the entities of the meta-model presented in the Figure 1,
which is created in CDMM-Meta-Modeler, the appropriate classes should be defined in the form of Java source code or in the form of CDMM-Meta-Modeler classes. The round-trip engineering technique can be applied for their definition.
The CDMM-Meta-Modeler class diagram that contains definitions of the metamodel entities is presented in the Figure 2a.

Figure 2. Sample CDMM-F meta-model a) entities and b) relations defined
in CDMM-Meta-Modeler

It is worth noticing that these classes: are not interconnected in any form; are
not connected to any user-defined meta-model relationship classes; the classes that
are intended to be connected to the root CDMM-F class are stereotyped by the
name of the root class (RootMetamodelCore).
All these classes will be placed in the nodes of meta-model graph, what is
presented in subsection 3.6.
3.3. Sample Meta-Model Relations Classes
The meta-model user-defined relationship classes are also defined in CDMMMeta-Modeler in the way similar to definition of meta-model entity classes. Their
definition for the sample meta-model from the Figure 1 is presented in the Figure
2b. The user-defined meta-model relationship classes are not interconnected in any
form and are not connected to any user-defined meta-model entity classes.
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One of these classes can be reused in order to associate «RootMeatmodelCore» stereotyped meta-model entity classes to CDMM-F root class. Nevertheless, one such default relationship class is predefined in CDMM-F and distributed with the framework. This class can be reused when meta-model graph is designed. The way these meta-model relationship classes are used while meta-model
graph definition is explained in subsection 3.6.
3.4. Connection to CDMM-F
The characteristic feature of open ontology based meta-modeling is that there
are no compile-time relationships between any classes of the meta-model. The only
relationships allowed are with the CDMM-F classes, however they are not presented in the diagrams above (except the one from the Figure 1) for simplification
(except the «RootMetamodelCore» stereotype). However, the nature of these metamodel associations to the CDMM-F classes is shown in the Figure 3.

Figure 3. CDMM-F and thus CDMM-Meta-Modeler root meta-model classes

The Figure 3 displays the CDMM-F package structure and two following classes:
• RootMetamodelCore that belongs to the CDMM-F - this class cannot be
redefined by the CDMM-F and, in consequence CDMM-Meta-Modeler
user
• AggregationCPoliOMulti which is predefined in CDMM-F - this class can
be redefined by the user of both CDMM-F and CDMM-Meta-Modeler
systems or the CDMM-Meta-Modeler may be instructed to reuse one of
user-defined relation classes to play the role of the CDMM-F framework
class.
The important assumption here is that there must be defined exactly one class in
each of the RootMetamodelCoreNode and RootMetamodelCoreEdge (see the
Figure 3) packages. These classes are dedicated for the purpose of associating meta-model elements with the CDMM-F when the meta-model graph is defined in
CDMM-Meta-Modeler. The way the graph is created from the classes presented so
far is explained in subsection 3.6.
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3.5. Profiles for Meta-Model Graph Elements Stereotyping
The UML stereotyping mechanism is used in CDMM-Meta-Modeler for associating meta-model entity classes to CDMM-F root class (see the Figure 2a) and
for associating meta-model graph relationships to meta-model relationship classes
(see the Figure 5).
In order to introduce these stereotypes into CDMM-Meta-Modeler the UML
extension mechanism is applied – the required stereotypes are defined through
UML Profiles in CDMM-Meta-Modeler.
So, the next step is to define two profiles:
• RootMetaModelProfile
• GeneratedProfile
The first profile RootMetaModelProfile is defined for associating meta-model entity classes to CDMM-F root class. The second one is dedicated to associating metamodel graph relationships to meta-model relationship classes.
In fact, the need for user activities is very limited here, as the RootMetamodelProfile is predefined in the framework. However, if the user wants to exchange
the predefined AggregationCPoliOMulti to his/her own implementation, then
he/she must change the name of it manually. The remaining, GeneratedProfile does
not need any user activities as this profile is generated on the fly by the CDMMMeta-Modeler on the basis of meta-model relation classes shown in the Figure 2b.
The contents of both profiles for the meta-model are shown in the Figure 4a for
RootMetaModelProfile and in the Figure 4b for GeneratedProfile.

Figure 4. CDMM-Meta-Modeler Profiles: a) RootMetaModelProfile, b) GeneratedProfile

Both profiles are used to manually stereotype entity classes when they are
created according to subsection 3.2 and relationship classes when meta-model
graph is created according to the subsection 3.6.
Manual stereotyping is time consuming and error prone. That is why automation is planned to be used in future implementation of the CDMM-Meta-Modeler.
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3.6. Definition of Sample Meta-Model Graph
Now, all meta-model elements that are required for meta-model creation from
CDMMMeta-Modeler are available. So, the only thing is to associate all of them
into the graph structure that represents the modeling language. In order to do that
the UML diagram (to define the meta-model graph structure) must be created and
some meta-model elements must be stereotyped.
The required and sufficient meta-model graph diagram created in CDMMMeta-Modeler for the CDMM-like representation of the sample meta-model from
the Figure 1 is presented in the Figure 5.
It is worth noticing in the Figure 5 that:
• meta-model entity classes are defined to be interconnected to the root
Root-MetamodelCore class of the CDMM-F (that is why they are displayed in red font on the green background according to the coloring convention introduced in subsection 3.1); the only stereotype «RootMetamodelCore» is predefined in CDMM-MetaModeler and can be applied to
meta-model entity classes only;
• meta-model entity classes that can be reached from the stereotyped classes are not stereotyped (they are displayed in green);
• for directed meta-model graph the dependency relationships can be used;
• the meta-model graph relationships (displayed in blue according to the
coloring convention) are associated to the meta-model relationship classes
via stereotypes the names of which are equivalent to the meta-model relationship class names; the stereotype names for the relationships are taken
from the GreneratedProfile UML Profile defined in CDMM-MetaModeler; more relationships can be used in the meta-model graph diagram - all kinds of associative relationships (composition, aggregation,
association) especially to represent two-directional meta-model relationships;
• some relationships cannot be represented in UML as they do not exist in
this standard’s meta-model; for example the RPair relationship does not
exist while it is useful in meta-modeling; in consequence the lacking
RPair relationship is modeled in the Figure 1 by two association relationships with the appropriate note (in grey) connected to each pair (OCL expression can be used to define this constraint as well); however the same
RPair relationships are modeled in CDMM-Meta-Modeler meta-model
graph diagram as one meta-model notion - a relationship, what is visible
in the Figure 5; dual nature of the relationship is represented by the appropriate implementation of the relationship class that is associated to the
dependency relationship via stereotype; (see for example DAssociation DRole relation in both Figure 1 and Figure 5); this is one of advantages of
open ontology based meta-modeling. Another good example is N-ary association from UML which does not have its representation in UML meta-model and can be easily introduced to the CDMM.
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The entity class stereotypes can be introduced:
• manually in the Entity package while entity classes are defined
• manually in the meta-model graph diagram (better practice)
• automatically for the meta-model graph elements (the best practice)
The relation class stereotypes are generated automatically on the basis of the metamodel relationship class names and placed in the Generated Profile. The list of
stereotypes available for a particular relation is offered by the CDMM-MetaModeler when meta-model graph diagram is created by meta-model designer.

Figure 5. The meta-model graph structure arranged from meta-model elements

In order to illustrate the diagramming functionality of the presented software
tool the same meta-model graph created in CDMM-Meta-Modeler is shown in the
Figure 6. This diagram does not follow the coloring convention introduced for the
purpose of the paper.
The whole meta-modeling process, thus the process of the design of a modeling language as a whole is presented in subsection 3.7. The process is general but is
placed in the subsection 3.7 in the section 3 which is focused on the case study, as
the discussion of the process refers to the notions connected to the case study.
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3.7. Meta-Modeling Process
One of the goals of CDMM-Meta-Modeler was to simplify the work that must
be performed by the person who defines a modeling language. It was achieved by
minimization of the required user activities - both number and scope. More specifically, the "convention over configuration" and automation approaches were used
for profile definition tasks as it was already mentioned above in subsection 3.5.
In the case of diagramming the number of elements that must be managed manually is also limited and the manual tasks are simplified.

Figure 6. Sample meta-model graph diagram created in CDMM-Meta-Modeler

The manual tasks in the final version of the CDMM-Meta-Modeler can
be limited to:
• defining entity classes
• defining relationship classes
• associating some meta-model entity classes via meta-model relationship
classes on the meta-model graph diagram
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•

stereotyping all relationships on the meta-model graph diagram by the stereotypes equivalent to the names of already defined (not necessarily already implemented)meta-model relation classes
The meta-model classes mentioned above must be, of course, implemented.
But they are subject of extensive reuse in meta-modeling, that is why defining and
implementing them is required for the first version of the meta-model and could be
required on the very limited extent for future versions of the meta-model. The main
subject of introduction/change are meta-model entity classes that are very easy for
implementation (the whole source code of these classes may be generated from
their CDMM-Meta-Modeler definition - from the model of the meta-model stored
in CDMMMeta-Modeler in the form of UML2 Eclipse PlugIn model representation). This model of meta-model can be thus accessed from external software
through the UML2 Eclipse PlugIn API. This way the CDMM-Meta-Modeler has
the open architecture.
The steps of the process of constructing the meta-model graph shown in the
Figure 5, as well as any other meta-model, are as follows:
• the entity classes are created in the CDMM-Meta-Modeler
• the relationship classes are created in the CDMM-Meta-Modeler
• the green classes are dragged and dropped from the Entities package to
the MetamodelGraph diagram; they represent nodes of the meta-model
graph
• the RootMetaModelProfile is optionally updated in case the default relation class is exchanged to the user-defined one
• the GeneratedProfile is generated by the CDMM-Meta-Modeler
• the dependency relationships are introduced into MetamodelGraph diagram
• the dependency relationships on the CDMM-Meta-Modeler diagram are
stereotyped through the CDMM-Meta-Modeler Eclipse PlugIn GUI which
offers the list of available stereotypes taken from RootMetaModelProfile
and from GeneratedProfile
• some nodes of the meta-model are stereotyped by the only stereotype
available for meta-model node (entity) classes, that is by «RootMetamodelCore» stereotype defined in RootMetaModelProfile
The last step is very important and crucial for CDMM-F. It introduces one
root for the whole meta-model graph structure. This is important from the perspective of model (an instance of meta-model) exploration from the CDMM-F client
code through the API of CDMM-F as the entry point to the API is just via the root
class. This root is implemented in CDMM-F as the RootMetamodelCore class depicted in the Figure 3. This root of the meta-model is associated by CDMM-F to
the classes stereotyped by « RootMetamodelCore ». These classes are presented in
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the Figure 5. They are associated by CDMM-F to the root class in one way through
the only class defined in RootMetamodelCoreEdge package, in our case this is the
AggregationCPoliOMulti class, which can be exchanged by the user to a userdefined class. The assumption of the uniqueness of this class does not introduce
any limits to the approach. Associating the meta-model entity classes to the root
element is a meta-model design decision that should be made by the user of
CDMM-Meta-Modeler. The existence of the root element eliminates the problem
of creation of multi root graph and non compact graph. Otherwise not only the
implementation of the client will be complicated but also application of graph pattern recognition methods will be limited, especially if graph syntactical methods
are applied. The whole process of meta-modeling in CDMM-Meta-Modeler described above is presented in the Figure 7.
The dependency relationships are unidirectional. They were introduced to the
example as they are sufficient for the presented meta-model (all relationships are
unidirectional in it). This simplification was introduced intentionally into the casestudy just to limit the complexity. In fact the CDMM-Meta-Modeler makes it
possible to associate stereotypes with all kinds of associative relations. In order to
introduce a two-directional relationship the GeneratedProfile must be extended.
Also more complex UML relationships may be introduced to the meta-model
graph. For example the relationship that may join more than one (including also
the transitive case of the binary relationship) or two node classes (N-ary association) may be introduced.
Cooperation between CDMM-Meta-Modeler and CDMM-F can be achieved
in the following two ways: off-line cooperation via files sharing or on-line cooperation through CDMM-F API.
The first way is possible but not convenient enough as the CDMM-MetaModeler must find the right directories that contain source code files for CDMM-F
specific classes as well as user-defined entity and relation classes. The right locations of the classes are pointed by CDMM-Meta-Modeler configuration file.
In such the case the CDMM-Meta-Modeler is able to generate the following files
on the output:
• GRP file in the XML format with the minimal graph structure that represents meta-model; this file can be interpreted by CDMM-F and transformed at the start to the Spring context-file which is then loaded by
CDMM-F at run-time to initiate the framework correctly
• CTX file in the XML format which is the application context file for
CDMM-F; the CDMM-F loads this file at the start
Another disadvantages of this off-line cooperation is that the meta-modeling process is not dynamic enough and changes introduced into meta-model through
CDMMMeta-Modeler are not reflected automatically in the CDMM-F.
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That is why the on-line cooperation is promoted. In this case not only
CDMMMeta-Modeler but also CDMM-F have the form of Eclipse PlugIns and can
exchange data through their APIs. In this case the application context file is passed
from CDMM-Meta-Modeler to CDMM-F in the form of the string. Moreover, this
way of cooperation is better from the perspective of automatic testing of the implementation of entity and relation classes of the meta-model (unit testing of the
meta-model) and the correctness of their association to the CDMM-F (integration
testing of the meta-model).

Figure 7. Business process of meta-modeling in CDMM-Meta-Modeler focused on the
meta-model designer tasks supported continuously by the CDMM-Meta-Modeler tool

4. Conclusion
This paper focuses on the case study that illustrates how to construct a modeling language (a meta-model) in CDMM-Meta-Modeler software tool. It also shows
how lightweight and convenient such a process is. This case study can be also a
good reference for studying the nature of CDMM-F framework. The framework is
an implementation of CDMM-P paradigm. So, the case study shows how this paradigm can be applied for meta-modeling. The construction of modeling languages is
one of application fields of the CDMM-P. Thus, the clear explanation of metamodeling process and its specifics can help to understand better the nature of open
ontology based meta-modeling and then to apply the paradigm to construction of
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applications data layer, which is even more common problem, but located out of
the current scope of the research. The case-study plays the role of the proof-of-theconcept for the idea of CDMM materialized in the form of CDMM-P and
CDMM-F. All features of the CDMM-Meta-Modeler mentioned in the paper as
planned for future work are intended to be implemented. Some of them require
theoretical research before implementation.
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